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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION

BIOMECHANICAL ANALYSIS OF RACE WALKING COMPARED TO NORMAL
WALKING AND RUNNING GAIT
Human locomotion is phenomenon that is extraordinarily complex. It is evident
that a complete description of locomotion involves consideration of kinematics, kinetics,
and muscle activity of the extremities in all of their various movements. Race walking
(RW) is a form of upright locomotion that differs from normal walking and running by its
form dictated by the International Amateur Athletics Federation (IAAF). Despite the
similarities to both normal walking (NW) and running (RU), RW has not been the subject
of equally intensive investigations.
This study explores the comprehensive biomechanics of race walking and how it
compares to NW and RU. A quantitative approach was used to evaluate kinematic,
kinetic and muscle activity variables between race walking and both normal walking and
running. A cross-sectional, laboratory design was used on 15 recreationally competitive
race walkers to evaluate these variables.
Based on the results of this study, RW is an intermediate gait between NW and
RU that has characteristics of both gaits, but is still a unique gait in itself. While there are
differences between RW and both RU and NW, some of the expected differences
between RW and the two gaits did not occur. Significantly greater frontal plane pelvistrunk joint range of motion and sagittal plane peak hip flexor and extensor moments, hip
joint range of motion and rectus femoris muscle activity contribute to the significant
differences in both RW and NW, and RW and RU.
Significant differences between RW and RU showed that RU requires more contribution
from the trunk, pelvis and lower extremities kinematically and kinetically, as well as
increased muscle activation, to execute the motion than RW. Conversely, RW requires
more contribution from these variables than NW does, but in not as great a capacity as
RU compared to RW. In spite of these findings, there were some variables that had no
significant differences between RW and RU. This suggests that injuries during RW are
similar to those during RU, but may not occur as frequently.
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Chapter One – Introduction
Human locomotion is phenomenon that is extraordinarily complex.55 It is evident
that a complete description of locomotion involves consideration of kinematics, kinetics,
and muscle activity of the extremities in all of their various movements. According to
anthropologists, human walking is probably the most of many of the evolved
characteristics that separates men from more primitive hominids.53 Humans have been
walking for over a million years and it has been suggested for walking to be a unique
human activity that is closely associated with catastrophe: “…only the rhythmic forward
movement of first one leg and then the other keeps [a person] from falling on his face”.41
This concept also holds true for other forms of bipedal human locomotion, including race
walking.
The origin of race walking (RW) has not been documented as well as normal
walking, but early anecdotal reports have shown that “pedestrianism”, as RW was
referred to in 1765, took its rightful place alongside many other sporting events in
England at this time.35, 36 By 1861, race walking had a following and athletes had
established many ultra-long distance walking records in competitive race walking
events.53 RW was added as an event in the Olympics in 190815 with the distances of 2050 kilometers, which was what the distance was at the most current Olympic games in
2012.14, 17, 38, 52, 68 Ten years after its recognition as an Olympic event, the International
Amateur Athletic Federation (IAAF) was founded in 1912 by 17 national athletic
federations who saw the need for a governing authority in track and field events. The
main goal of this organization was to standardize technical equipment and keep track of
world records, which included rules about RW technique.26
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As defined in the literature, RW is a progression of steps so taken that the walker
makes contact with the ground so that no visible (to the human eye) loss of contact
occurs.2 According to the IAAF since 1995, the advancing leg must be straightened (i.e.
not flexed at the knee) from the moment of first contact with the ground until the vertical
upright position (Figure 1).2 The IAAF established these rules to better define race
walking form for its inclusion in competitions.21

Figure 1: (left) Incorrect and (right) correct position of the knee at heel strike. Image from Laird.33

Despite the similarities RW has with both walking and running, RW has not been
the subject of equally intensive investigations. Studies have looked at RW mostly in a
competition setting21-23, a setting in which it is difficult to obtain a full analysis of the gait
kinematics, kinetics, and muscle activity. In addition, the few studies that have been
performed in a laboratory did not look at all three gaits and were done prior to 1995.9, 31,
40, 44, 46

Pre-1995, knee flexion was permitted prior to the vertical upright position;

therefore studies done before this time may not be applicable to the current RW
population (Table 1). To date, there are no studies that have looked at RW kinematics,
kinetics, and muscle activity in one study to give a full comprehensive analysis of the gait
and how it compares to normal walking and running (Table 1).
With the increasing number of walking enthusiasts, RW popularity is on the rise
as an alternative to jogging.15 Since RW is movement that requires a certain technique,
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like any exercise motion, there is a risk of injury. Unfortunately, there have been few
studies that have looked at injuries sustained during RW, which is important to any
athletic activity to reduce injury risk while optimizing performance. With the technical
precision demanded by the event’s rules, understanding the underlying biomechanical
factors of RW is important for proper technique and reduced risk of injury. A more
complete review of the literature can be found in Appendix A.
Table 1: Summary of studies that have looked at kinematics, kinetics, muscle activity in race walking in
comparison to normal walking and running.

RW (Pre ’95)
RW (Post ’95)
Normal Walking
Running

Kinematics

Kinetics

Muscle
Activity

Temporal
Spatial

Injury

8, 9, 31, 40, 46, 53

9, 31, 44

40

9, 31

42, 54

22, 23

21

21

22, 23

15

9, 40

9, 44

40

9, 40

44

Statement of Problem
With the research that has been done on RW, there still lacks a comprehensive
three-dimensional (3D) understanding of the joint kinematics and kinetics, as well as
muscle activity in RW. Furthermore, how RW compares to normal walking and running
is not fully understood. With the lack of knowledge of RW, there is also little known
about potential mechanisms of injuries related to this difficult skill and if they differ from
normal walking and running.
Purpose
The purpose of this dissertation is threefold:


Study 1: The basic 3D biomechanics of RW with associated muscle
activity will be described and compared to the current body of literature on
RW.
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Study 2: The biomechanics of RW will be assessed and then compared to
normal walking (NW) gait to determine if there are differences between
the two gaits.



Study 3: RW biomechanics will be compared to running (RU) to
determine if RW is a lower injury risk gait than running.

Study 1 fully describes the three-dimensional biomechanics of race walking gait.
The study reports on traditional kinematic and kinetic gait parameters. In addition,
muscle function was investigated using EMG to determine muscle recruitment patterns,
as well as activation levels. This initial study was entirely descriptive in nature.
Comparisons to the current body of literature were used to assess the results of this study.
See Tables 1-5 in Appendix B for variables of interest.
In study 2, RW was compared with normal walking. The independent variables were
gait condition during one complete stride length (RW vs. NW). The dependent variables
that were compared across gaits were the similar kinematic, kinetic and muscle function
variables identified in study 1 with the variables specified in Tables 6-10 in Appendix B.
In study 3, RW was compared with running. The independent variables were gait
condition during one complete stride length (RW vs. RU). The dependent variables that
were compared across gaits were the similar kinematic, kinetic and muscle function
variables identified in studies 1 and 2 with the variables specified in Tables 11-15 in
Appendix B.
Hypotheses
Study 1
Study 1 is descriptive in nature. As such, no hypotheses were tested in this study.
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Study 2
Compared to normal walking, RW will have differences in kinematic and kinetic values,
as well as muscle activity that are consistent with the IAAF rule regulating race walking
form. Specifically, RW will exhibit:


Increased frontal plane excursions at the hip, pelvis and trunk



Increased sagittal plane excursions at the ankle and hip



Decreased knee excursion



Greater walking speed



Decreased percentage of single leg stance time and double support time in
relation to stance time



Greater joint moments in all three planes at the hip, knee and ankle



Greater muscle activity, especially in the tibialis anterior and
gastrocnemius muscles

Study 3
Race walking will have different kinematic and kinetic values, as well as muscle activity
compared to running. Specifically, RW will exhibit:


Increased frontal plane excursions at the hip, pelvis and trunk



Greater dorsiflexion and extension moments of the ankle and knee,
respectively



Greater muscle activity in the rectus femoris, vastus lateralis, biceps
femoris, and tibialis anterior

5

Significance of the Study
Race walking (RW) is a form of upright locomotion that differs from normal
walking by its form dictated by the International Amateur Athletics Federation (IAAF).31
The IAAF established rules to better define race walking form for its inclusion in
competitions.21 In recent years, the sport has become very popular among international
competitors, as well as an alternative exercise to running.43 RW provides opportunities
for competition, in addition to promoting valuable health and fitness benefits, without
potential injury risks as in running.29, 58, 59 While this has been the case since the
induction of the IAAF rule in 1995, a majority of the studies looking at RW compared to
normal walking and running were done prior to 1995. As a result, these studies are not
applicable to current RW technique. Prior to this current study, there have been no
comprehensive analyses of RW and its comparison to normal walking and running since
the current IAAF rule. The results of this study provide current analysis of RW, its
comparison to normal walking and running, as well as its injury potential in relation to
running.
Delimitations
1. Fifteen recreationally active, healthy race walkers aged 39.9 (11.6) years, with a
height of 1.7 (0.1) m, and a mass of 69.4 (13.7) kg, who have previously
competed in at least one race of any distance performing the race walking gait and
were of amateur (recreation) level status. At the time of data collection, the
subjects had to be uninjured, had no previous spine or lower extremity surgeries,
and not walk with an ambulatory device.
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2. The sample of subjects consisted of people from the surrounding Lexington,
Kentucky area during the spring of 2014.
3. All subjects were required to ambulate down a runway for three trials of each gait
(race walking, normal walking, and running) in a randomized order at a selfselected pace.
4. Data were collected to measure kinematics, kinetics, and muscle activity of each
subject during each gait using motion capture, force plates, and
electromyography, respectively.
5. After all gait data were collected, two maximum voluntary isometric contractions
(MVICs) were performed to determine muscle activity patterns as a percentage of
MVIC to compare across subjects for each gait.
6. The study was conducted for a period between February and June 2014.
Limitations
1. The level of performance of the subjects was at a recreational level compared to
previous studies that used elite and Olympic level subjects.
2. The number of subjects was relatively small (n=15) necessitating caution in
extrapolation of the data to a larger race walk population, especially elite race
walkers.
3. The length of the runway was only about 15 meters long.
4. Soft tissue artifact can contribute to excess marker movement.

Copyright © Jaclyn Norberg 2015
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Chapter Two – Biomechanical Analysis of Race Walking
Race walking (RW) is a form of upright locomotion that differs from normal
walking by its form as dictated by rules of the International Amateur Athletics Federation
(IAAF).31 According to the IAAF rule after 1995, “Race Walking is a progression of
steps so taken that the walker makes contact with the ground, so that no visible (to the
human eye) loss of contact occurs”. In 1995, The IAAF further modified the rules so that
no knee flexion was allowed at heel strike. Prior to 1995, knee flexion was allowed at
impact. The IAAF modified these rules in 1995 to better define race walking form for its
inclusion in competitions.21 Since then, this sport has become very popular
internationally with 43 nations representing the five continents competing in the 2012
Olympic games.43 RW has also gained popularity as an alternative exercise to running43
since RW provides opportunities for competition, health and fitness benefits, and
minimal injury risks.29, 58, 59
There is a scarcity of literature about RW. The most detailed analyses of RW
were performed in the 1980’s when knee flexion was permitted during the initial stance
phase of the gait (Table 2). These studies looked at kinematics alone, kinematics and
muscle activity, or kinetics and muscle activity. Therefore, there is no comprehensive
analysis of current (post-1995) RW kinematics, kinetics, and muscle activity in one
cohort of individuals. A more thorough review of the RW literature is presented in
Appendix A. Consequently, the purpose of this study was to describe the kinematics,
kinetics, and muscle activity of the most current RW form.
Table 2: Summary of studies that have looked at kinematics, kinetics, and muscle activity in RW.

RW (Pre ’95)
RW (Post ’95)

Kinematics

Kinetics

Muscle Activity

8, 9, 31, 40, 46, 53

9, 31, 44

40

9, 31

22, 23

21

21

22, 23
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Temporal Spatial

Methods
Subjects
Fifteen competitive and formerly competitive race walkers (12 females, 3 males)
aged 39.9 (11.6) years old, with a height of 1.7 (0.1) m and a mass of 69.4 (13.7) kg,
participated in this study. All subjects had formal training in the proper race walking
technique and had competed in at least one race. Subjects were recreationally active at
the time of the study and had not had surgery on their lower extremities or spine, did not
walk with an ambulatory device, and had no current lower extremity injuries. Subjects
provided informed consent prior to participation in the study (Appendix E).
Procedures
This study was part of a larger study looking at race walking with respect to
normal walking and running. The procedures for the race walking portion of the study are
described below.
Prior to testing, subjects filled out a Par-Q Questionnaire4 (Appendix F) to
determine if they were healthy enough to participate in the study. Subjects were
disqualified if they answered ‘yes’ to any of the questions on the Par-Q. All subjects wore
the same type of shoes (New Balance R662WSB, Boston, MA) to walk in during the data
collection to reduce differences due to footwear. Eighty-five retro-reflective markers
were placed on the body (Figure 2).
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Figure 2: Maker placement used during all three studies to create the biomechanical model. The calibration
makers were used to determine the location of the distal ends of the joints in relation to the makers used for
tracking. Once the calibration makers were removed, the tracking markers helped identify the segment
during the motion trials for use in later marker trajectory calculations.

Electromyographic (EMG) electrodes (Delsys, Natick, MA) were placed over
eight muscles on the right side of the body using Surface Electromyography for the NonInvasive Assessment of Muscles (SENIAM) positions as established in the literature.1, 21,
40

: Gluteus medius (GM), Rectus femoris (RF), Vastus lateralis (VL), Adductor longus

(AL), Semitendinosus (ST), Tibialis anterior (TA), Gastrocnemius (GA), and Peroneus
longus (PL) (Figure 3).
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Figure 3: EMG electrode placement to collect muscle activity during race walking. (left) Anterior view of
electrode placement for the vastus lateralis, rectus femoris, tibialis anterior, lateral head of the
gastrocnemius, and the peroneus longs muscles. (center) Lateral view of electrode placement for the lateral
head of the gastrocnemius and peroneus longus. (right) Posterior view of the electrode placement for the
semitendinosus. The electrodes for the adductor longus and gluteus medius are not visible in the figure.

Each subject was allowed adequate time to warm-up on a treadmill and stretch,
similar to their pre-race routine, as needed. Prior to collecting motion data, each subject
stood in the 3-D calibrated volume to obtain a static calibration pose and quiet EMG file.
An 11-camera three-dimensional motion capture system (Motion Analysis, Santa Rosa,
CA) was used to capture the static marker placement. The static pose was used to
establish the relationship between anatomical references and body segments. Twentythree anatomical markers were removed (Figure 2) after this static trial. Subjects were
then asked to ambulate over a 15-m runway with two force plates (Bertec, Columbus,
OH) embedded in the floor (Figure 4). They were allowed to have race walking practice
trials where they were asked to step out their gait on the force plates to get clean foot
strikes on the plates. No data were collected for these trials.
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FP 1
FP 2
Figure 4: Configuration of the force plates embedded in the runway. Race walkers ambulated from left to
right where the left foot would strike FP1 and the right foot would strike FP2.

After the practice trials, three trials of race walking (RW) gait at a competition
race pace were collected. To prevent targeting the force plates during the data collections,
subjects were told to look at a focal point in front of them. The investigator visually
monitored each trial and any trial where subjects looked down or missed the force plates
was redone. For each trial, marker trajectories were collected using a sampling rate of
200 Hz. Simultaneously, ground reaction force and muscle activity data were recorded at
1000Hz. After all gait collections were completed, two trials of maximum isometric
voluntary contractions (MVICs) for each muscle were taken.39
Data Processing and Analysis
Using Cortex software (Version 3.0, Motion Analysis Corporation, Santa Rosa,
CA), three-dimensional marker trajectories were determined for each static and RW trial.
Based on the marker set, subject-specific models were created in Visual 3D (C-Motion,
Germantown, MD) using the height and weight of the subjects to allow normalization of
joint moments, to define segment masses, and to define segment inertial properties
(Figure 2). The Visual 3D model assumed that each segment was a rigid body. The
model was then used to calculate joint kinematics and kinetics.
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Marker trajectories were calculated in Visual 3D for the RW trials. A copy of the
pipeline used can be found in Appendix F and is described below. Marker trajectories of
the motion trials were filtered using a 4th order, bidirectional, low pass Butterworth filter
with a cutoff frequency of 8 Hz. This cutoff was chosen based on a residual analysis of
the right distal heel marker in the X (forward) direction.67 The filtered marker data were
used to calculate ankle, knee, hip, pelvis, and trunk joint angles. Joint angles were
defined as the orientation of the distal segment with respect to the proximal segment
using a Cardan rotation sequence of extension, followed by adduction, and lastly internal
rotation. See Appendix C for definition of segment fixed coordinate frames. The fixed
coordinate frame that defined each segment begins at the pelvis, which has an embedded
coordinate system, and is used to calculate the hip angle with the thigh. Moving distally,
each segment build based on the segment proximal to the distal segment to calculate each
joint. Also, global angles of the lab with respect to the pelvis and trunk were calculated
with the orientation of the lab as X forward (in the direction of the motion), Y pointing
left, and Z pointing up. Joint angle excursions were calculated as the difference between
the minimum and maximum joint angles. Ensemble curves were created to qualitatively
assess joint angle motion across a stride, which was defined as right toe-off to subsequent
right toe-off (defined using gait events described below). For each subject, all three RW
trials were first averaged together. Then, these curves were averaged across subjects to
obtain an ensemble curve.
Ground reaction forces were collected with a minimum threshold of 5N. The
analog signals were converted to digital signals using an A-D board (National
Instruments, Inc., Austin TX) at sampling rate of 1000Hz and imported into Visual 3D.
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These signals were not filtered for later use in calculations.34 Signals were normalized to
each subject’s body weight to compare across subjects. Loading rate was calculated as
the change in force divided by change in time from heel strike to impact peak, the apex of
the first peak, of the vertical ground reaction force.56 This value was calculated as the
mean for the three RW trials and then ensemble averaged across all subjects.
Ground reaction forces were used to determine gait events for foot contacts with
the force platforms. Gait events occurring off the force plate were determined by velocity
data of foot markers.70 Both left and right heel strike were defined as when the forward
motion of the inferior heel marker changed direction. Left and right toe-offs were defined
similarly as when the velocity changed direction from forward motion to backward
motion of the left and right distal foot marker, respectively.
Temporal spatial variables were calculated based on the gait events. Stride length
and time were calculated between successive right foot toe-offs. Stance time for the right
foot was calculated from heel strike to toe-off, while swing time was calculated from toeoff to subsequent heel strike of the same foot. Double support time was calculated as the
difference in time between heel strike of the right foot and toe-off of the left foot. Stance
to swing ratio was determined by the normalized percentage of swing over the percentage
of stance during one stride. The forward velocity of the sternum marker was used to
estimate the RW speed of each subject.9 The vertical trajectory of the center of mass
(COM) of each subject was calculated from the sum of the location of the COM of all of
the body segments and graphed based on the position of the vertical position (Zdirection) in relation to the horizontal position (X direction). The trajectory of the COM
for each subject was normalized and averaged together to create a mean ensemble curve.
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Visual 3D was used to calculate net joint moments at the hip, knee, and ankle in
all three planes. The inertial properties of the segments were modeled as conical frustums
using Hanvan’s model.20 Net joint moments were normalized to body weight and
height.25 Mean ensemble curves were created based on the average moment curves
during one stride for the three normalized trials for each subject and then all subjects
were averaged together.
A linear envelope was created for each EMG signal.28, 57 EMG signals were first
processed by a low pass, 4th order, bidirectional Butterworth filter at a cutoff frequency of
100Hz. Next, they were full wave rectified. Then, the rectified signal was processed by a
low pass, 4th order bidirectional Butterworth filter at a cutoff frequency of 8Hz. The
activation levels of each muscle were obtained by taking the processed EMG data and
normalizing them based on percentage of the corresponding MVIC to facilitate
comparisons across subjects. Mean ensemble curves of each normalized linear envelope
for each subject’s three trials and all subject curves averaged together were calculated to
qualitatively assess muscle activity pattern during RW.
Variables Discussed
The variables discussed in this study were:


Temporal Spatial
o Percentage of gait cycle composed of stance, swing, single leg
stance, and double leg stance
o Swing to stance ratio
o RW velocity
o Center of mass vertical trajectory
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Kinematics
o Joint angle excursions
o Peak joint angles



Kinetics
o Peak ankle, knee, and hip joint moments



Ground reaction forces
o Magnitude of GRFs in all three directions
o Loading rate



Muscle activity
o Normalized EMG for the GM, RF, VL, AL, ST, TA, GA, and PL
activity to MVIC

Results
Temporal Spatial
The average speed of the race walkers was 2.3 (0.5) m/s with a range of 1.52-3.37
m/s (Table 3).
Table 3: Range of speeds (m/s) of subjects during race walking.
RW
Low
Subj 1
Subj 2
Subj 3
Subj 4
Subj 5
Subj 6
Subj 7
Subj 8
Subj 9
Subj 10
Subj 11
Subj 12
Subj 13
Subj 14
Subj 15

2.27
2.00
1.68
2.14
2.34
2.26
3.10
1.90
2.07
1.52
1.60
2.72
2.20
3.19
2.00
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High
2.32
2.05
1.75
2.43
2.39
2.37
3.23
1.97
2.39
1.53
1.78
2.96
2.20
3.37
2.01

The percentage of the entire gait cycle that was single leg stance was 57.6 (4.0)
%, swing was 39.5 (4.0) %, and double support was 8.4 (3.3) %. The stance to swing
ratio of the RW gait cycle was 1.47 (0.22). The trajectory of the vertical center of mass
(COM) shows an oscillating curve with a mean excursion of 0.04 m through the entire
gait cycle (Figure 5).

Figure 5: Mean vertical center of mass trajectory (m) during race walking.

Joint Angles
During race walking, motion of the lower extremities occurs mainly in the sagittal
plane (Figure 6). The ankle is plantar flexed during at toe-off, with peak plantar flexion
(20°) occurring during early swing (Figure 6). Peak ankle dorsiflexion (8°) occurs just
prior to heel strike, with dorsiflexion continuing until mid-stance. At impact, there is a
knee extension angle of about 10°, as required by the IAAF ruling, followed by the
movement of the shank in relation to the thigh into knee flexion to 5° until about midstance (Figure 6). The greatest amount of knee motion occurs during the swing phase of
the gait cycle with peak knee flexion (55°) occurring at mid-swing (Figure 6). The hip is
extended from heel strike until just after toe-off and then moves into flexion just after
toe-off (Figure 6). Peak hip flexion (40°) occurs at heel strike, while peak hip extension
(12°) occurs at toe-off (Figure 6).
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Absolute motion of the pelvis and trunk relative to the lab showed there is a large
transverse plane motion of the pelvis and trunk (Figure 6). Transverse plane excursion of
the pelvis-trunk joint is a combination of the global pelvis and global trunk motions. Just
after heel strike peak global trunk (10°) and peak pelvis-trunk (20°) rotated towards the
swing leg occur, while peak global trunk rotation (10°) rotated towards the stance leg
(Figure 6). Frontal plane pelvic drop at the global pelvis contributes to the majority of the
pelvis-trunk motion since there is little lateral motion occurring at the global trunk
(Figure 6).

Figure 6: (left) Mean ensemble curves of joint angles in the three planes during race walking. Joint angle
data are represented from right toe-off to subsequent right toe-off of the right leg (swing 0-40% to stance
40-100%). The vertical lines represent heel strike. In the sagittal plane, positive values at the hip and knee
represent extension and dorsiflexion at the ankle. In the frontal plane, adduction at the knee and hip, as well
as inversion at the ankle is positive. In the transverse plane internal rotation is positive for all lower
extremity joints. For the pelvis and trunk angles, anterior tilt/flexion, pelvic drop/lateral flexion to the left,
and left rotation are positive. (right) Means (SD) for joint excursions during race walking.
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Ground Reaction Forces and Loading Rate
There are two distinctive peaks in the vertical ground reaction force where the
first peak (impact) is greater, 1.35 (0.15) N/BW than the second (propulsive) peak, 1.15
(0.13) N/BW (Figure 7). In the medial-lateral (ML) ground reaction force, there is a
slight peak in medial force, 0.1 (0.04) N/BW that coincides with the impact peak in the
vertical force (Figure 7). Anterior-posterior (AP) ground reaction forces have a peak
breaking force 0.2 (0.04) N/BW consistent with vertical impact peak and peak medial
forces during the first half of stance phase (Figure 7). During the second half of the AP
ground reaction force, the propulsive peak 0.2 (0.03) N/BW occurs simultaneously with
the push off peak in the vertical ground reaction force. A mean loading rate of 27.1 (9.4)
BW/s was found in the vertical ground reaction force (Figure 7) during RW.

Figure 7: Mean ensemble curves of ground reaction forces during stance in race walking. Anterior, medial,
and vertical upward are positive directions for each graph.

Joint Moments
At the ankle, there is a peak dorsiflexor moment (2.8 Nm/height*weight) just after
impact (Figure 8). Towards the end of the stance phase, a peak plantar flexion moment
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(6.5 Nm/height*weight) occurs as the ankle assists in propulsion prior to toe off (Figure
8). In the frontal plane, there is a peak inversion moment (0.8 Nm/height*weight) that is
produced at mid-stance. The ankle also has a peak medial rotation moment (0.3
Nm/height*weight) during the majority of stance, with an external rotation moment peak
value (0.7 Nm/height*weight) at toe-off.
At the knee, there is a peak knee flexor moment (5.1 Nm/height*weight) at
impact, followed by an extension moment through mid-stance, with the peak extension
moment of 3.9 Nm/height*weight during this time (Figure 8). The knee moment in the
frontal plane begins with a peak adduction moment (1.0 Nm/height*weight) at heel strike
and shifts into abduction just after impact with the peak abduction moment being 1.1
Nm/height*weight. From heel strike into mid-stance, there is an internal rotation
moment, followed by a peak external rotation moment (0.3 Nm/height*weight) in late
stance, followed by a peak internal rotation moment (0.2 Nm/height*weight) just prior to
toe-off.
At the hip, there is a peak in the hip flexor moment (10.3 Nm/height*weight) at
impact (Figure 8). During the late stance phase, the hip has a peak extensor moment (6.4
Nm/height*weight). The frontal plane peak joint moment of the hip is larger in abduction
(5.4 Nm/height*weight) through the majority of stance. Just prior to toe-off, there is a
peak adduction moment (3.0 Nm/height*weight) at the hip. In the transverse plane, the
hip has an external rotation moment at heel strike, moves into a peak internal rotation
moment (0.6 Nm/height*weight) after impact, and then reverses back to the peak external
rotation moment (1.3 Nm/height*weight) until late stance.
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Figure 8: (left) Mean ensemble curves for joint moments during the stance phase in race walking. In the
sagittal plane, positive values (column 2) represent flexion at the hip, extension at the knee, and
dorsiflexion at the ankle. In the frontal plane, adduction at the knee and hip, as well as inversion at the
ankle is positive. In the transverse plane, left/medial rotation is positive for all joints. (right) Means (SD) of
mean peak joint moments (Nm/height*weight) during race walking where column 2 represents the peak
values in the positive direction and column 3 represents the peak values in the negative direction
represented in the figure on the left.

Muscle Activity
Higher levels of relative activity were seen in the adductor longus,
semitendinosus, gastrocnemius, and peroneus longus (Figure 9). The adductor longus
fluctuates throughout the entire gait cycle with peaks occurring during mid-swing and at
heel strike. The semitendinosus has peak activity during late swing. Both the
gastrocnemius and peroneus longus have peak activity at toe-off. The gluteus medius has
steady activity throughout the entire gait cycle with very little fluctuation. The vastus
lateralis and rectus femoris, both quadriceps muscles, have the greatest amount of activity
during early- to- mid-stance. The tibialis anterior has the most activity in early swing and
just prior to heel strike.
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Figure 9: Mean ensemble curves of muscle activity during race walking. Muscle activity data are
represented from right toe-off to subsequent right toe-off of the right leg (swing 0-40% to stance 40-100%).
The vertical lines represents heel strike.

Discussion
The purpose of this study was to provide a comprehensive biomechanical
description of RW based on the current IAAF rules. This study describes the kinematics,
kinetics, and muscle activity that occur during RW gait. Based on these results, there are
unique properties of the lower extremities during RW as governed by the current IAAF
rule found that differ from previous studies.9, 22, 23, 31, 46
Temporal Spatial
The race walkers in this study had a slower speed and a greater percentage of
single leg stance than reported in other studies. 9, 22, 23, 31, 46 Race walkers in these previous
studies walked at 2.5-5.5 m/s with an average speed of 4.0 m/s, compared to a range of
1.5-3.4 m/s and an average speed of 2.3 m/s of the current study (Table 3). The large
range of speeds of the race walkers in this study most likely contributed to the large
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variances in other variables looked at in this study, such as vertical ground reaction force
(Figure 7).43
With this greater speed, there was a reported lower stance time percentage of 4650% and an increased swing time percentage of 50% compared to 57.6 % stance time and
39.5% swing time in this study.9, 31, 40 This was likely due to other studies using a
different cohort of subjects, which included elite and Olympic level athletes, who are
likely more fit and able to achieve greater speed and minimize single leg stance.9, 22, 23, 31,
40, 46

A greater single leg stance also results in an increased double support phase during

the gait cycle, which leads to increased contact time in this study as compared to the
other studies.9, 40, 61 Therefore, the stance to swing ratio (1:1.47) is also larger compared
to elite race walkers (1:1).9, 22, 40
Ankle
The increased dorsiflexion at heel strike is effective with the hip motions in
increasing functional leg length, thus allowing the leg to make contact with the ground
while adjusting for the lack of knee flexion in combination with the trail leg. The trail leg
must remain on the ground until the lead leg has made contact, which requires the walker
to adjust by extending the trail leg hip at toe-off. The combination of these motions
compensates for the lack of knee flexion to act as a shock absorber at initial contact. In
comparison to the literature, the total excursion of the ankle (23-47°) was consistent with
the data found in this study (33.6°).9, 40 The peak dorsiflexion moment that occurs at
impact helps maintain increased dorsiflexion to assist in maintaining full knee extension
through mid-stance (Figure 8).9 The activity of the tibialis anterior muscle coincides with
the peak dorsiflexion angle to maintain dorsiflexion through mid-stance when the knee
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can be flexed in congruence with the IAAF rule. The plantar flexion moment at toe-off is
important to gain and maintain forward propulsion of the body.9, 64 Additionally, the
ankle plantar flexion is also important at this time, as ankle plantar flexion is caused by
the plantar flexion moment generated by gastrocnemius activation to help propel the body
forward.53
The gastrocnemius is also assisted by the peroneus longus (Figure 9), which also
serves to evert and externally rotate the ankle, to provide force to aid in propulsion. This
motion is consistent with the lateral force that occurs from the ground reaction force and
the ankle eversion moment taking place at the same instance during this part of the gait
cycle. The ankle everts and externally rotates, along with sagittal and frontal plane hip
joint motions, at heel strike to provide compensation for the lack of knee flexion by
functionally lengthening the leg as described above.9, 40
The frontal plane moment moves from eversion (lateral) to inversion (medial) and back
to eversion (lateral) throughout the stance phase (Figure 8). Medial-lateral ground
reaction forces were shifted from lateral at heel strike to medial at mid-stance, which was
probably due to balancing the lateral shift in the pelvis when the knee is straightened,
then lateral again at toe-off.43, 44 This is probably a result of the counterbalancing it
provides to the movement of the hip in the frontal plane. The ankle transverse moment
has external rotation moment just prior to toe off possibly due to the activity of the
peroneal muscles (Figure 9) acting as secondary antagonists to help propel the body
forward with the plantar flexor moment (Figure 8). Once the knee can be flexed, the
ankle can move into inversion and internal rotation to prepare for toe-off. This motion
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allows for a shift in the body to prepare for contralateral heel strike and the motions to
occur on the contralateral leg to keep the forward progression of the movement.
Knee
The motions at the knee, especially the sagittal plane motions, are most important
to the form of RW.2 Peak knee extension was found to be 8.6° at impact, which is within
the range of peak extension described in the literature (7-11°).9, 22, 23, 40, 46 At impact, there
is peak flexion moment (Figure 8), which has been found to prevent excessive
hyperextension of the knee due to the knee extension rule and to decelerate the foot.43
This may be a result of the forces the ligaments and joint capsule provide to prevent
excessive knee hyperextension and not from the hamstrings, which are active but most
likely acting as hip extensors. The vastus lateralis also has some activity prior to heel
strike to prepare the knee for impact and after impact to act as knee extensor, which is
consistent with knee extensor moment and previous findings in the literature (Figure 9).21,
40

The rectus femoris activity in mid- to- late stance acts more to propel the body forward

as a hip flexor than a knee extender since the knee begins to flex at this time, while the
hip is flexing to pull the body over the stance leg.
After impact, there is a peak extension moment through early mid-stance that
contributes to the maintaining of knee extension during this part of stance. This
contributes to the lack of knee flexion during the initial part of stance to act as a shock
absorber during RW. This decrease in shock absorption could produce a loading rate at
impact compared to normal walking (Figure 7). The slope of the initial peak is important
in determining loading rate, which is typically observed in vertical ground reaction forces
during running. The larger initial impact peak value compared to the push-off peak found
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in this study in the vertical trace looks very unique to the RW gait and was similar to
curves found in the literature.9, 44 The first peak has characteristics of a running curve, but
the second peak is distinctive to a normal walking curve. The amount of variability
during the weight acceptance portion of the vertical ground reaction force could be a
result of the differences in the range of speeds of each subject (Table 3). If a subject is
RW slower, they would have a decreased amount of force during weight acceptance than
if they were moving at a faster speed.9
Flexion of the knee is most important in the swing phase to progress the leg
forward and to prepare for the next heel strike. The semitendinosus activity occurs during
swing, which is when the knee is flexed to prepare for the next heel strike (Figure 9).
Compared to the peak knee flexion value during swing (61°), values between 60° and 75°
have been reported in the literature,40 which used elite race walkers to obtain these
values. The speeds of the subjects in that study were about 3.4 m/s, where subjects in this
study averaged 2.3 m/s. To maintain such a fast pace, the moment of inertia of the leg has
to decrease, which is why more knee flexion is needed during swing. The knee flexion
moment during late part of stance coincides with the plantar flexor moment. The knee
flexor moment helps control the position of the foot to allow the plantar flexor moment to
propel the body forward just prior to toe-off.
Motions in the frontal and transverse planes of the knee are small in RW gait. The
frontal plane joint moments are most likely stabilizing the leg throughout the stance
phase. The transverse moment of the knee seems to contribute similarly to the ankle
transverse moment, as the curves are similar in shape, but the knee moment has a slightly
greater magnitude, most likely due to the larger musculature surrounding the joint.
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Hip
Sagittal plane hip motion is important in increasing stride length with the greatest
flexion angle at heel strike and extension at toe-off (Figure 6).53 The total excursion of
the hip in the sagittal plane is 52.7 (5.1°) is less than what previous studies have reported
(about 60°).9, 40 As discussed previously, this could have be due to the fact that their
subjects race walked at a faster speed, which can increase the amount of sagittal plane
motion at the hip. To increase speed, the stride length of the individual must be increased,
which is assisted by an increase in flexion at heel strike of the front leg and greater hip
extension of the trail leg at toe-off.9, 40 At impact, there are peak hip extensor, which most
likely contributes to the eccentric absorption of force that slows down the limb. The
immediate hip flexor moment contributes to the control of the thigh motion from midstance to toe-off (Figure 8).21
Similar to frontal and transverse motions at the knee, there have been no studies
that have observed these planar motions at the hip, although assumptions have been
reported based on medial-lateral ground reaction forces and ipsilateral pelvis drop in one
study.9 It was stated that with lateral pelvic drop and an increase in medial ground
reaction force, it would seem that there would be increased hip adduction, which is
consistent with the findings of this study.9 There is a hip abduction moment early stance,
which is thought to be due to eccentric muscle contractions to control lateral pelvic tilt.9
The GM activity is fairly constant, with a small peak at heel strike to work eccentrically
to control the lateral hip and pelvis motions (Figure 8). This also coincides with the hip
abduction moment at this point during the gait cycle.
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During the rest of the stance phase, the hip adduction moment becomes active,
especially at mid-stance, as the pelvis begins to shift laterally from right to left to prepare
the left leg for impact (Figure 8). Simultaneously, the adductor longus is most active
during mid-stance phase where right leg must stabilize the body as the majority of the
body weight passes vertically over the leg (Figure 9). Furthermore, the internal rotation
moment followed by the peak external rotation moment probably contributes to control of
the hip through mid-stance as the body moves forward. Since this happens just prior to
the contralateral leg heel strike, these motions are also contributing to the weight shift
that accompanies this event. During late stance, the peak hip internal rotation moment
seems to work as a stabilizer as the motion from the hip, pelvis, and trunk are preparing
for left heel strike (Figure 8).
Pelvis & Trunk
Unlike the lower extremity motions, the movement at the pelvis and trunk are
greater in the frontal and transverse planes than the sagittal plane (Figure 6). Pelvic drop
(frontal plane) relative to the lab was found to be 6.5° (2.0°), which is consistent with
pelvic drop reported the RW literature (7.0° (4.0°)) and tends to increase with speed.9
Frontal plane motions of the pelvis are a result of adjusting for the lack of knee flexion in
the stance leg, as well as minimizing vertical excursion of the body’s center of mass.9, 40,
46

The relative pelvis-trunk frontal plane excursion was found to be 7.2° (2.4°), which has

not been reported in the literature quantitatively, but described by researchers in the
literature. Contralateral pelvic drop and lateral flexion of the trunk towards the stance leg
during the stance phase causes the torso to shift in an S-shape and reverse S-shape as
weight is shifted from one leg to the other during RW (Figure 10).40, 46
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Figure 10: Pelvic drop with lateral flexion towards the stance leg to create an S-curvature in the torso.
Image from Phillips et al.46

Similar to the frontal plane, the transverse plane motions of the pelvis and trunk
had a greater contribution to RW activity compared to the sagittal plane. Transverse plane
motion of the pelvis relative to the lab (16.5° (14.1°)) was comparable to previously
stated results (≈18.0°) that used a similar reference model.9, 22 The race walkers in this
study did not walk at the same speed as the comparison studies, which possibly
contributed to the lesser value of pelvis rotation. Motion of the pelvis in the transverse
plane contributes to functional lengthening of stride, which is important in increasing RW
speed because pelvic rotation elicits greater step lengths.40 The average trunk rotation
(14.3° (5.0°)) excursion was found to less than other studies, where their average trunk
rotation was around 18°.22, 23, 40 The similarities in both pelvis and trunk rotation are most
likely due to these segments counterbalancing each other to maintain the efficiency of the
motion.22 The sum of their relative rotational movement is represented in the pelvis-trunk
graph where the average total excursion is 19.8° (9.3°).
Loading Rate
Loading rate has never been reported for RW in the literature. It may seem that
without loss of contact with the ground, loading rates would be similar to those of normal
walking. The loading rate found in this study (27.1 N/BW/s) is much lower than the
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average loading rate in running (77-113 N/BW/s depending on foot strike pattern),3 but
greater than normal walking (7.7-8.2 N/BW/s).27 The differences in loading rates between
RW and running show that while RW can occur at a fast pace, similar to a jog, the
loading rate is much less during RW than in running. During normal walking, the loading
rate is less than RW, but the difference between the values is far less than the difference
between RW and running. These data show that RW has the potential to be a good
alternate to running with less loading to the joints.
Limitations
This study was not without its limitations. The subject population used was
recreational race walkers from the local area and not elite athletes from around the world,
the population most found in the current literature. The sample population was small
(n=15), which necessitates caution when generalizing results over a larger race walking
population, especially elite race walkers. The length of the runway used was only about
15 meters long, which only allowed subjects to get to a training pace, not a race pace.
Finally, since some of the markers were placed directly on the skin, there is a chance for
soft tissue artifact. Skin movement artifacts have been shown to affect the accuracy of
calculated joint kinematics much more in the frontal and transverse planes than in the
sagittal plane.10 Efforts have been made to improve measurement techniques to minimize
skin movement artifacts by placing markers on clusters,10 but all error cannot be
eliminated unless markers are applied to the bones directly or through bone-pins.19, 32
Summary
In summary, RW is a specialized skill that requires individuals to walk at fast
pace while adhering to rules that make the gait distinctive. The results found in this study,
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establish and describe the kinematics, kinetics, and muscle activity of the most current
RW form. With the reduced knee flexion during the first half of the stance phase the
ankle and hip have to compensate for the lack of movement at the knee. The vertical
ground reaction forces during RW are much less than reported running values, which can
reduce stress on the lower extremity joints. Ground reaction forces are consistent with
previously reported values, with the vertical ground reaction curve having a greater
impact peak compared to the propulsive peak, which differs from a normal walking
vertical curve. The lower extremity joint moments are greatest in the sagittal plane
compared to the frontal and transverse planes, which have scarcely been reported in the
literature. Muscle activity in RW coincides with the kinematic and kinetic results, with
the greatest muscle activity occurring at the hip adductors, knee extensors, and plantar
flexors. The activity of these muscles is a result of the knee extension requirement of the
IAAF ruling, which makes the gait unique.
With these results, there can potentially be comparisons between recreational RW
and other active race walker groups (e.g. elite versus recreational), as well as to other
forms of exercise (e.g. RW versus running or normal walking). Further investigation to
how RW compares to both running and walking can show how RW can be an alternative
to either gait for fitness or the types of injuries that can be sustained from its execution.
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Chapter Three – Biomechanical Analysis of Race Walking Compared to Normal
Walking
According to anthropologists, human walking is probably the most complex of
many of the evolved characteristics that separates men from more primitive hominids.53
Humans have been walking for over a million years and it has been suggested for
walking to be a unique human activity that is closely associated with catastrophe:
“…only the rhythmic forward movement of first one leg and then the other keeps [a
person] from falling on his face”.41 This concept also holds true for other forms of
bipedal human locomotion, including race walking.
Race walking (RW) is a form of upright locomotion that differs from normal
walking (NW) by its form which has been determined by rules promulgated by the
International Amateur Athletics Federation (IAAF).31 According to the IAAF rule after
1995, “Race Walking is a progression of steps so taken that the walker makes contact
with the ground, so that no visible (to the human eye) loss of contact occurs. The
advancing leg shall be straightened (i.e. not bent at the knee) from the moment of first
contact with the ground until the vertical upright position”.2 Since then, this sport has
become very popular internationally with 43 nations representing the five continents in
the 2012 Olympic games.43 RW has also gained popularity as an alternative exercise to
running43 since RW provides opportunities for competition, health and fitness benefits,
and minimal injury risks.29, 58, 59
Visually, there is a clear difference between NW and RW, which could affect the
differences in kinematics, kinetics and muscle activity between the two gaits. While the
premise behind both RW and NW is to ambulate while always maintaining contact with
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the ground (i.e. one foot on the ground at all times), the IAAF ruling of RW is what
makes it a unique form of walking. In contrast to NW, the forced knee extension at heel
strike influences the distal and proximal joints to compensate for the lack of allowed knee
flexion through mid-stance during RW.9, 40, 49, 50 Additionally, there is also a shorter
double support phase during RW compared to NW, and in some cases non-existent, with
elite race walkers having a swing to stance ratio of 1:1 or less, constituting a short flight
phase.8, 22, 53
With these obvious differences, there have been few comprehensive studies done
that have compared kinematic, kinetics, and muscle activity in NW and RW since the
1995 IAAF ruling. The most detailed analyses of NW and RW were performed in the
1980’s when knee flexion was permitted earlier in the stance phase of the gait (Table 4),
which would not provide applicable results at this current time. These studies only looked
at kinematics alone, kinematics and muscle activity, or kinetics and muscle activity. As a
result, there is no current comprehensive comparison of NW and RW. Therefore, the
purpose of this study is to compare the kinematics, kinetics, and muscle activity of NW
and RW to analyze the differences between the two gaits. It was hypothesized that RW
will exhibit: increased frontal plane excursions at the hip, pelvis and trunk; increased
sagittal plane excursions at the ankle and hip; decreased sagittal plane knee excursion;
increased speed; decreased single leg and double leg support time in relation to total
stance time; greater joint moments in all three planes at the hip, knee, and ankle; and
greater muscle activity especially in the tibialis anterior and gastrocnemius muscles.
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Table 4: Summary of studies that have looked at kinematics, kinetics, and muscle activity comparing race
walking and normal walking.

RW (Pre ’95)
RW (Post ’95)
Normal Walking

Kinematics

Kinetics

Muscle
Activity

Temporal
Spatial

8, 9, 31, 40, 46, 53

9, 31, 44

40

9, 31

22, 23

21

21

22, 23

9, 40

9, 44

40

9, 40

Methods
Subjects
Fifteen competitive and formerly competitive race walkers (12 females, 3 males)
aged 39.9 (11.6) years old, with a height of 1.7 (0.1) m and a mass of 69.4 (13.7) kg,
participated in this study. All subjects had formal training in the proper race walking
technique and had competed in at least one race. Subjects were recreationally active at
the time of the study and had not had surgery on their lower extremities or spine, did not
walk with an ambulatory device and had no current lower extremity injuries. Subjects
provided informed consent prior to participation in the study (Appendix E).
Procedures
This study was part of a larger study looking race walking with respect to normal
walking and running. Subsequently, the procedures for the race walking and normal
walking portion of the study are described below.
Prior to testing, subjects filled out a Par-Q Questionnaire4 (Appendix F) to
determine if they were healthy enough to participate in the study. Subjects were
disqualified if they answered ‘yes’ to any of the questions on the Par-Q. All subjects
work the same type of shoes (New Balance R662WSB, Boston, MA) to walk in during
data the data collection to reduce differences due to footwear. Eighty-five retro-reflective
markers were placed on the body (Figure 11).
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Figure 11: Maker placement used to create the biomechanical model. The calibration makers were used to
determine the location of the distal ends of the joints in relation to the makers used for tracking. Once the
calibration makers were removed, the tracking markers helped identify the segment during the motion trials
for use in later marker trajectory calculations.

Electromyographic (EMG) electrodes (Delsys, Natick, MA) were placed over
eight muscles on the right side of the body using Surface Electromyography for the NonInvasive Assessment of Muscles (SENIAM) positions as established in the literature1, 21,
40

: Gluteus medius (GM), Rectus femoris (RF), Vastus lateralis (VL), Adductor longus

(AL), Semitendinosus (ST), Tibialis anterior (TA), Gastrocnemius (GA), and Peroneus
longus (PL) (Figure 12).
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Figure 12: EMG electrode placement to collect muscle activity during race walking and normal walking.
(left) Anterior view of electrode placement for the vastus lateralis, rectus femoris, tibialis anterior, lateral
head of the gastrocnemius, and the peroneus longs muscles. (center) Lateral view of electrode placement
for the lateral head of the gastrocnemius and peroneus longus. (right) Posterior view of the electrode
placement for the semitendinosus. The electrodes for the adductor longus and gluteus medius are not
visible in the figure.

Each subject was allowed adequate time to warm-up on a treadmill and stretch,
similar to their pre-race routine, as needed. Prior to collecting motion data, each subject
stood in the 3-D calibrated volume to obtain a static calibration pose and quiet EMG file.
An 11-camera three-dimensional motion capture system (Motion Analysis, Santa Rosa,
CA) was used to capture the static marker placement. The static pose was used to
establish the relationship between anatomical references and body segments. Twentythree anatomical markers were removed (Figure 11) after this static trial. Subjects were
then asked to ambulate over a 15-m runway with two force plates (Bertec, Columbus,
OH) embedded in the floor (Figure 13). They were allowed to have practice trials of both
race walking and normal walking where they were asked to step out their gait on the
force plates to get clean foot strikes on the plates. No data were collected for these trials.
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FP 1
FP 2
Figure 13: Configuration of the force plates embedded in the runway. Race walkers ambulated from left to
right where the left foot would strike FP1 and the right foot would strike FP2.

After the practice trials, three trials of race walking (RW) gait at a competition
race pace and three trials of normal walking (NW) were collected. Gait trials were
randomized. To prevent targeting the force plates during the data collections, subjects
were told to look at a focal point in front of them. The investigator visually monitored
each trial and any trial where subjects looked down or missed the force plates were
redone. For each walking trial, marker trajectories were collected using a sampling rate of
200 Hz. Simultaneously, force plate and muscle activity data were recorded at 1000Hz.
After all gait collections were completed, two trials of maximum isometric voluntary
contractions (MVICs) for each muscle were taken.39
Data Processing and Analysis
Using Cortex software (Version 3.0, Motion Analysis Corporation, Santa Rosa,
CA), three-dimensional marker trajectories were determined for each static and walking
trial. Based on the marker set, subject-specific models were created in Visual 3D (CMotion, Germantown, MD) using the height and weight of the subjects to normalize joint
moments, to define segment masses, and to define segment inertial properties (Figure
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11). The Visual 3D model assumes that each segment is a rigid body. The model was
then used to calculate joint kinematics and kinetics.
Marker trajectories calculated using Cortex were smoothed and used as input to
calculate variables of interest in Visual 3D for the RW and RU trials. A copy of the
pipeline used can be found in Appendix F and is described below. Marker trajectories
were filtered using a 4th order, bidirectional, low pass Butterworth filter with a cutoff
frequency of 8 Hz for RW and 6 Hz for NW. These cutoffs was chosen based on a
residual analysis of the right distal heel marker in the X (forward) direction for both
gaits.67 The filtered marker data were used to calculate ankle, knee, hip, pelvis, and trunk
joint angles. Joint angles were defined as orientation of the distal segment with respect to
the proximal segment using a Cardan rotation sequence of extension, followed by
adduction, and lastly internal rotation. See Appendix C for definition of segment fixed
coordinate frames. The fixed coordinate frame that defined each segment begins at the
pelvis, which has an embedded coordinate system, and is used to calculate the hip angle
with the thigh. Moving distally, each segment was created based on the segment proximal
to the distal segment to calculate each joint. Also, global angles of the lab with respect to
the pelvis and trunk were calculated with the orientation of X forward (in the direction of
the motion), Y pointing left, and Z pointing up. Joint angle excursions were calculated by
the difference between the minimum and maximum joint angles. Ensemble curves were
created to qualitatively assess joint angle motion across a stride, which was defined as
right toe-off to subsequent right toe-off (defined using gait events described below). For
each subject, all three RW and NW trials were first averaged together. Then, these curves
were averaged across subjects to obtain an ensemble curve for each gait.
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Ground reaction forces were collected with a minimum threshold of 5N. The
analog signals were converted to digital signals using an A-D board (National
Instruments, Inc., Austin TX) at sampling rate of 1000Hz and imported into Visual 3D.
The signals were not filtered for later use in calculations.34 Signals were normalized to
each subject’s body weight to compare across subjects. Loading rate was calculated as
the change in force divided by change in time from heel strike to impact peak, the apex of
the first peak, of the vertical ground reaction force.56 This value was calculated as the
mean of the three RW and NW trials and then ensemble averaged across all subjects.
Ground reaction forces were used to determine gait events for foot contacts with
the force platforms. Gait events occurring off the force plate were determined by position
data of foot markers.70 Both left and right heel strike were defined as when the forward
motion of the inferior heel marker changed direction. Left and right toe-off were defined
similarly as when the velocity changed direction from forward motion to backward
motion of the left and right distal foot marker, respectively.
Temporal spatial variables were calculated based on the gait events. Stride length
and time were calculated between successive right foot toe-offs. Stance time for the right
foot was calculated from heel strike to toe-off, while swing time was calculated from toeoff to subsequent heel strike of the same foot. Double support time was calculated as the
difference in time between heel strike of the right foot and toe-off of the left foot. Stance
to swing ratio was determined by the percentage of swing over the percentage of stance
during one stride. The forward velocity of the sternum marker determined RW and NW
speed of each subject.9 The vertical trajectory of the center of mass (COM) of each
subject for both RW and NW was calculated from the sum of the location of the COM of
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all of the body segments and graphed based on the position of the vertical position (Zdirection) in relation to the horizontal position (X-direction). The trajectory of the COM
for each subject for both gaits was normalized and averaged together to create a mean
ensemble curve.
Visual 3D was used to calculate net joint moments at the hip, knee, and ankle in
all three planes. The inertial properties of the segments were modeled as conical frustums
using Hanvan’s model.20 Net joint moments were normalized to body weight and
height.25 Mean ensemble curves were created based on the average moment curves for
the three trials for both RW and NW for each subject and then all subjects were averaged
together.
A linear envelope was created for each EMG signal.28, 57 EMG signals were first
processed by a low pass, 4th order, bidirectional Butterworth filter at a cutoff frequency of
100Hz. Next, they were full wave rectified. Then, the rectified signal was processed by a
low pass, 4th order, bidirectional Butterworth filter at a cutoff frequency of 8Hz. The
activation levels of each muscle were obtained by taking the processed EMG data and
normalizing them based on percentage of the corresponding MVIC to facilitate
comparisons across subjects. Mean ensemble curves of each normalized linear envelope
for each subject’s three trials for both gaits and then all subject curves were calculated
together to qualitatively assess muscle activity pattern during RW and NW.
Statistical Analysis
Paired t-tests were used to determine the differences in variables between RW and
NW: spatiotemporal, peak angles, joint excursions, peak moments, and loading rate. A pvalue of < 0.05 was considered significant.
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Power Analysis
Due to the small RW community in the surrounding area of where the research
was taking place, a subject number (n) of 15 were decided on for the study. A post hoc
power analysis (G*Power, Heinrich-Heine-Universität, Düsseldorf, Germany) was run to
determine the power of the sample size with an α error probability (0.05). The effect size
of 0.8 was used to determine the power based Cohen’s definition in determining if
differences between the groups is substantially noticeable.13 The power was calculated as
0.56 for the given sample size.
Results
Temporal Spatial
The average speed of RW was significantly greater than NW (Table 5). The range
of speeds of the subjects is represented in Table 6. Since the NW had a decreased speed,
there was a significant increase in percentage of single leg stance and double support
(Table 5). There were no significant differences in the percentage of swing or the stanceto-swing ratio.
Table 5: Means (SD) for temporal spatial variables comparing normal walking (NW) and race walking
(RW). Significant differences are based on an α level of p ≤ 0.05.
Velocity (m/s)
%SLS
%DS
%Swing
Stance/Swing Ratio
NW
1.6 (0.2)
63.1 (4.6)
11.6 (1.7)
38.2 (3.7)
1.7 (0.2)
RW
2.3 (0.5)
57.6 (4.0)
8.4 (3.3)
39.5 (3.8)
1.5 (0.2)
p-value
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
0.23
<0.01
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Table 6: Range of speeds (m/s) for normal walking and race walking for all subjects.
Subj 1
Subj 2
Subj 3
Subj 4
Subj 5
Subj 6
Subj 7
Subj 8
Subj 9
Subj 10
Subj 11
Subj 12
Subj 13
Subj 14
Subj 15

NW
Low
1.51
1.68
1.21
1.72
1.53
1.70
1.78
1.61
1.40
1.26
1.41
1.17
1.50
1.81
1.14

RW
High
1.59
1.77
1.25
1.80
1.63
1.73
1.93
1.63
1.59
1.44
1.48
1.20
1.52
1.92
1.60

Low
2.27
2.00
1.68
2.14
2.34
2.26
3.10
1.90
2.07
1.52
1.60
2.72
2.20
3.19
2.00

High
2.32
2.05
1.75
2.43
2.39
2.37
3.23
1.97
2.39
1.53
1.78
2.96
2.20
3.37
2.01

The trajectory of the vertical COM of race walking had significantly less of an
excursion (p>0.01) than during normal walking (Figure 14), which is consistent with the
literature.40

Figure 14: Mean vertical trajectory for the center of mass for race walking and normal walking. Data are
represented from right toe-off to subsequent right toe-off of the right leg (swing 0-40% to stance 40-100%).

Joint Angles
At the ankle and knee, there were no significant differences in either joint angle
ensemble averages or peak joint angles in the sagittal and frontal planes. The only
significant difference found at these two joints was at the ankle in the transverse plane
(Table 7). The traces of the ensemble curves of the ankle and knee overlap almost
identically for RW and NW (Figure 15).
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At the hip, there were no differences in ensemble curves, but there was a significant
difference in peak hip flexion (Table 7). During NW peak hip flexion was 13.4° (10.3°)
and during RW it was 14.0° (7.9°). The difference in peak hip flexion occurs just prior to
heel strike, where there is an increase during RW compared to NW (Figure 15).
At the trunk and pelvis, more differences were seen, especially in the sagittal and
transverse planes. These ensemble curves for the global pelvis angle and peak anterior tilt
during RW were significantly different than in NW. There was more anterior pelvic tilt
during RW than during NW, which produced the significant differences between the two
gaits (Table 7). In the transverse plane, the global pelvis peak angle value is about 2°
greater in RW compared to NW (Table 8).
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Table 7: Means (SD) and p-values for joint excursions comparing normal walking (NW) and race walking
(RW).
NW

RW

p-value

Sagittal

32.7 (6.2)

33.6 (7.9)

0.55

Frontal

16.2 (4.0)

14.4 (3.9)

0.13

Transverse

19.3 (4.2)

20.5 (4.9)

0.21

Sagittal

67.8 (5.4)

69.6 (8.7)

0.46

Frontal

14.5 (5.4)

17.5 (7.9)

0.08

Transverse

17.6 (6.3)

17.8 (3.8)

0.86

Ankle (°)

Knee (°)

Hip (°)
Sagittal

45.6 (3.9)

52.7 (5.1)

<0.01

Frontal

16.9 (3.9)

19.5 (6.3)

0.14

Transverse

17.9 (5.6)

17.1 (4.8)

0.46

Sagittal

11.0 (2.8)

15.6 (7.4)

<0.01

Frontal

5.6 (5.4)

6.5 (2.0)

0.52

Transverse

13.8 (3.8)

16.5 (4.1)

0.02

Pelvis-Lab (°)

Pelvis-Trunk (°)
Sagittal

9.0 (6.9)

14.7 (9.1)

<0.01

Frontal

6.5 (2.9)

7.7 (3.5)

0.15

Transverse

9.7 (4.8)

14.3 (5.0)

<0.01

Sagittal

5.4 (2.3)

6.6 (3.2)

0.09

Frontal

5.2 (2.0)

7.2 (2.4)

0.01

Transverse

10.8 (3.6)

19.8 (9.3)

<0.01

Trunk-Lab (°)
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Table 8: Means (SD) and p-values for peak joint values comparing normal walking (NW) and race walking
(RW). DF=dorsiflexion, PF=plantar flexion, Inv= Inversion, Ev=Eversion, IR=internal rotation,
ER=external rotation, AD=adduction, AB=abduction, Cont=contralateral pelvic drop, Ip=ipsilateral pelvic
drop, LR=left rotation, RR=right rotation, LLF=left lateral flexion, and RLF=right lateral flexion.
Joint Angle

NW

RW

p-value

Joint Angle

NW

RW

p-value

Ankle DF

1.6 (3.9)

1.3 (4.7)

0.62

Pelvis-Lab Fl

5.8 (2.6)

9.0 (4.0)

<0.01

Ankle PF

34.3 (5.7)

34.9 (6.0)

0.68

Pelvis-Lab Ex

5.2 (1.8)

6.8 (3.9)

0.07

Ankle Inv

15.2 (4.8)

14.6 (5.0)

0.27

Pelvis-Lab Cont

12.1 (7.0)

13.9 (5.4)

0.16

Ankle Ev

1.0 (3.8)

0.8 (4.3)

0.43

Pelvis-Lab Ip

6.5 (6.7)

7.5 (5.1)

0.21

Pelvis-Lab LR

5.6 (3.7)

6.2 (4.3)

0.51

Ankle IR

6.9 (4.5)

6.6 (4.5)

0.77

Ankle ER

12.4 (3.5)

13.9 (4.1)

<0.01

Pelvis-Lab RR

8.1 (4.5)

10.4 (4.3)

<0.01

Knee Fl

59.0 (4.2)

61.0 (7.1)

0.25

Pelvis-Trunk Fl

9.0 (6.9)

11.6 (7.4)

0.05

Knee Ex

8.8 (5.0)

8.6 (6.3)

0.91

Pelvis-Trunk Ex

1.8 (8.6)

3.9 (7.0)

0.11

Knee Ad

1.6 (3.4)

2.5 (2.6)

0.33

Pelvis-Trunk LLF

6.5 (2.9)

8.2 (5.8)

0.25

Knee Ab

12.9 (6.1)

15.0 (7.2)

0.08

Pelvis-Trunk RLF

8.1 (3.3)

11.1 (6.0)

0.02

Knee IR

11.0 (7.3)

12.2 (7.1)

0.11

Pelvis-Trunk LR

9.7 (4.8)

16.4 (7.6)

<0.01

Knee ER

6.6 (10.5)

5.6 (8.7)

0.49

Pelvis-Trunk RR

10.0 (4.7)

15.6 (8.2)

<0.01

Hip Fl

13.4 (10.3)

14.0 (7.9)

0.59

Trunk-Lab Fl

2.0 (1.9)

2.7 (2.1)

0.26

Hip Ex

32.2 (6.2)

38.7 (6.7)

<0.01

Trunk-Lab Ex

3.3 (2.2)

3.8 (3.1)

0.27

Hip Ad

10.3 (2.2)

11.4 (3.5)

0.22

Trunk-Lab LLF

6.5 (5.9)

6.3 (5.2)

0.84

Hip Ab

6.5 (3.6)

8.0 (4.2)

0.17

Trunk-Lab RLF

1.4 (6.4)

0.8 (5.6)

0.14

Hip IR

2.2 (10.3)

1.4 (8.5)

0.42

Trunk-Lab LR

4.8 (4.0)

9.6 (5.5)

<0.01

Hip ER

15.7 (8.6)

15.7 (9.1)

0.98

Trunk-Lab RR

5.9 (2.8)

11.1 (5.9)

<0.01

The trunk relative to the pelvis showed significant differences in ensemble curves
for both the sagittal and transverse planes (Table 7). The global trunk transverse plane
excursion during RW was also significantly greater than in NW by an average difference
of 9° (Table 7). Peak transverse trunk relative to pelvis angles produced a 7° difference
in left rotation and a 5° in right rotation, with the RW peak angle being significantly
greater than the NW peak angle (Table 7).
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Figure 15: Mean ensemble curves of joint angles in the three planes during race walking and normal
walking. Joint angle data are represented from right toe-off to subsequent right toe-off of the right leg. The
vertical lines represent heel strike. In the sagittal plane, positive values at the hip represent flexion, at the
knee represent extension, and dorsiflexion at the ankle. In the frontal plane, adduction at the knee and hip,
as well as inversion at the ankle is positive. In the transverse plane internal rotation is positive for all lower
extremity joints. For the pelvis and trunk angles, anterior tilt/flexion, pelvic drop/lateral flexion to the left,
and left rotation are positive.

The global trunk transverse and frontal plane motions also produced significant
differences between RW and NW. There were significant differences in the ensemble
curve of about 2° in the frontal plane and 9° in the transverse plane (Table 7). The peak
joint angles in the transverse plane were the only peak values (LR and RR) significantly
different in the global trunk (Table 8) between the two gaits, with RW being greater in
both instances (Table 8).
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The increase in transverse plane motion at the pelvis and trunk joints shows that
RW requires greater rotation during the execution of the gait compared to NW. The
significant differences in the sagittal plane motions were not as great as the transverse
plane motions, but RW still produced more anterior tilt at the pelvis and flexion at the
trunk compared to NW. While visually, there was more frontal plane motion at the trunk
and pelvis during RW compared to NW (Figure 15), there were no significant differences
at these joints angles and peaks in the frontal plane relatively or globally.
Ground Reaction Forces and Loading Rate
While RW is its own unique gait, the ground reaction force curves were very
similar to normal walking. Overall, there were no significant differences between the
ground reaction forces in any of the three Cardinal planes (Figure 16).

Figure 16: Mean ensemble curves for ground reaction forces comparing normal walking to race walking.
Anterior, medial, and vertical upward are positive directions for each graph.

While there were no differences between RW and NW in the vertical ground
reaction force (Figure 16), there were differences in the loading rates between the two
gaits. RW had a significantly greater loading rate than NW (Table 9). The RW loading
rate was more than double the loading rate of NW.
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Table 9: Mean (SD) loading rate comparing normal walking (NW) and race walking (RW). Significant
differences are based on an α level of p ≤ 0.05.
Loading Rate (N/BW/s)
13.8 (3.6)
27.1 (9.4)*
<0.01

NW
RW
p-value

Joint Moments
At the hip, there were significant differences in the joint moments in all three
ensemble joint curves (Figure 17). At heel strike, the sagittal curve had a quick extension
moment followed by a flexion moment during mid-stance during RW. The NW curve
started with a flexion moment at heel strike then switched to an extension moment at
about mid-stance that returned to a flexion moment until just before heel strike when it
moved back into extension (Figure 17). In the frontal plane, the RW joint moment curved
gradually into an abduction moment until mid-stance and then moved into adduction. The
NW joint moment curve stayed around neutral (0) until mid-stance when it had a net
abduction moment that fluctuated into adduction, then abduction until it finally finished
in adduction at toe-off (Figure 17). There were no differences in the transverse joint
moment at the hip, or in any other curves at the knee and ankle for RW and NW. Peak
joint moments at the knee and ankle showed no significant differences in all three
Cardinal planes during both gaits. Peak positive joint moments at the hip in all three
planes were significantly different for RW.
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Joint Moment

NW

RW

Ankle DF

2.5 (0.5)

2.8 (0.7)

p-value
0.02

Ankle PF

2.5 (0.3)

6.5 (0.2)

<0.01

Ankle Inv

0.7 (0.2)

0.8 (0.2)

0.04

Ankle Ev

0.7 (0.3)

0.7 (0.1)

0.24

Ankle IR

0.3 (0.1)

0.4 (0.1)

<0.01

Ankle ER

0.3 (0.5)

0.1 (0.2)

<0.01

Knee Fl

5.3 (0.2)

5.1 (0.5)

0.42

Knee Ex

3.7 (1.5)

3.9 (1.6)

0.56

Knee Ad

0.8 (0.4)

1.0 (0.4)

0.05

Knee Ab

0.7 (0.3)

1.1 (0.8)

0.05

Knee IR

0.1 (0.1)

0.2 (0.1)

<0.01

Knee ER

0.1 (0.1)

0.3 (0.1)

<0.01

Hip Fl

8.0 (1.6)

10.3 (2.6)

<0.01

Hip Ex

5.0 (0.8)

6.4 (0.3)

0.04

Hip Ad

1.4 (0.2)

3.0 (1.1)

<0.01

Hip Ab

2.9 (0.4)

5.4 (0.4)

<0.01

Hip IR

0.5 (0.3)

0.6 (0.2)

0.12

Hip ER

1.3 (0.3)

1.3 (0.4)

0.37

Figure 17: (left) Mean ensemble curves for joint moments during the stance phase in race walking and
normal walking. In the sagittal plane, at the hip are flexion, at the knee represent extension, and
dorsiflexion at the ankle. In the frontal plane, adduction at the knee and hip, as well as inversion at the
ankle is positive. In the transverse plane, left/medial rotation is positive for all joints. (right) Means (SD)
and p-values of mean peak joint moments (Nm/height*weight) during normal walking (NW) and race
walking (RW).

Muscle Activity
During RW, there was an increase in muscle activity in all tested muscles
compared to normal walking (Figure 18). The muscles that had the greatest differences
in activity during RW compared to NW were the adductor longus (AL), rectus femoris
(RF), semitendinosus (ST), gastrocnemius (GA), and the peroneus longus (PL) (Figure
18). The AL during RW follows the same trace through the swing phase as NW, but has
peak activity at heel strike and modulating peaks until toe-off. The RF for NW was fairly
flat through the entire gait cycle, whereas during RW it gradually peaks during heel strike
and after weight acceptance when the knee is extended. The ST peak activity for both
RW and NW was during late swing and into heel strike, with the RW curve showing
greater muscle activity than during NW. Both GA curves were similar through the swing
phase, but once stance begins, there was greater activity of the muscle during RW.
Another difference between the two curves for this muscle was that the timing of when
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the muscle activity began increasing was at about 70% of the gait cycle during RW and
about 80% of the gait cycle during NW (Figure 18). The PL had similar activity patterns
as the GA. During the swing phase, both muscles had similar activity, but once stance
phase began, the RW curve was greater and started increasing earlier in the gait cycle
compared to NW. The increase in activity of the PL corresponds with the eversion
activity at the ankle to help compensate for the lack of knee flexion during stance.

Figure 18: Mean ensemble curves of muscle activity during race walking and normal walking. Muscle
activity data are represented from right toe-off to right toe-off of the right leg (swing 0-40% to stance 40100%). The vertical lines represents heel strike.

Discussion
The purpose of this study was to compare and contrast RW biomechanics to
normal walking (NW) gait biomechanics. Despite both gaits being forms of walking,
there are some significant differences between the two gaits.
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Temporal Spatial
The differences in temporal spatial parameters were consistent with being
dependent on speed as reported in the literature.9, 11, 22, 40, 46, 51 Since RW produced an
average greater speed (2.3 m/s) than NW (1.6 m/s), the percentage of single leg stance
phase and double support phase of RW were significantly shorter. While the percentage
of swing phase of RW was larger compared to NW, it was not statistically significant.
Additionally, it has been documented that the stance to swing ratio in RW is about 1:1
and 3:2 in NW,9, 40 which was not the case of the results found in this study of 1:1.5 and
1:1.7, respectively (Table 5). The reasoning for this is possibly due to the type of race
walkers and their walking speed in previous studies. Elite or Olympic level race walkers
were used in those studies, where this study used recreationally competitive race walkers.
In regards to the vertical trajectory of RW and NW, this study showed there were
visual differences between the two gaits which is consistent with the current literature.22
The decrease in vertical excursion of the COM during RW has been described in the
literature as a defining factor in what makes RW a more efficient gait compared to NW.
The elevation of the pelvic girdle during RW to compensate for the lack of knee flexion
assists in decreasing the amount of vertical excursion produced, which increases the
efficiency of the gait.40
Ankle
Unlike what was hypothesized for the lower extremity joint angles, there were no
significant differences in average excursions or most of the peak joint angles at the ankle.
While there is an increase in dorsiflexion at heel strike during RW, it was not statistically
significant. As a result of this, the amount of activity of the tibialis anterior was not as
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great as expected in RW compared to NW (Figure 18). The only significant difference
between NW and RW at the ankle was the peak external rotation angle, which was 1.5°
greater in RW than NW (Table 7). This increase in external rotation was most likely due
to the increase in peroneus longus activity during late stance to assist the gastrocnemius
with forward propulsion into push-off (Figure 18). The amount of muscle activity was
greater in RW at this time and produced significant peak ankle external rotation moments
(0.3 Nm/weight*height) compared to NW (0.1 Nm/weight*height) (Figure 18, Table 7).
Knee
At the knee, there were no significant differences in either average joint angle
excursions or average peak joint angles (Figure 15, Table 7). The traces of the ensemble
curves overlap almost identically with little variation in standard deviation (Figure 15).
Since there were not large differences in kinematics, the muscle activity behind these
actions was not large either. The differences seen are most likely a result of the speed of
the subjects that caused the increase in muscle activity of the VL and the ST during RW
compared to NW and not due to a large biomechanical difference at the knee joint. This
theory was also consistent for the joint moments at the knee, which also showed no
statistically significant differences between the two gaits.
Hip
At the hip, there were no differences in ensemble curves, but there was a
significant difference during peak hip flexion (Table 7). The difference in peak hip
flexion occurs at heel strike, where there is an increase in RF activity during RW
compared to NW to help compensate for the lack of knee flexion at this time (Figure 18).
While the RF is also a knee extensor, the muscle activity that occurs from heel strike to
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mid-stance is consistent with the hip flexion activity at this time (Figure 18).
Unexpectedly, there was no kinematic frontal plane difference at the hip between RW
and NW.
While no differences were found kinematically at the hip, there were significant
differences in the kinetics. In all three planes, the joint moments during RW were
significantly greater compared to NW (Figure 17). During RW, there was a peak hip
extensor moment just after heel strike. This was to help absorb the force that was not
being absorbed at the knee due to the lack of allowed knee flexion and eccentrically slow
the limb down. During NW, there was a hip flexor moment until mid-stance when there
was a shift to a hip extensor moment (Figure 17). This shift from mid-stance to toe-off
during RW contributes to the control of the thigh motion. From mid-stance to toe-off, the
trend of both RW and NW joint moments move into a peak flexion moment, with the RW
peak flexion moment (10.3 Nm/height*weight) being greater than the NW moment (7.8
Nm/height*weight) (Figure 17). One reason for this is most likely due to the increasing
speed during RW compared to NW, which causes more muscle activity to produce more
force on the joint.
In the frontal plane, there was a significant difference in peak hip adduction
moment during RW (3.0 Nm/height*weight) compared to NW (1.4 Nm/height*weight).
The majority of the frontal plane difference during RW occurs from heel strike to midstance where the hip assists in absorbing more force as a result of the lack of knee flexion
at this time. The muscle activity behind hip adduction shows peaking activity that
coincides with the peak hip adduction moment at heel strike, with smaller peaks during
mid-stance through toe-off of RW (Figure 18). This activity occurs as a result of the right
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leg stabilizing the body as the majority of the body weight passes vertically over the leg
(Figure 18). During NW, there is a longer double support phase so there is less of a
reliance of the right leg to solely stabilize the body weight, which does not require an
increase in muscle activity from the right leg and, therefore, does not provide as much
force on the joint. In the transverse plane, there was a significant difference between NW
and RW hip internal rotation joint moment (Figure 17), however the difference was only
0.1 Nm/height*weight, which may not be a clinically significant contribution to the
motion.
Pelvis and Trunk
While there were few significant differences in the lower extremities during RW
compared to NW, the pelvis and trunk were shown to have differences between the two
gaits. The sagittal plane excursion of the absolute pelvis angle was significantly different
during RW (15.6°) compared to NW (11.0°), showing that anterior and posterior tilt of
the pelvis contribute more to the overall motion of RW compared to the lower
extremities, most likely as a result of the increase in speed during RW compared to NW.
This finding was also different from past literature that looked at pelvic tilt during RW,40
but this publication occurred prior to the 1995 IAAF rule change. There was also a
significant difference in peak absolute pelvic anterior tilt, but the differences are only
3.2°, which may not be as clinical significant to the contribution of the RW gait.
While there were no significant differences found in the sagittal plane absolute
trunk excursion between NW and RW, there was a significant difference found at the
relative pelvis-trunk excursion between the two gaits (Figure 15). The contribution of this
relative angle was most likely a result of the motion at the pelvis more so than at the
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trunk during RW. Unexpectedly, there was a greater amount of transverse trunk
excursion during NW compared to RW, but the total amount of excursion between the
absolute pelvis and absolute trunk was slightly greater for RW than NW. This was the
reasoning behind why the relative pelvis-trunk angle was significantly greater during RW
(Figure 15, Table 7). Along with the peak absolute trunk angle (6.5°) in the frontal plane
during RW, which significantly contributes to left lateral flexion compared to NW (1.4°),
these motions contribute to the S-shape curve that is formed between the trunk and pelvis
during RW. This occurs as weight is shifted from one leg to the other during the RW
gait.40, 46 As a result, the trunk seems to contribute to more motion at the relative pelvistrunk angle in the transverse plane during RW compared to NW, which contributes to the
functional lengthening of stride length (Table 5).9
Loading Rate
Loading rate has never been reported for RW compared to NW in the literature.
Comparing the two gaits, the loading rate found in RW was significantly greater (27.1
N/BW/s) than during NW (13.8 N/BW/s). The differences in loading rates between NW
and RW show that speed (Table 5, Table 6) was a contributing factor to the loading rate.
The initial heel strike in RW obviously contributes to the increase in loading rate
compared to NW. Speed is also most likely the reason for the large variability in both
loading rate and weight acceptance in the vertical ground reaction force (Figure 16).
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The large difference in loading rate may be a potential factor for stress injuries in RW

similar to running, but further investigation to compare loading rates between these two
gaits is needed to draw this conclusion.
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Limitations
This study was not without its limitations. The subject population used was
recreational race walkers from the local and not elite athletes from around the world, the
population most found in the current literature. The sample population was small (n=15),
which necessitates caution when generalizing results over a larger race walking
population, especially elite race walkers. The length of the runway used was only about
15 meters long, which only allowed subjects to get to a training pace, not a race pace.
Finally, since some of the markers were placed directly to the skin, there is a chance for
soft tissue artifact. Skin movement artifacts have been shown to affect the accuracy of
calculated joint kinematics much more in the frontal and transverse planes than in the
sagittal plane.10 Efforts have been made to improve measurement techniques to minimize
skin movement artifacts by placing markers on clusters,10 but all error cannot be
eliminated unless markers are applied to the bones directly or through bone-pins.19, 32
Summary
In summary, RW and NW are both forms of walking based on the definition of
walking, but visually differ, have fewer biomechanical variances than expected. One of
expected differences was the vertical trajectory of the COM between NW and RW,
proving there is a more efficient gait pattern during RW. In addition, it was originally
expected that RW would have more frontal plane contributing factors to the gait as a
result of reduced knee flexion, but this was not the case. More of the transverse plane
kinematic and kinetic factors, along with supporting muscle activity, provided for a
majority of the differences between NW and RW. These differences were especially
prominent in the pelvis and trunk. The increase in muscle activity was most likely a result
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of the differences in speed of the race walkers during RW compared to NW since the
curves were very similar and had small differences in onset and offset timing.
Interestingly, the loading rate differences between NW and RW provided the major
dissimilarity between gaits. Since some professional race walkers have the potential to
reach average running speeds, further investigation comparing loading rate during RW
and running is needed. This data could also be useful in determining the potential injuries
associated with this variable.
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Chapter Four – Biomechanical Analysis of Race Walking Compared to Running
Researchers who have investigated the biomechanics of race walking (RW) have
all arrived at similar conclusions, namely that RW is “…a sport that demands a high
degree of skill, mobility, and stamina because the straight-leg-through-the-vertical rule
calls for difficult posture changes for maximum speeds”.11, 40, 44, 46, 60 Despite the
similarities RW has with both walking and running, RW has not been the subject of
equally intensive investigations. Studies have looked at only RW, mostly in a competition
setting21-23, a setting in which it is difficult to obtain a full analysis of the gait kinematics,
kinetics, and muscle activity. In addition, the few studies that have been performed in a
laboratory did not look at all RW compared to running (RU) and were done prior to 1995,
when the knee extension from heel strike to mid-stance rule was first implemented.9, 31, 40,
44, 46

This rule is very unique to the RW gait and has most likely changed the

biomechanics of the gait during the stance phase. Since the rule’s inception, there has
never been a comparison of RW to RU.
RW has also gained popularity as an alternative exercise to running43 since RW
provides opportunities for competition, as well as valuable health and fitness benefits,
without the same injury risks as RU.29, 58, 59 Since RW is movement that requires a certain
technique, like any exercise motion, there is a risk of injury. However, there is a paucity
of literature about this type of gait and its comparison to RU, including its risk for injury
compared to RU. With the limited research that has been done on RW biomechanics
(Table 10), there are still questions about the mechanics of the motion as a safer
alternative to running. A more thorough review of the RW literature is presented in
Appendix A. Consequently, the purposes of this study were to compare RW
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biomechanics to RU and determine if RW is at a lower risk for injury than RU.
Table 10: Summary of studies that have looked at kinematics, kinetics, muscle activity in RW in
comparison to normal walking and running.

RW (Pre ’95)
RW (Post ’95)
Running

Kinematics

Kinetics

Muscle
Activity

Temporal
Spatial

Injury

8, 9, 31, 40, 46, 53

9, 31, 44

40

9, 31

42, 54

22, 23

21

21

22, 23

15
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Methods
Subjects
Fifteen competitive and formerly competitive race walkers (12 females, 3 males)
aged 39.9 (11.6) years old, with a height of 1.7 (0.1) m, and a mass of 69.4 (13.7) kg,
participated in this study. All subjects had formal training in the proper race walking
technique and had competed in at least one race. Subjects were recreationally active at
the time of the study and had not had surgery on their lower extremities or spine, did not
walk with an ambulatory device, and had no current lower extremity injuries. Subjects
provided informed consent prior to participation in the study (Appendix E).
Procedures
This study was part of a larger study looking race walking with respect to normal
walking and running. Subsequently, the procedures for the race walking and normal
walking portion of the study are described below.
Prior to testing, subjects filled out a Par-Q Questionnaire4 (Appendix F) to
determine if they were healthy enough to participate in the study. Subjects were
disqualified if they answered ‘yes’ to any of the questions on the Par-Q. All subjects wore
the same type of shoes (New Balance R662WSB, Boston, MA) during data collection to
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reduce differences due to footwear. Eighty-five retro-reflective markers were placed on
the body (Figure 19).

Figure 19: Maker placement used to create the biomechanical model. The calibration makers were used to
determine the location of the distal ends of the joints in relation to the makers used for tracking. Once the
calibration makers were removed, the tracking markers helped identify the segment during the motion trials
for use in later marker trajectory calculations.

Electromyographic (EMG) electrodes (Delsys, Natick, MA) were placed over
eight muscles on the right side of the body using SENIAM positions as established in the
literature1, 21, 40: Gluteus medius (GM), Rectus femoris (RF), Vastus lateralis (VL),
Adductor longus (AL), Semitendinosus (ST), Tibialis anterior (TA), Gastrocnemius
(GA), and Peroneus longus (PL) (Figure 20).
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Figure 20: EMG electrode placement to collect muscle activity during race walking and running. (left)
Anterior view of electrode placement for the vastus lateralis, rectus femoris, tibialis anterior, lateral head of
the gastrocnemius, and the peroneus longs muscles. (center) Lateral view of electrode placement for the
lateral head of the gastrocnemius and peroneus longus. (right) Posterior view of the electrode placement for
the semitendinosus. The electrodes for the adductor longus and gluteus medius are not visible in the figure.

Each subject was allowed adequate time to warm-up on a treadmill and stretch,
similar to their pre-race routine, as needed. Prior to collecting motion data, each subject
stood in the 3-D calibrated volume to obtain a static calibration pose and quiet EMG file.
An 11-camera three-dimensional motion capture system (Motion Analysis, Santa Rosa,
CA) was used to capture the static marker placement. The static pose was used to
establish the relationship between anatomical references and body segments. Twentythree anatomical markers were removed (Figure 19) after this static trial. Subjects were
then asked to ambulate over a 15-m runway with two force plates (Bertec, Columbus,
OH) embedded in the floor (Figure 21). They were allowed to have practice trials of both
race walking and running where they were asked to step out their gait on the force plates
to get clean foot strikes on the plates. No data were collected for these trials.
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FP 1
FP 2
Figure 21: Configuration of the force plates embedded in the runway. Race walkers ambulated from left to
right where the left foot would strike FP1 and the right foot would strike FP2.

After the practice trials, three trials of race walking (RW) gait at a competition
race pace and three trials of running (RU) were collected. Gait trials were randomized. To
prevent targeting the force plates during the data collections, subjects were told to look at
a focal point in front of them. The investigator visually monitored each trial and trials
where subjects looked down or missed the force plates and were redone. For each trial,
marker trajectories were collected using a sampling rate of 200 Hz. Simultaneously, force
plate and muscle activity data were recorded at 1000Hz. After all gait collections were
completed, two trials of maximum isometric voluntary contractions (MVICs) for each
muscle were taken.39
Data Processing/Analysis
Using Cortex software (Version 3.0, Motion Analysis Corporation, Santa Rosa,
CA), three-dimensional marker trajectories were determined for each static, race walking,
and running trial. Based on the marker set, subject-specific models were created in Visual
3D (C-Motion, Germantown, MD) using the height and weight of the subjects to
normalize joint moments, to define segment masses, and to define segment inertial
properties (Figure 19). The Visual 3D model assumes that each segment is a rigid body.
The model was then used to calculate joint kinematics and kinetics.
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Marker trajectories calculated using Cortex were smoothed and used as input to
calculate variables of interest in Visual 3D for the RW and RU trials. A copy of the
pipeline used can be found in Appendix F and is described below. Marker trajectories
were filtered using a 4th order, bidirectional, low pass Butterworth filter with a cutoff
frequency of 8 Hz for RW and 10 Hz for RU. These cutoffs was chosen based on a
residual analysis of the right distal heel marker in the X (forward) direction for both
gaits.67 The filtered marker data were used to calculate ankle, knee, hip, pelvis, and trunk
joint angles. Joint angles were defined as orientation of the distal segment with respect to
the proximal segment using a Cardan rotation sequence of extension, followed by
adduction, and lastly internal rotation. See Appendix C for definition of segment fixed
coordinate frames. The fixed coordinate frame that defined each segment begins at the
pelvis, which has an embedded coordinate system, and is used to calculate the hip angle
with the thigh. Moving distally, each segment was created based on the segment proximal
to the distal segment to calculate each joint. Also, global angles of the lab with respect to
the pelvis and trunk were calculated with the orientation of X forward (in the direction of
the motion), Y pointing left, and Z pointing up. Joint angle excursions were calculated by
the difference between the minimum and maximum joint angles. Ensemble curves were
created to qualitatively assess joint angle motion across a stride, which was defined as
right toe-off to subsequent right toe-off (defined using gait events described below). For
each subject, all three RW and RU trials were first averaged together. Then, these curves
were averaged across subjects to obtain an ensemble curve for each gait.
Ground reaction forces were collected with a minimum threshold of 5N. The
analog signals were converted to digital using a National Instruments A-D board
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(National Instruments, Inc., Austin TX) at sampling rate of 1000Hz then imported into
Visual 3D. The signals were not filtered for later use in calculations.34 Signals were
normalized to each subject’s body weight to compare across subjects. Loading rate was
calculated as the change in force divided by change in time from heel strike to impact
peak, the apex of the first peak, of the vertical ground reaction force.56 This value was
calculated as the mean of the three RW and RU trials and then ensemble averaged across
all subjects.
Ground reaction forces were used to determine gait events for foot contacts with
the force platforms. Gait events occurring off the force plate were determined by position
data of foot markers.70 Both left and right heel strike were defined as when the forward
motion of the inferior heel marker changed direction. Left and right toe-off were defined
similarly as when the velocity changed direction from forward motion to backward
motion of the left and right distal foot marker, respectively.
Temporal spatial variables were calculated based on the gait events. Stride length
and time were calculated between successive right toe-offs. Stance time for the right foot
was calculated from heel strike to toe-off, while swing time was calculated from toe-off
to subsequent heel strike of the same foot. Stance to swing ratio was determined by the
percentage of swing over the percentage of stance during one stride. The forward velocity
of the sternum marker determined RW and RU speed of each subject.9 The vertical
trajectory of the center of mass (COM) of each subject for both RW and RU was
calculated from the sum of the location of the COM of all of the body segments and
graphed based on the position of the vertical position (Z-direction) in relation to the
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horizontal position (X-direction). The trajectory of the COM for each subject was
normalized and averaged together to create a mean ensemble curve.
Visual 3D was used to calculate net joint moments at the hip, knee, and ankle in
all three planes. The inertial properties of the segments were modeled as conical frustums
using Hanvan’s model.20 Net joint moments were normalized to body weight and
height.25 Mean ensemble curves were created based on the average moment curves for
the three trials for both RW and RU for each subject and then all subjects were averaged
together.
A linear envelope was created for each EMG signal.28, 57 EMG signals were first
processed by a low pass, 4th order, bidirectional Butterworth filter at a cutoff frequency of
100Hz. Next, they were full wave rectified. Then, the rectified signal was processed by a
low pass, 4th order, bidirectional Butterworth filter at a cutoff frequency of 8Hz. The
activation levels of each muscle were obtained by taking the processed EMG data and
normalizing them based on percentage of the corresponding MVIC to facilitate
comparisons across subjects. Mean ensemble curves of each normalized linear envelope
for each subject’s three trials for both gaits and then all subject curves were calculated
together to qualitatively assess muscle activity pattern during RW and RU.
Statistical Analysis
Paired t-tests were used to determine the differences in variables between RW and
RU: spatiotemporal, peak angles, joint excursions, peak moments, and loading rate. A pvalue of < 0.05 was considered significant.
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Power Analysis
Due to the small RW community in the surrounding area of where the research
was taking place, a subject number (n) of 15 were decided on for the study. A post hoc
power analysis (G*Power, Heinrich-Heine-Universität, Düsseldorf, Germany) was run to
determine the power of the sample size with an effect size of 0.8 and α error probability
of 0.05. The effect size of 0.8 was used to determine the power based Cohen’s definition
in determining if differences between the groups is substantially noticeable.13 The power
was calculated as 0.56 for the given sample size.
Results
Temporal Spatial
The results of all temporal spatial variables were statistically different between
RW and RU (Table 11, Table 12). Subject velocity and percentage of swing were
significantly greater in RU, while percentage of single leg stance and stance to swing
ratio were significantly greater in RW.
Table 11: Means (SD) for temporal spatial variables comparing race walking (RW) and running (RU).
Significant differences are on an α level of p ≤ 0.05.

The range of speeds between race walking (1.5-3.4 m/s) and running (2.0-4.5 m/s)
for each subject are shown in Table 12. Both gaits showed large ranges of speeds
between subjects, but showed little variability within subjects.
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Table 12: Range of speeds (m/s) for race walking and running.

The vertical trajectory of the COM of the subjects during RW and RU had
significant differences (p>0.01) between them (Figure 22). The vertical trajectory of the
COM during RU has a greater excursion (0.08 m) compared to RW (0.04 m).

Figure 22: Mean vertical trajectory for the center of mass (COM) for race walking and running. Data are
represented from right toe-off to subsequent right toe-off of the right leg (swing 0-40% to stance 40-100%).

Joint Angles
The majority of the differences between RW and RU occur in the sagittal plane at
the ankle, knee, and hip joints. At heel strike, there are similar amounts of dorsiflexion
during both RW and RU (Figure 23). In late stance, there is more plantar flexion at the
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ankle during RU compared to RW. There was also a significant difference in joint angle
excursion and peak ankle dorsiflexion during RU compared to RW (Figure 23). The
sagittal plane excursion difference was almost 14° greater in RU compared to RW, as
well as the peak ankle dorsiflexion angle was 7° greater during RU than RW. In the
frontal and sagittal planes, differences at the ankle occurred during stance for both
directions, with differences also occurring in early swing in the transverse plane. There
was more inversion and internal rotation at the ankle, as well as more external rotation in
early- to- mid-swing, during RU. There was also a greater peak eversion angle in RU
compared to RW, which seems to occur during mid-stance (Table 14, Figure 23).
In the sagittal plane for the knee, there was an increasing amount of extension
during RW compared to RU during the entire stance phase, but there was less flexion
during the swing phase (Figure 23). There were also significant differences found in peak
knee extension and flexion in RU compared to RW (Table 14). Similar to the ankle, there
were no excursion differences in knee frontal plane and transverse plane motion during
RW and RU, but there were significant differences in peak internal and external rotation
angles in RU compared to RW (Table 13).
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Table 13: Means (SD) and p-values for joint excursions comparing race walking (RW) and running (RU).
RU

RW

p-value

Ankle (°)
Sagittal

33.6 (7.9)

47.1 (7.9)

<0.01

Frontal

14.4 (3.9)

19.1 (4.8)

<0.01

Transverse

20.5 (4.9)

19.0 (4.8)

0.29

Sagittal

69.6 (8.7)

78.1 (10.7)

0.01

Frontal

17.5 (7.9)

15.4 (4.2)

0.17

Transverse

17.8 (3.8)

23.4 (6.2)

0.02

Knee (°)

Hip (°)
Sagittal

52.7 (5.1)

58.4 (10.2)

0.03

Frontal

19.5 (6.3)

19.0 (4.9)

0.72

Transverse

17.1 (4.8)

18.8 (4.0)

0.15

Pelvis-Lab (°)
Sagittal

15.6 (7.4)

10.7 (4.1)

<0.01

Frontal

6.5 (2.0)

9.8 (3.0)

<0.01

Transverse

16.5 (4.1)

13.6 (4.1)

0.10

Pelvis-Trunk (°)
Sagittal

14.7 (9.1)

9.4 (3.2)

0.16

Frontal

7.7 (3.5)

11.6 (4.1)

0.55

Transverse

14.3 (5.0)

30.6 (8.7)

0.10

Trunk-Lab (°)
Sagittal

6.6 (3.2)

11.6 (7.6)

<0.01

Frontal

7.2 (2.4)

8.2 (6.0)

<0.01

Transverse

19.8 (9.3)

16.4 (7.8)

<0.01

In addition to the differences in joint angle excursions in the sagittal plane at the
ankle and knee, there were also significant differences in the sagittal plane at the hip with
RU being greater than RW (Table 13).There was more hip extension during mid- to- late
swing and at mid-stance during RU compared to RW, which was consistent with the
significant difference in peak hip extension. Frontal and transverse plane motions had
little differences, similar to the distal joints, but there was a significant difference in peak
abduction and external rotation angle values, respectively (Table 13).
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Table 14: Means (SD) and p-values for peak joint values comparing race walking (RW) and running (RU).
DF=dorsiflexion, PF=plantar flexion, Inv= Inversion, Ev=Eversion, IR=internal rotation, ER=external
rotation, AD=adduction, AB=abduction, Cont=contralateral pelvic drop, Ip=ipsilateral pelvic drop, LR=left
rotation, RR=right rotation, LLF=left lateral flexion, and RLF=right lateral flexion.

At the absolute pelvis, there were greater significant differences in joint angle
excursion for RW in the sagittal plane and RU in the frontal plane (Table 13). Peak
values in the sagittal plane were significantly greater at the absolute pelvis in posterior tilt
during RW and anterior tilt for RU (Figure 23, Table 14). At the relative pelvis-trunk, the
differences in the frontal plane graphs shows a greater excursion in RW compared to RU
(Figure 23), but it was not found to be statistically significant (Table 14).
In the transverse plane, the peak right rotation angle occurs at heel strike for RU
and just after heel strike for RW, with greater left rotation occurring during late stance for
RW compared to RU. There were no significant differences in peak values in the relative
pelvis-trunk in any direction. At the absolute trunk, there was greater posterior tilt in RU
compared to RW during swing and mid-stance, very little differences in the frontal plane
between the two gaits, and RW had less of an excursion than RU in the transverse plane
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(Figure 23). There were greater significant differences in joint excursion in the sagittal
and frontal plane for RU and in the transverse plane for RW (Table 14). There were also
greater significant differences in all peak joint angles in RU compared to RW, except for
peak pelvic drop, which showed no difference (Table 13, Table 14).

Figure 23: Mean ensemble curves of joint angles in the three planes during race walking and running. Joint
angle data are represented from right toe-off to subsequent right toe-off of the right. The vertical lines
represents heel strike. In the sagittal plane, positive values at the hip represent flexion, extension at the
knee, and dorsiflexion at the ankle. In the frontal plane, adduction at the knee and hip, as well as inversion
at the ankle is positive. In the transverse plane internal rotation is positive for all lower extremity joints. For
the pelvis and trunk angles, posterior tilt/extension, pelvic drop/lateral flexion to the left, and left rotation
are positive.
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Ground Reaction Forces and Loading Rate
Ground reaction forces in RW and RU show the differences between the two gaits
in the anterior-posterior and vertical directions (Figure 24). In the anterior-posterior
direction, the traces of each gait look similar with a breaking force in the first half of the
stance phase and a propulsive force in the second half. In RU, more force is produced
than in RW throughout stance (Figure 24). In the vertical graph shows the largest
difference between the two gaits, with RU having the typical heel strike running trace and
RW looking more like a typical walking trace (Figure 24). In RU, there is a greater force
produced (2.25 N/BW) compared to RW (1.3 N/BW).

Figure 24: Mean ensemble curves of ground reaction forces during stance in race walking and running.
Anterior, medial, and vertical upward are positive directions for each graph.

There were significant differences in loading rate between RU and RW. RU had a
loading rate almost double (50.6 BW/s) the loading rate for RW (27.1 BW/s) (Table 15).
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Table 15: Mean (SD) loading rates for race walking (RW) and running (RU). Significant differences are
based on an α level of p ≤ 0.05.

RW
RU
p-value

Loading Rate (BW/s)
27.1 (9.4)
50.6 (5.7)
<0.01

Joint Moments
The joint moments in the lower extremities showed many significant differences
between RW and RU. At the ankle, there was a greater dorsiflexion moment during midstance in RU compared to RW, with the peak dorsiflexion moment at RU (16.0
Nm/weight*height) being significantly different compared to RW (3.0
Nm/weight*height) (Figure 25). There were also significant differences in the peak
inversion and internal rotation moments during RU compared to RW in the frontal and
transverse planes, respectively.
At the knee, there was a greater extension moment during RU, with the peak
extension moment (12.2 Nm/weight*height) being significantly greater compared to RW
(3.9 Nm/weight*height) (Figure 25). In the transverse plane, the internal rotation moment
was also significantly greater during RU (0.7 Nm/weight*height) compared to RW (0.3
Nm/weight*height). There were no significant differences in peak frontal plane joint
moments at the knee for RW and RU.
The sagittal plane motion for the hip showed that there were greater flexion and
extension joint moments during RW than during RU (Figure 25). The peak flexion
moment for RW (10.3 Nm/weight*height) was significantly greater than during RU (7.8
Nm/weight*height), as well as the peak extension moment during RW (6.4
Nm/weight*height) being significantly greater than during RU (5.6 Nm/weight*height).
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The hip abduction moment during RU shows there was a greater net moment force
occurring during stance than during RW. This was supported by the significant difference
between the peak hip abduction moment during RU (10.6 Nm/weight*height) compared
to RW (5.4 Nm/weight*height). The moments in the transverse plane of the hip showed
the least amount of net force produced between RW and RU, but there was a significant
difference in the peak hip internal rotation moment, with RU (2.1 Nm/weight*height)
being greater than RW (0.6 Nm/weight*height).

Figure 25: (left) Mean ensemble curves for joint moments during the stance phase in race walking and
running. In the sagittal plane, at the hip are flexion at the knee represent extension, and dorsiflexion at the
ankle. In the frontal plane, adduction at the knee and hip, as well as inversion at the ankle is positive. In the
transverse plane, left/medial rotation is positive for all joints. (right) Mean (SD) and p-values for mean
peak joint moments (Nm/weight*height) for race walking (RW) and running (RU).

Muscle Activity
The muscle activity between RW and RU showed some similarities in magnitude
for some muscles, with some of the peaking activity being offset during the gait cycle. In
the GM, there was a greater amount of muscle activity occurring during mid-swing and at
heel strike during RU, where during RW there were minimal fluctuations in activity
(Figure 26). The VL and the RF had similar trends to the GM, where there was greater
activity during RU, especially at heel strike, than during RW (Figure 26). The muscles
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that showed the most differences in activity between RW and RU were the GA and the
PL. At the GA, there was a greater activity during RU, but the peak activity for this
muscle occurred in the stance phase for both gaits (Figure 26). The PL also followed a
similar pattern to the GA for each gait respectively, but the magnitudes of the activity
were almost the same between RW and RU. The muscle that showed more activity in
RW than during RU was the TA. There was greater activity during mid-swing, prior to
and at heel strike, and at toe-off (Figure 26).

Figure 26: Mean ensemble curves of muscle activity during race walking and running. Muscle activity data
are represented from right toe-off to subsequent right toe-off of the right leg (swing 0-40% to stance 40100% during RW and swing 0-50% to stance 50-100% during RU). The vertical lines represents heel
strike.

Discussion
The purpose of this study was to compare and contrast RW gait biomechanics to
running (NW) gait biomechanics to determine if RW there are differences between the
two gaits. Once the two gaits have been compared, the risk of injury during RW will be
discussed based its similarities to RU.
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Temporal Spatial
The significant differences in temporal spatial parameters between RW and RU
were related to the speed of each gait. In this study, RU had a much faster gait speed (2.9
m/s) than RW (1.6 m/s), which would change how long the stance and swing phase occur
in the total gait cycle (Table 11, Table 12). In a previous RW study that compared RW
and RU temporal spatial parameters, there were no significant differences in the speed of
the subjects, and therefore, no significant differences in stance time, swing time, and
stance-to-swing ratio were observed.9 Differences between the temporal spatial
parameters are also due to the nature of RU gait versus RW gait. RW has a double
support phase, where RU only has a single support phase and a no support (flight) phase.
In RU, as speed increases, the percentage of the gait cycle in stance will decrease and the
percentage of the swing phase will increase and become the majority of the gait cycle. In
RW, when speed increases, the similar movement occurs, but swing and stance tend to
remain equal parts of the gait cycle.9
In regards to the vertical trajectory of RW and RU, this study showed there were
significant differences between the two gaits which is consistent with the current
literature.22 The decrease in vertical excursion of the COM during RW has been
described in the literature as one of the defining factors in what makes RW a more
efficient gait compared to RU.11, 43 The elevation of the pelvic girdle during RW to
compensate for the lack of knee flexion assists in decreasing the amount of vertical
excursion produced, which increases the efficiency of the gait.40
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Ankle
At the ankle, it was hypothesized that there would be greater TA muscle activity,
which would produce a greater dorsiflexor moment during RW compared to RU at heel
strike. While there was an increase in TA muscle activity in RW compared to RU at heel
strike, there was no significant in the dorsiflexor moment between RW and RU (Figure
25). There was also a significant difference between the peak dorsiflexion moment at the
ankle where RU was greater than RW. The dorsiflexor moment during RW in early
stance phase was a result from eccentric muscle contraction used to decelerate the
downward motion of the foot to prevent the foot from rapidly plantar flexing and
“slapping” the ground.9 In RU, the mechanism was the same, but there was more of an
eccentric dorsiflexion moment to slow down the foot. This is due to there being no
support from the other leg during the flight phase so all of the force from the body weight
was absorbed in the impact leg.
There was a significant difference found between plantar flexion at the ankle
between RU and RW, which coincide with the muscle contribution differences between
the two gaits. The GA showed a greater magnitude during RU compared to RW, which
produced a significant difference in peak plantar flexion moment (Figure 25). This
activity provides a greater joint moment to allow the ankle to provide a greater push-off
force to propel the subject forward compared to RW. This was found to be different in
the literature where there were not differences found,9 but the speed of the subjects was
not significantly different compared to this study.
In the frontal and transverse plane, there were small fluctuations in joint
excursions. The only significant difference found in either plane was a peak eversion
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angle during RU, which coincides with the greater amount of PL activity that occurs
compared to RW during late stance (Figure 26). The amount of difference between the
RW (0.8°) and RU (3.9°) peak eversion angle may have been statistically significant, but
may not be clinically relevant between the two gaits. Additionally, there was a
significantly greater peak inversion moment during RU and peak eversion moment
during RW. Both moments occurs in late stance, along with the activity of the PL to
produce the eversion moment and most likely the tibialis posterior to produce the
inversion moment. The difference in push off in late stance between the two gaits is the
ankle moves laterally to functionally lengthen the leg to compensate for the lack of knee
flexion during RW, where RU does not require this motion.40 The only value at the ankle
in the transverse plane that was significant was the ankle internal rotation moment during
RU (Figure 25). Along with plantar flexion and inversion, the ankle was pronating at toe
off to propel the body forward during RU.
Knee
The IAAF ruling requiring knee extension was the factor behind the hypothesis
where RW would produce a greater extension moment of the knee compared to RU. As a
result of the increased muscle activity of the rectus femoris and vastus lateralis during RU
(Figure 26), there was a greater knee extensor moment during RU compared to RW
(Figure 25). At heel strike during RW the knee produced a quick peak flexion moment
followed by a rapid extension moment, while the knee during RU there was in slight
flexion moment followed by a more gradual extension moment (Figure 25). The knee
flexion moment at impact during RW occurred to slow down the motion of the foot and
bring the foot back to the ground. This was then followed by an eccentric extension
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moment, which provided the shock absorption at the knee. The knee flexion moment at
impact for RU was what absorbed the shock, which had less of a rapid change since there
was no need for forced knee extension as in RW.
The knee extensor muscle activity that occurred during RU was an eccentric force
to help slow the leg down at heel strike, which produced a significantly greater peak
extension moment (Figure 25). This was also true during RW, but the amount of muscle
activity produced was less, which in turn produced less of an extensor moment. This was
primarily due to decreased impact forces in RW compared to RU, therefore less force to
dissipate. There have been some speculations in the literature that the extension moment
at the knee just prior to heel strike during RW could be a result of the soft tissue response
from the ligaments to the forced knee extension rather than as a result of only muscle
activity.40 If this is the case, the leg is more thrust forward by momentum, rather than
extended as a result of quadriceps activity, but may not produce as great an extensor
moment during RW as it does in RU.
Hip
It was expected that there would be increased frontal plane motion at the hip
during RW compared to RU. Greater changes in joint excursion in the sagittal plane
during RU compared to RW were hypothesized, as well as very little differences in the
transverse plane between both gaits. There was significantly greater sagittal plane
motion, as well as peak values of hip flexion and extension being significantly greater in
RU compared to RW (Figure 23). With the increased amount of the RF activity being
greater during RU, both the sagittal plane hip joint moments were significantly greater
compared to RW as well (Figure 25). Additionally, deeper muscle activity at the hip,
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such as the iliopsoas muscle group, which is the primary hip flexor, may also contribute
to the hip flexion moment. Similarly, the gluteus maximus may be contributing to the
majority of the extension moment at the hip compared to the ST.
In the frontal plane, there were no significant differences in kinematic joint
motion between RW and RU. There was, however, greater GM activity during RU at
mid-swing and at heel strike compared to RW (Figure 26). The muscle activity at both
events during RU was most likely a result of eccentric muscle activity to slow the leg
down during the extension-to-flexion transition during swing and to slow the leg down,
as well as absorb force, at heel strike. This activity produced a significantly greater peak
flexion moment during RU, as a result of this activity (Figure 25). The AL activity at heel
strike also assists in slowing the leg down at heel strike during both gaits, which had very
similar amount of muscle activity for both gaits (Figure 26). The AL also contributed to
the significantly greater internal rotation moment in the transverse plane during RU
compared to RW. This moment is also a result of the eccentric slowing of the thigh by the
AL.40
Pelvis and Trunk
While there were significant differences at the absolute pelvis and trunk, their
contribution to the relative pelvis-trunk joint provided no significant differences between
RW and RU. The contributions to both gaits from the absolute joints shows how each
segment contributes to the overall motion of RW and RU, respectively, but did not
produce significant differences in the relative pelvis-trunk joint between the two gaits.
The peak joint angles of the absolute pelvis in anterior tilt were significantly greater
during RW, but the posterior tilt of the pelvis was significantly greater during RU. Along
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with the significantly greater absolute trunk peak flexion and extension angles during
RU, there was more of a forward lean during RU, compared to more of an erect posture
during RW. Nevertheless, these differences did not contribute to significant differences at
the relative pelvis-trunk peak angles.
In the frontal plane, there was statistically more motion in the absolute pelvis and
absolute trunk during RU compared to RW. There was only a significant difference at the
absolute pelvis peak contralateral pelvis drop, however, this did not produce significant
differences at the relative pelvis-trunk angle peak joint angle. Similarly, there were
greater frontal plane joint excursions at the absolute pelvis and trunk during RU, but the
total excursion contribution from each of these joints, did not translate into significantly
different joint excursions at the relative pelvis-trunk angle.
While there was not greater frontal plane motion during RW compared to RU at
the pelvis and trunk, there was a greater amount of excursion at the absolute trunk during
RW. The frontal plane excursions at the absolute pelvis and trunk, along with transverse
plane rotational motions, seem to balance each other out in both RW and RU at the
relative pelvis-trunk joint, but show how each segment contributes to each gait
separately. During RW, these motions contribute to the S-shape curve that is formed
between the trunk and pelvis as weight is shifted from one leg to the other during the RW
gait.40, 46 During RU, a similar motion occurred to contribute to the motion, but at greater
peak angles. This may also be a contributing factor to the increase in vertical COM
trajectory that occurs in RU compared to RW.
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Loading Rate
Loading rate has never been documented in the literature during RW compared to
RU. The significantly greater loading rate during RU (50.6 BW/s) compared to RW (27.1
BW/s) was consistent with the greater magnitude over a similar amount of time in the
vertical GRF figure (Figure 24). The greater loading rate during RU was most likely a
result of RU having a flight phase and greater speed of the subjects in this study. Landing
from a greater height and a faster speed increased the vertical loading rate since there is a
lack of support phase to offset some of the weight of the body as the foot hits the ground.
If speed of the RW gait was increased, there would most likely be a greater slope
producing a greater loading rate, but there would be no contribution from a significant
flight phase as seen in RU.
Injuries
While RU produced more significantly greater kinematic, kinetic and muscle
activity values, there were some values that were significantly greater during RW. Since
injuries have been well documented in the literature based on these biomechanical
parameters, RW, which has some similarities to RU, would be at risk for similar injuries.
The most prominent area injured based on the results of this study, would be to the TA
muscle, due to its high level of activity in maintaining dorsiflexion throughout the RW
gait. Of the one laboratory study done looking at RW injuries, it was found that there is
an increase in anterior compartment pressure due to the nature of the RW gait.54 Since
there is little relaxation time for this muscle, as well as a strong contraction, during the
RW gait cycle, the mean compartment pressure can easily build up and cause pain.
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Additionally, muscle hypertrophy can increase the pressure in the anterior compartment
leading to increased compartment pressure over time.54
Other injuries that can potentially occur are muscle strains and medial tibial stress
syndrome (shin splints). There was found to be similar level of muscle activity in the AL,
ST, GA, and PL, which are all muscles that can be injured during RU. The most common
RU injury is a hamstring strain,42 and based on the results of this study (Figure 26), there
could be a high incidence of occurrence in RW also based on the similar amount of
muscle activity that occurs during both gaits. This is consistent with the results of a
survey study of RW injuries to be the most reported injury during RW.15 This study also
found that muscle strains to the groin and shin splints were other pronounced injuries
during RW. These injuries are consistent with the high level of AL activity and GA
activity, respectively. The GA also helps with plantar flexion during RW, which is a
motion of the tibialis posterior, the muscle affected in shin splints.
Based on the results of this study, calf strains and patella femoral pain would be
two other common injuries that would happen in RW compared to RU based on the
results of this study. Surprisingly, there was no mention of calf strains associated with
RW in the survey study.15 With the high level of muscle activity produced by the GA
during RW in this study, the potential for muscle injury would expected to be greater than
reported in the literature. While the activity of the GA and PL were not as great during
RW as RU, there is still a high level of activity that would most likely increase as gait
speed increases. It was reported, however, that the knee and ankle injuries sustained
during RW were about equal in frequency, but there was no quantitative comparison to
RU injuries described. At the knee, it was reported that the majority of injuries were from
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tendinitis, followed by iliotibial band syndrome and chondromalacia patella.15 These
injuries to the knee, all of which are overuse injuries, are the same injuries that are found
in runners, which show there may not be much of a difference in the type of injury to race
walkers. Reasoning behind these knee injuries, besides the increased knee extension at
impact, is the forces acting on the hips during RW. Even though RU provided a
significantly greater hip abduction moment compared to RW (Figure 25), there were no
other differences found at the hip between the two gaits in the frontal plane. These forces,
along with the potential for weak hip abductors, which is common in runners,65 could be
a factor in the injuries at the knee during RW.
Limitations
This study was not without its limitations. The subject population used was
recreational race walkers from the local and not elite athletes from around the world, the
population most found in the current literature. The sample population was small (n=15),
which necessitates caution when generalizing results over a larger race walking
population, especially elite race walkers. The length of the runway used was only about
15 meters long, which only allowed subjects to get to a training pace, not a race pace for
both gaits. Finally, since some of the markers were placed directly to the skin, there is a
chance for soft tissue artifact. Skin movement artifacts have been shown to affect the
accuracy of calculated joint kinematics much more in the frontal and transverse planes
than in the sagittal plane.10 Efforts have been made to improve measurement techniques
to minimize skin movement artifacts by placing markers on clusters,10 but all error cannot
be eliminated unless markers are applied to the bones directly or through bone-pins.19, 32
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Summary
While there are some similarities between RW and RU gaits, each gait is still
unique in itself. Contrary to the hypotheses, there was greater amount of frontal plane
motion during RU than RW, but more sagittal plane contributions during RW compared
to RU. These motions contribute to the vertical trajectory of the COM, which was found
to have a much greater excursion in RU than RW. This shows that there was a greater
efficiency during RW compared to RU in this study, but the subjects also did not reach
high speeds during either gait. Further studies looking at RW and RU at much faster
speeds are necessary to see if this theory is consistent as speed increases.
While there were biomechanical differences between the two gaits, there is still
the potential for injury based on the muscle activity and the joint moments produced
during RW, especially at the lower leg. Since the current IAAF ruling, there have been no
laboratory or field studies performed looking at the potential for injuries in elite race
walkers. Further research in this area is necessary to understand the mechanisms behind
these injuries to help avoid and treat them to increase RW performance.
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Chapter Five – Summary, Conclusions and Recommendations
With its distinctive characteristics, race walking (RW) is a specialized gait that is
unlike running (RU) and normal walking (NW). The studies performed in this research
project have provided evidence of this statement, by comparing and contrasting RW to
NW and RU. This is one of the first studies of RW to do this since the IAAF rule change
in 1995 requiring a fully extended leg at the knee during the first half of stance.
As RW compares to both NW and RU, there are more similarities between RW
and NW due to the nature of both gaits having single leg, double support, and a swing
phase. The largest variance between RW and NW joint motion was at the pelvis segment
relative to the trunk segment, where there was a significant frontal and transverse plane
excursion difference. The pelvis and trunk motion work together to create the S-shape of
the torso to help the hips compensate for the lack of knee flexion and keeps a smooth
vertical trajectory of the COM during RW. The decrease in vertical trajectory of the
COM was consistent with the literature, which provided strong evidence that RW was a
more efficient gait than RW or RU.9, 40
Additionally, the muscle activity and joint moments generated during RW and
NW were more similar than those generated during RU. The differences in muscle
activity between RW and NW had to do with the straight leg requirement during RW that
is absent in NW. Unexpectedly, there were no differences in peak joint moments at the
knee and ankle between RW and NW. The majority of the differences between the peak
joint torques between the two gaits were seen at the hip, which had significant differences
for RW in all three planes compared to NW. Based on this result, the hips provide most
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of the differences between RW and NW, mostly to compensate for the lack of knee
flexion that occurs during RW.
One of the variables of interest in regard to injury that was looked at in these
studies was loading rate. Loading rate in RW was significantly greater in RW compared
to NW, but RU was significantly greater than RW. While RW does not produce the same
loading rate as RU, the increased value compared to RW suggests that there is the
potential for greater stress related injuries in the lower legs compared to NW. Along with
the significantly greater peak hip joint moments and muscle activity, RW has the
potential to produce injuries more so than NW. In comparison to RU, the activity of the
tibialis anterior during RW was greater and the semitendinosus activity reached similar
magnitudes throughout the entire gait cycle, which would put a race walker at risk for a
muscle strain and compartment syndrome. Additionally, there are similar overuse knee
injuries that occur during RW compared to RU, which could be a result of the similarities
in hip joint frontal plane moments between the two gaits. Previous RW injury literature
has found these to be the most common injuries during RW, which is consistent with the
muscle activity and joint moments found in this study.
Conclusions
Based on the hypotheses expected for this project, conclusions can be drawn to
explain the biomechanical relationship of RW compared to NW and RU. As expected,
there was a greater walking speed during RW compared to NW, which also decreased the
percentage of single-leg stance and double-support time in relation to stance time. In the
comparison joint motion between RW and NW, the only significant difference between
the two gaits in the frontal plane occurred at the relative pelvis-trunk angle. This shows
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that this joint was the greatest contributor to frontal plane motion, during RW, with no
major contribution from the hips in this plane. Although this was the case in the frontal
plane, there was a greater difference in hip sagittal plane motion between RW and NW.
The increased hip sagittal plane excursion was likely a result of compensation for the lack
of knee flexion that occurred in RW compared to NW. To support this, the muscle
activity of the rectus femoris (hip flexor) and semitendinosus (hip extensor), had the
greatest amount of differences in muscle activity in RW compared to NW. The increased
activity at these muscles produced the significant differences found at the hip for peak
joint moments, which were the only significant differences in peak joint moments found
compared to NW. Based on these results, the hip and the pelvis-trunk are the major
contributor for the RW gait compared to the NW gait, which is likely a result from the
lack of knee flexion that occurs during RW.
Comparing RW and RU, there were greater significant differences found
compared to RW and NW, but more of the differences were greater during RU than RW.
The hypothesized increase in frontal plane motion during RW compared to RU at the hip,
pelvis and trunk was found to be the opposite. RU gait produced significantly more
frontal plane motion at the relative pelvis-trunk angle, as well as in the other two planes.
This shows that RU requires more motion to contribute to the execution of the gait.
Additionally, there expected increase in muscle activity at the rectus femoris and vastus
lateralis to contribute to the knee extension during RW was not found to be greater than
during RU. There was, however, a greater amount of tibialis anterior activity in RW
compared to RU, but it did not produce any significant greater differences in the peak
dorsiflexor moment at the ankle during RW. RU actually produced significantly different
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sagittal plane ankle peak joint moments compared to RW. This result most likely
occurred as a result of RU having a flight phase/no support phase, which adds greater
ground reaction forces, which also contribute to the increase in peak joint moments at the
ankle.
Based on the results of this study, RW is an intermediate gait between RW and
RU that has characteristics of both gaits, but is still a unique gait in itself. While there are
differences between RW and both RU and NW, some of the expected differences
between RW and the two gaits did not occur. Significantly greater frontal plane pelvistrunk excursion and sagittal plane hip muscle activity, peak joint moments, and excursion
contribute to the significant differences in both RW and NW and RW and RU.
Unfortunately, the significant differences between RW and RU were greater during RU,
which shows that, overall, RU requires more contribution from the body to execute the
activity than RW. Conversely, RW requires more contribution from the body than NW
does, but in not as great a capacity as RU compared to RW.
Recommendations for Future Research
While the results of this investigation has revealed the differences between RW in
comparison to NW and RU, there is still the potential to look at other variables not
examined in these studies. Looking at the center of pressure (COP) of the foot during RW
in comparison to the other two gaits can provide further insight to potential foot injuries
that can occur if there are differences in the COP path. In addition, the contribution of the
trunk muscles to the RW gait can provide additional information about the differences in
muscle activity that go along with the differences in pelvis-trunk joint motion compared
to both NW and RU. Additionally, comparing recreational race walker to elite race
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walkers to see if there are differences between the two groups, and where
biomechanically these differences occur (kinematics, kinetics, muscle activity, etc.) can
also provide further investigation into the potential for injury risk as the level of skill is
increased.
Researchers who have investigated the biomechanics of race walking have all
arrived at similar conclusions, namely that RW is “…a sport that demands a high degree
of skill, mobility, and stamina because the straight-leg-through-the-vertical rule calls for
difficult posture changes for maximum speeds”.11, 40, 44, 46, 60 While this thesis supports
this testimonial, further understanding of the RW gait is necessary to continue to find
ways to enhance RW performance and reduce the risk of injury in all populations of race
walkers, whether they are elite or recreational.
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Appendix A: Literature Review
Race walking (RW) is a form of upright locomotion that differs from normal
walking by its form dictated by the International Amateur Athletics Federation (IAAF).31
According to the IAAF rule after 1995, “Race Walking is a progression of steps so taken
that the walker makes contact with the ground, so that no visible (to the human eye) loss
of contact occurs. The advancing leg shall be straightened (i.e. not bent at the knee) from
the moment of first contact with the ground until the vertical upright position” (Figure
27).2 Although, prior to 1995, knee flexion was allowed at heel strike.43 The IAAF
established these rules to better define race walking form for its inclusion in
competitions.21 Since then, this sport has become very popular internationally, with 43
nations representing the five continents in the 2012 Olympic games.43

Figure 27: Correct RW technique as classified by the IAAF2. Notice the small double support phase and
how the knee is extended from initial contact to mid-stance. Image adapted from Lafortune et al. 33

RW has also gained popularity as an alternative exercise to running43 since RW
provides opportunities for competition, as well as valuable health and fitness benefits,
without the same injury risks as running.29, 58, 59 However, there is a paucity of literature
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about this type of gait and its comparison to normal walking and running. Therefore, the
purpose of this literature review is twofold:
1. To compare the kinematics, kinetics, and muscle activation patterns of
race walking to those of normal walking and running
2. To discuss potential injuries that can be sustained from race walking
Determinants of Gait
Humans walk through a complex orchestration of muscle forces, joint motions,
and neural motor commands. Many of the internal variables that contribute to walking
have been measured and quantified over the past century. These include the
electromyographic activity of muscles, the torques produced by muscles about the joints,
the ground reaction forces, and the resulting limb motions.30 Data from these variables
require interpretation and organization through the fundamental principles that explain
the mechanisms of walking.30 There are six determinants of gait theory that propose that
a set of kinematic features help reduce the displacement of the body COM,55 which is
based on the premise that vertical and horizontal COM displacements can cause
inefficiency in gait (Table 16).
Table 16: Six determinants of gait according to Saunders et al.55

Six Determinants of Gait
Pelvic Rotation
Pelvic Tilt
Foot Mechanics
Knee Mechanics
Lateral Displacement of the Pelvis
The motions that make up these six determinants of gait work together in a
coordinated fashion to reduce the displacement of the COM and are good predictors of
very high energy expenditure.30 In RW, the walker executes specific automatic
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movement patterns, which lower the center of gravity when it tends to be at a high point
and raise it when it tends to be low point in order to minimize the mechanical energy
demands. It has been found that RW has a lesser vertical excursion than normal walking,
which is less than during running.40 Although these differences are evident, there has
been little research done to see how large the differences are between RW and running.

Figure 28: SL (filled circles) and frequency (Sf, crosses) variation at increasing speeds and their regression
lines obtained by data in the present literature. Adapted from Pavei et al.43

As previously described, the most economical method of vertical trajectory in the
body during locomotion is a sinusoidal pathway of low amplitude of the COM in which
deflections are gradual.55 In Olympic level race walkers, the velocities they achieve are
more close to that of running than walking (Table 17), but the technique demands of race
walking do not allow for the greatest efficiency at these higher velocities.37, 46 RW has
been found to be less efficient than running at velocities greater than 8km/hr.37, 38, 69 In
contrast, other researchers noted a rise in the efficiency of race walking with increasing
speed.11 This efficiency discrepancy may be a result of an increase in variation of
temporal spatial parameters, such as stride length (SL) and stride frequency (SF), which
are positively correlated determinates of walking speed (Figure 28).9, 11, 22, 40, 43, 46, 50
Another reason for these differences may have been due to the use of two different
samples of race walkers, elite37, 46 vs. non-elite.11 Therefore, more comprehensive
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analyses are needed to compare RW and running, specifically in the same cohort of
individuals.
Kinematics
RW is an intermediate locomotion between walking and running because of the
length of its short double support phase during stance, which borders on flight (Figure
29).12, 22, 24, 25, 45, 46, 62, 66 In RW, the time between heel strike of one foot and toe off of the
other is much smaller than that of normal walking to progress the race walker forward
with the greatest stride length and stride frequency attainable within the limits of the
IAAF rule.64 As a result, the average time ratio of stance to swing phase in RW is
decreased (Table 17).9 In some cases, there may be a flight phase, or lift as termed in
RW, if the ratio is less than 1. This decreased ratio is similar to running, which can result
in disqualification during an event.

Figure 29: The events and phases characterizing walking and running gaits as a percentage of one stride
(r=right; l=left). There is minimal, if any, double support in race walking compared to the pronounced
double support phase in normal walking and flight phase in running/sprinting. Image from Vaughan et al.61

Compared to normal walking, ankle, hip, and pelvis kinematics are altered to
accommodate the requirement of knee extension and decreased double support time
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during race walking. Increased ankle dorsiflexion and contralateral pelvic tilt at heel
strike assist in maintaining full knee extension through mid-stance (Table).9 These altered
kinematics change the effective leg length, thus allowing the leg to make contact with the
ground and adjusting for the lack of knee flexion. Greater hip hyperextension during toeoff contributes to an increase in stride length and increases the time the contralateral leg
has to make contact with the ground, thus decreasing the chance of a flight phase and
minimizing the double support phase (Table).8, 22, 53
Table 17: Range of mean temporal spatial variables in normal walking, race walking and running in the
current literature8, 9, 22, 23, 31, 40, 61

Normal Walking Race Walking

Running

Stride length (m)

1.76

2.02-2.43

2.23-2.75

Stance time (s)

0.61

0.28-0.34

0.31

Swing/flight time (s)

0.38

0.34

0.45

Stance time/swing time
Ratio

1.60

0.89-1.14

0.70

Velocity (m/s)

1.5-1.83

3.13-4.07

3.62-5.0

Cadence (strides/s)

1.04

1.54-1.66

1.38-1.58

Another contributing factor to the small double support phase, an increase in hip and
knee flexion is seen in swing. This decreases the moment of inertia of the leg and makes
it easier to move the leg through swing faster and reduce chances of a flight phase.40
Other kinematics that aid in minimizing the double support phase are increased pelvis
and trunk rotation in the transverse plane, which increase stride length and cadence.8
However, pelvis rotation results vary considerably in the literature, possibly due to
varying reference frames (Table 18).
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Table 18: Range of mean peak joint angles during the gait cycle in normal walking, race walking and
running in the current literature8, 9, 22, 23, 31, 40, 55, 61

Normal Walking

Race Walking

Running

Ankle dorsiflexion (°)

14.3

14.0-26.9

23.3

Ankle plantar flexion (°)

28.1

24.7-34.0

24.3

Knee flexion (°)

69.3

71.5

91.4

Knee extension (°)

−1.9

−7.9- −10.0

12.5

Hip flexion (°)

45.3

60.1

52.7

Hip extension (°)

16.2

10.0-10.3

9.3

Pelvic tilt (°)

5.0-6.3

7.3

7.3

Pelvic rotation (°)

20.8

18.0-44.0

16.8

Figure 30: (left) Ground reaction forces of running, race walking and normal walking as a representation of
body weight and % stance time. Significant differences are marked with a *. In the vertical direction, there
were significant differences between peak ground reaction forces in race walking and running. In the
anterior-posterior and medial lateral graphs, there were differences in the peak ground reaction forces in
race walking compared to the other two gaits. Adapted from Cairns et al.9 (right): Ground reaction forces
during normal walking, race walking and running as a function of time. Note how loading rate appears to
increase with speed. Adapted from Payne.44

Kinetics
The ground reaction forces in RW are larger and applied for a shorter time than
those in normal walking and running, although there are similar patterns between the
three types of locomotion (Figure 30).44 As speed increases between normal walking,
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race walking, and running, the vertical GRF at weight acceptance9 and loading rate
(Figure 30) appear to increase. This suggests that the foot strikes the ground harder as
speed increases, which may reflect the lack of knee flexion seen in race walking at heel
strike. In normal walking and running, flexion of the knee at heel strike helps distribute
the vertical force at impact, which is absent in RW.55, 56 As speed increases from normal
walking, to race walking, and then running, more force is needed to propel the person
forward and maintain speed. As a result, there is an increased anterior component of the
GRF (Figure 30).8, 22, 24 The increased medial component of the GRF seems to be a
compensatory force related to the lateral pelvic shifting (Table 18).8, 53 This increase in
medial GRF is necessary to decelerate the lateral shift of the pelvis toward the stance leg
and begin the shift of the pelvis to the opposite side for the next stance leg at about 60%
of the stance phase.9
In addition to GRFs, sagittal hip and knee joint moments have been shown to vary
significantly between normal walking, race walking, and running.9 The peaks of the hip
extensor moment and the knee flexor moment appear in the initial part of the support
phase during RW (Figure 31).25 This occurs in order to prevent hyperextension of the
knee joint and decrease the amount of stress placed on the posterior structures of the
knee.23, 25 In contrast, previous studies on RW have not observed an impact peak for the
hip extensor moment, but did, however, observe a knee extensor moment in the first half
of the support phase, instead of a flexor torque.9, 64 These observations were most likely a
result of the older rule of RW previous to the change in 1995 where the knee was allowed
to flex, then extend, during the support phase.
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As a result of excessive knee extension in RW during heel strike to mid-stance,
there is a redistribution of sagittal plane joint torque during impact away from the knee to
the ankle.43 This redistribution of torque is evidenced by increased dorsiflexor moments
at the ankle, which is reflective of the increase in dorsiflexion in RW as compared to
normal walking.9, 40, 49, 50 The ankle joint moment has been emphasized as a unique
biomechanical feature of RW.43 The ankle during RW plays the same role as the knee
during running.9 Ankle dorsiflexion at heel strike decelerates the body. Conversely, ankle
plantar flexor torque during toe off at the end of swing is fundamental to gain forward
propulsion and strongly correlated with speed.9, 64
Besides the contribution from sagittal hip joint moments, there is also a greater
hip abductor moment in RW compared to both normal walking and running (Figure 31).
This is most likely a result of the lack of knee flexion during this part of the gait cycle
(Figure 31).9 With the increase in pelvic drop and hip adduction to accommodate
increased knee extension, the hip abductor moment helps control the thigh from heel
strike to mid-stance, where there is full weight acceptance, and decrease the amount of
vertical displacement of the center of mass.
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Figure 31: Average internal joint moments of competitive race walkers during three gait conditions (race
walking, normal walking, and running) normalized by body weight times lower extremity length and
plotted as a percentage of cycle. Adapted from Cairns et al.9

Muscle Activity
With the different kinematics and kinetics that are required for RW compared to
normal walking and running, muscle activity during RW gait would also be different to
accommodate these alterations. During early stance of RW, there is increased knee flexor
torque, due to the increased hamstring activity compared to normal walking (Figure 32).
There is also an increase in vastus lateralis activity to extend the knee, but the activity of
the hamstrings is greater to create the increased flexor torque (Figure 31). Additionally,
the hamstrings act as dynamic ligaments to prevent stretching of the posterior capsule of
the knee in late swing until early stance, when the knee is extended.40
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The majority of hamstring activity in RW occurs during the swing phase. During
this time, the hamstrings flex the knee to reduce the moment of inertia of the leg as it
swings forward to prepare for the next heel strike (Figure 32).21 Additionally, there is
increased hamstring activity during mid- to- late stance compared to normal walking to
act as hip extensors to progress the body forward to maintain speed (Figure 32). This is
consistent with the increased hip extensor torque during this time (Figure 31). In
comparison to running, the hamstring muscle activity during RW is similar in the
hamstrings and quadriceps to control the movement of the leg from late swing to early
stance phase. The magnitude of the activity may be larger in running due to the increased
speed, but there are no studies that compare RW to running to assess these variables.
The activity of the gastrocnemius and soleus in both RW and normal walking are
similar during the gait cycle to cause ankle plantar flexion and propel the body forward.
As a result, duration and magnitude of the calf muscles during mid-to-late stance in RW
are more active to maintain speed.40 This is also consistent with the increased plantar
flexor moment that occurs at this time during the RW gait (Figure 32). In running, the
gastrocnemius is active from late swing to mid-stance to maintain forward progression,
similar to RW. The timing of the onset of gastrocnemius is later during RW compared to
running because of the increased dorsiflexion from late swing into mid-stance (Figure
27). The velocity of running is also greater than RW (Table 17), which allows for
increased activity in the calf muscles and consistent with the increased plantar flexor
moment (Figure 32).
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Figure 32: Tracings of full wave rectified EMG signals from lower limb muscle groups of fast walking and
race walking and running (both treadmill and overground). Vertical lines indicate right heel strike (RHS)
and toe-off (TO) in the left and middle figures and heel strike in the right figure. Adapted from Murray et
al.40 and Wank et al.63

RW also incorporates the greater employment of additional leg muscle groups.18
The tibialis anterior activity is greater in RW compared to normal walking during earlyto- mid-stance (Figure 32). In a study looking at elite race walkers, it was found that the
tibialis anterior activity is maintained through most of the stance phase and continues
throughout the swing phase (Figure 32).21 This likely results in increased ankle
dorsiflexion torque seen at this time (Figure 31).
The adductor (adductor longus) activity is also increased during RW compared to
normal walking. In the early swing phase of RW, the increase adductor activity most
likely assists to control the acceleration of hip (Figure 32).40 Accordingly, there is an
increase in adductor torque compared to normal walking and running (Figure 31). There
is also increased adductor activity during mid- to- late stance (Figure 32), which is
consistent with the hip adductor joint torques compared to both normal walking (Figure
31).
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Injury
With the increasing number of walking enthusiasts, RW popularity is on the rise
as an alternative to jogging. Since RW is movement that requires a certain technique, like
any exercise motion, there is a risk of injury. Unfortunately, there is little documentation
published on injuries sustained by race walkers. In two survey studies, it was concluded
that race walkers sustained similar injuries to runners.15, 42 The primary complaint was
hamstring injuries, followed by shin splints, general ligament sprains, tendinitis in the
foot and knee, spinal injuries and iliotibial band syndrome (Table 19).42
Table 19: Specific diagnosis of injuries reported by 247 race walkers. Image from Francis et al.15

Consistent with the kinematics, kinetics and muscle activity during RW, the
hamstring is utilized eccentrically during the stance phase to resist braking forces and
concentrically to progress the leg forward for the next heel strike. The constant utilization
of the muscle during RW can cause it to fatigue and, subsequently, be injured. This is
also a common injury in running, which is the case for a majority of the injuries
reported.16, 42 Observations from these studies have suggested strengthening the
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hamstring muscles both eccentrically and concentrically can reduce the stress on the
posterior structures of the knee to prevent injuries.40
Another common injury reported in RW is the incidence of shin splints (medial
tibial stress syndrome). With the increase in plantar flexor motion, torque and associated
muscle activity, this injury is consistent with the biomechanics of RW. An injury to the
tibialis posterior, which sits under the tibia, can be difficult to manage due its anatomical
location and necessary use during ambulation. Rest, ice, the use of non-steroidal antiinflammatories, strengthening, and proper footwear are all part of the treatment and
management of the injury.5
Additional lower leg injuries have also been commonly found in RW, which can
be more severe than muscle sprains. Anterior tibial compartment syndrome and tibial
stress fractures are injuries that can occur to race walkers. With the excessive activity of
the dorsiflexors and plantar flexors during the entire gait cycle in RW, which is more
similar to running than to normal walking, there is increased blood flow and expansion of
the muscles. When the muscles are unable to recover appropriately, the intercompartmental pressure begins to build up and lead to compartment syndrome.54 It has
been found that increased RW speeds and concurrent eccentric contraction of the tibialis
anterior cause higher inter-compartmental pressure in the lower leg.15, 54 This can occur in
any of the four lower leg compartments, but the anterior compartment is most commonly
affected.
Stress fractures are also a concern for individuals who RW. With the increased
repetitive motion and a greater loading rate of the vertical ground reaction force, there
seems to be a greater chance of a stress fracture incidence in RW compared to normal
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walkers (Figure 30). While not investigated in the RW literature, it has been noted in the
running literature that an increased loading rate may be a precursor for stress fractures.48
In comparing the slopes of the GRF in Figure 30, qualitatively there is a greater slope for
RW compared to normal walking, with running seeming to have the greatest loading rate
among the three. Further investigation to compare the loading rates between RW and
running can help give insight as to how susceptible race walkers are to stress fractures
compared to running.
With the increased muscle activity found in the lower leg due to the importance of
dorsiflexion of the ankle at heel strike, the ankle dorsiflexors, especially the tibialis
anterior, are very commonly injured in race walkers.54 In a clinical study on elite race
walkers, it was found that the faster the speed, the greater the mean arterial pressure due
to the decreased amount of recovery during swing.54 This pressure build up can cause the
muscle to become hypertropic and impair capillary blood flow causing distal circulation
issues.
Summary
With its distinctive characteristics, RW is a specialized gait that is unlike running
and normal walking. Like any other athletic task, it demands good technique and fitness
to be competitive at the sport. Researchers who have investigated the biomechanics of
race walking have all arrived at similar conclusions, namely that RW is “…a sport that
demands a high degree of skill, mobility, and stamina because the straight-leg-throughthe-vertical rule calls for difficult posture changes for maximum speeds”.11, 40, 44, 46, 60
With the limited research that has been done on RW biomechanics (Table 20), there are
still questions about the mechanics of the motion as a safer alternative to running.
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Consequently, continued research in this area is very important to fully understand the
gait compared to normal walking and running, help enhance performance, and reduce the
risk of injury in the process.
Table 20: Summary of studies that have looked at kinematics, kinetics, muscle activity in RW in
comparison to normal walking and running.

RW (Pre ’95)
RW (Post ’95)
Normal Walking
Running

Kinematics

Kinetics

8, 9, 31, 40, 46, 53

9, 31, 44

40

9, 31

42, 54

22, 23

21

21

22, 23

15

9, 40

9, 44

40

9, 40

44
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Appendix B: Study Variables
Study 1
Kinematics related to stride events
Table 1: Temporal Spatial Variables
Gait Cycle
Single Leg

Temporal Spatial
Parameter
Stance Time, Swing
Time

Double Leg Stance
Full Cycle

Stance Time
Stride Length, Stride
Time, Swing/Stance
Ratio, Velocity, COM
vertical trajectory

Table 2: Joint Variables
Joint Angle Sagittal Frontal Transverse
Trunk

ROM

ROM

ROM

Pelvis

ROM

ROM

ROM

Hip

ROM

ROM

ROM

Knee

ROM

ROM

ROM

Ankle

ROM

ROM

ROM

Kinetics during stance phase
Table 3: Joint Variables
Joint

Sagittal

Frontal

Transverse

Hip

Peak Moment Peak Moment Peak Moment

Knee

Peak Moment Peak Moment Peak Moment
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Ankle Peak Moment Peak Moment Peak Moment
Table 4: GRF Variables
Variable

Gait Measures

GRF

Vertical, AP, ML forces,
Loading Rate

Muscle Activity (% MVIC), Onsets, and Offsets
Table 5: Muscle Variables
Muscle
Gluteus medius (GM)
Rectus femoris (RF)
Vastus lateralis (VL)
Adductor longus (AL)
Semitendinosis (ST)
Tibilias anterior (TA)
Gastrocnemius (GA)
Peroneous longus (PL)

Joint Motion
Hip Abduction
Hip Flexion/Knee Extension
Knee Extension
Hip Adduction
Knee Flexion
Dorsiflexion
Plantarflexion
Ankle Eversion

Measurement
Ratio of MVIC

After extracting time related variables, such as stance time, data will be
normalized to a stride and variables such as joint ROM and peak moment will be reported
based on the normalized stride data. Temporal spatial variables will be calculated as a
percentage of stride time to account for differences in velocity between subjects.
Study 2
The variables of this study will be compared between RW and normal walking
gait. The dependent variables that will be compared across gaits will be the similar
kinematic, kinetic and muscle function variables identified in study 1 with the variables
specified in Tables 6-10.
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Kinematics related to stride events
Table 6: Temporal Spatial Variables
Gait Cycle

Temporal Spatial
Parameter
Stance Time, Swing
Time
Stance Time

Single Leg
Double Leg Stance
Full Cycle

Stride Length, Stride
Time, Swing/Stance
Ratio, Velocity, COM
vertical trajectory

Table 7: Joint Variables
Joint Angle

Sagittal

Frontal

Transverse

Trunk

ROM, Peaks ROM, Peaks ROM, Peaks

Pelvis

ROM, Peaks ROM, Peaks ROM, Peaks

Hip

ROM, Peaks ROM, Peaks ROM, Peaks

Knee

ROM, Peaks ROM, Peaks ROM, Peaks

Ankle

ROM, Peaks ROM, Peaks ROM, Peaks

Kinetics during stance phase
Table 8: Joint Variables
Joint

Sagittal

Frontal

Transverse

Hip

Peak Moment Peak Moment Peak Moment

Knee

Peak Moment Peak Moment Peak Moment

Ankle Peak Moment Peak Moment Peak Moment
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Table 9: GRF & COP Variables
Variable

Gait Measures

GRF

Vertical, AP, ML forces,
Loading Rate

Muscle Activity
Table 10: Muscle Variables
Muscle
Gluteus maximus (GM)
Rectus femoris (RF)
Vastus lateralis (VL)
Adductor longus (AL)
Semimembranosus (SM)
Tibilias anterior (TA)
Gastrocnemius (GA)
Peroneous longus (PL)

Joint Motion
Hip Abduction
Hip Flexion/Knee Extension
Knee Extension
Hip Adduction
Knee Flexion
Dorsiflexion
Plantarflexion
Ankle Eversion

Measurement
Ratio of MVIC

After extracting time related variables, such as stance time, data will be
normalized to a stride and variables such as joint ROM and peak moment will be reported
based on the normalized stride data. Temporal spatial variables will be calculated as a
percentage of stride time to account for differences in velocity between subjects.
Study 3
The variables of this study will be compared between RW and running gait. The
dependent variables that will be compared across gaits will be the similar kinematic,
kinetic and muscle function variables identified in study 1 with the variables specified in
Tables 11-15.
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Kinematics related to stride events
Table 11: Temporal Spatial Variables
Gait Cycle

Temporal Spatial
Parameter
Stance Time,
Swing/Flight Time
Stride Length, Stride
Time, Swing/Stance
Ratio, Velocity, COM
vertical trajectory

Single Leg
Full Cycle

Table 12: Joint Variables
Joint Angle

Sagittal

Frontal

Transverse

Trunk

ROM, Peaks ROM, Peaks ROM, Peaks

Pelvis

ROM, Peaks ROM, Peaks ROM, Peaks

Hip

ROM, Peaks ROM, Peaks ROM, Peaks

Knee

ROM, Peaks ROM, Peaks ROM, Peaks

Ankle

ROM, Peaks ROM, Peaks ROM, Peaks

Kinetics during stance phase
Table 13: Joint Variables
Joint

Sagittal

Frontal

Transverse

Hip

Peak Moment Peak Moment Peak Moment

Knee

Peak Moment Peak Moment Peak Moment

Ankle Peak Moment Peak Moment Peak Moment
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Table 14: GRF Variables
Variable

Gait Measures

GRF

Vertical, AP, ML forces,
Loading Rate

Muscle Activity (% MVIC), Onsets, and Offsets
Table 15: Muscle Variables
Muscle
Gluteus maximus (GM)
Adductor longus (AL)
Rectus femoris (RF)
Vastus lateralis (VL)
Semimembranosus (SM)
Tibilias anterior (TA)
Gastrocnemius (GA)
Peroneous longus (PL)

Joint Motion
Hip Abduction
Hip Adduction
Hip Flexion/Knee Extension
Knee Extension
Knee Flexion
Dorsiflexion
Plantarflexion
Ankle Eversion

Measurement
Ratio of MVIC

After extracting time related variables, such as stance time, data will be
normalized to a stride and variables such as joint ROM and peak moment will be reported
based on the normalized stride data. Temporal spatial variables will be calculated as a
percentage of stride time to account for differences in velocity between subjects.
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Appendix C: Biomechanical Model
The segment fixed coordinate systems were created in software Visual 3D (C-motion,
Germantown, MD, USA) using the following conventions:
Foot
Modified Oxford foot model as explained in Pohl et al.47
Shank
Origin: Midpoint of line connecting the lateral femoral epicondyle and the medial tibial
plateau
Z-axis: Connects origin with midpoint of offset malleoli markers
XZ-plane: Least-squares plane fit through the lateral tibial plateau, origin, and the offset
malleoli markers
Thigh
Origin: Derived using the regression equations of Bell et al.6, 7
Z-axis: Connects origin with midpoint of lateral and medial femoral epicondyle
XZ-plane: Least-squares plane fit through the greater trochanter, origin, and lateral and
medial femoral epicondyle
Thorax/Abdomen (Contained Mass of the Head)
Origin: Midpoint of the iliac crests
Z-axis: Connects origin and midpoint of left and right acromion processes
XZ-plane: Least-squares plane fit through the iliac crests and acromion processes
HEAD (KINEMATIC SEGMENT)
Origin: Midpoint of the lateral and medial aspects of the head
Z-axis: Connects origin and the top of the head
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XZ-plane: Least-squares plane fit through top, medial, and lateral aspects of the head
Upper Arm
Origin: Acromion process
Z-axis: Connects origin with midpoint of lateral and medial epicondyles
XZ-plane: Least-squares plane fit through a point projected -0.05 m superiorly from the
acromion process, origin, lateral epicondyle, and medial epicondyle
Forearm
Origin: At a point 0.04 m offset from the lateral epicondyle on a line connecting the
medial and lateral epicondyles
Z-axis: Connects origin and midpoint of radial and ulnar styloid process
XZ-plane: Least-squares plane fit through the lateral epicondyle, origin, radial styloid
process, and ulnar styloid process
Hand
Origin: Midpoint of radial and ulnar styloid process
Z-axis: Connects origin with the 3rd metacarpal joint
XZ-plane: Plane fit through radial styloid process, ulnar styloid process, and the 3rd
metacarpal joint
For all segments, the Y-axis was oriented forward, perpendicular to the XZ-plane and the
X-axis as the cross-product of the Z and Y-axes.
Pelvis (Coda Model)
Origin: Midpoint of anterior superior iliac spines
X-axis: Connects origin to RASI
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XY-plane: Plane fit through anterior superior iliac spines and midpoint of posterior
superior iliac spines
Z-axis: Oriented perpendicular to XY-plane
Y-axis: Cross-product of the X and Z-axes

Figure 33: Maker placement used during all three studies to create the biomechanical model
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Appendix D: Electrode Placement

Figure 34: EMG electrode placement to collect muscle activity during race walking. (left) Anterior view of
electrode placement for the vastus lateralis, rectus femoris, tibialis anterior, lateral head of the
gastrocnemius, and the peroneus longs muscles. (center) Lateral view of electrode placement for the lateral
head of the gastrocnemius and peroneus longus. (right) Posterior view of the electrode placement for the
semitendinosus. The electrodes for the adductor longus and gluteus medius are not visible in the figure.
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Appendix E: Subject Consent
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Appendix F: Par-Q Questionnaire
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Appendix G: Visual 3-D Pipeline
Kinematics and Kinetics
File_New
;
Set_Pipeline_Parameter_To_Folder_Path
/PARAMETER_NAME=FOLDER
/PARAMETER_VALUE=
;
Set_Pipeline_Parameter_To_Folder_Path
/PARAMETER_NAME=FOLDER2
/PARAMETER_VALUE=Z:\Jaclyn\Dissertation\RW Study\
! /PARAMETER_VALUE_SEARCH_FOR=
! /PARAMETER_VALUE_REPLACE_WITH=
! /PARAMETER_VALUE_APPEND=
;
Set_Pipeline_Parameter
/PARAMETER_NAME=STANDING
/PARAMETER_VALUE=::FOLDER&*static.c3d
;
Create_Hybrid_Model
/CALIBRATION_FILE=::STANDING
! /SUFFIX=
! /RANGE=ALL_FRAMES
;
Apply_Model_Template
/MODEL_TEMPLATE=Z:\Jaclyn\Dissertation\RW Study\Model Template & Pipeline\
/CALIBRATION_FILE=::STANDING
;
Set_Subject_Height
/CALIBRATION_FILE=::STANDING
/HEIGHT=
;
Set_Subject_Weight
/CALIBRATION_FILE=::STANDING
/WEIGHT=
;
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Build_Model
/CALIBRATION_FILE=::STANDING
! /REBUILD_ALL_MODELS=FALSE
! /DISPLAY_RESULTS=TRUE
;
File_Open
/FILE_NAME=::FOLDER&*.c3d
;
Assign_Model_File
/CALIBRATION_FILE=::STANDING
/MOTION_FILE_NAMES=::FOLDER&RU*.c3d+::FOLDER&NW*.c3d+::FOLDER&
RW*.c3d
! /REMOVE_EXISTING_ASSIGNMENTS=FALSE
;
Assign_Tags_To_Files
/MOTION_FILE_NAMES=::FOLDER&RW*.c3d
/TAGS=Race_Walk
;
Assign_Tags_To_Files
/MOTION_FILE_NAMES=::FOLDER&NW*.c3d
/TAGS=Normal_Walk
;
Assign_Tags_To_Files
/MOTION_FILE_NAMES=::FOLDER&RU*.c3d
/TAGS=Run
;
Assign_Tags_To_Files
/MOTION_FILE_NAMES=::FOLDER&RU1.c3d+::FOLDER&RU2.c3d+
::FOLDER&RU3.c3d+::FOLDER&NW1.c3d+::FOLDER&NW2.c3d+::FOLDER&NW
3.c3d+::FOLDER&RW1.c3d+::FOLDER&RW2.c3d
+::FOLDER&RW3.c3d
/TAGS=MOTION2
;
Select_Active_File
/FILE_NAME=MOTION2
;
Interpolate
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/SIGNAL_TYPES=TARGET
! /SIGNAL_NAMES=
! /SIGNAL_FOLDER=ORIGINAL
! /RESULT_SUFFIX=
! /RESULT_FOLDER=PROCESSED
! /MAXIMUM_GAP=10
! /NUM_FIT=3
! /POLYNOMIAL_ORDER=3
;
Select_Active_File
/FILE_NAME=Normal_Walk
;
Lowpass_Filter
/SIGNAL_TYPES=TARGET
! /SIGNAL_NAMES=
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=ORIGINAL
! /RESULT_SUFFIX=
/RESULT_FOLDER=PROCESSED
! /FILTER_CLASS=BUTTERWORTH
/FREQUENCY_CUTOFF=6
! /NUM_REFLECTED=6
! /TOTAL_BUFFER_SIZE=6
! /NUM_BIDIRECTIONAL_PASSES=1
;
Select_Active_File
/FILE_NAME=Race_Walk
;
Lowpass_Filter
/SIGNAL_TYPES=TARGET
! /SIGNAL_NAMES=
! /SIGNAL_FOLDER=ORIGINAL
! /RESULT_SUFFIX=
/RESULT_FOLDER=PROCESSED
! /FILTER_CLASS=BUTTERWORTH
/FREQUENCY_CUTOFF=8
! /NUM_REFLECTED=6
! /TOTAL_BUFFER_SIZE=6
! /NUM_BIDIRECTIONAL_PASSES=1
;
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Select_Active_File
/FILE_NAME=Run
;
Lowpass_Filter
/SIGNAL_TYPES=TARGET
! /SIGNAL_NAMES=
! /SIGNAL_FOLDER=ORIGINAL
! /RESULT_SUFFIX=
/RESULT_FOLDER=PROCESSED
! /FILTER_CLASS=BUTTERWORTH
/FREQUENCY_CUTOFF=10
! /NUM_REFLECTED=6
! /TOTAL_BUFFER_SIZE=6
! /NUM_BIDIRECTIONAL_PASSES=1
;
Select_Active_File
/FILE_NAME=ALL_FILES
;
Recalc
;
Event_Threshold
/SIGNAL_TYPES=FORCE
/SIGNAL_NAMES=FP1
! /SIGNAL_FOLDER=ORIGINAL
/EVENT_NAME=RHS
! /SELECT_X=FALSE
! /SELECT_Y=FALSE
/SELECT_Z=TRUE
! /SELECT_RESIDUAL=FALSE
/THRESHOLD=.01
/FRAME_WINDOW=5
! /FRAME_OFFSET=0
/ASCENDING=TRUE
! /DESCENDING=FALSE
! /ENSURE_RANGE_FRAMES_BEFORE_THRESHOLD_CROSSING=FALSE
/ENSURE_RANGE_FRAMES_AFTER_THRESHOLD_CROSSING=TRUE
! /START_AT_EVENT=
! /END_AT_EVENT=
/EVENT_INSTANCE=1
;
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Event_Threshold
/SIGNAL_TYPES=FORCE
/SIGNAL_NAMES=FP1
! /SIGNAL_FOLDER=ORIGINAL
/EVENT_NAME=RTO
! /SELECT_X=FALSE
! /SELECT_Y=FALSE
/SELECT_Z=TRUE
! /SELECT_RESIDUAL=FALSE
/THRESHOLD=.01
/FRAME_WINDOW=2
! /FRAME_OFFSET=0
! /ASCENDING=FALSE
/DESCENDING=TRUE
! /ENSURE_RANGE_FRAMES_BEFORE_THRESHOLD_CROSSING=FALSE
/ENSURE_RANGE_FRAMES_AFTER_THRESHOLD_CROSSING=TRUE
! /START_AT_EVENT=
! /END_AT_EVENT=
/EVENT_INSTANCE=1
;
Select_Active_File
/FILE_NAME=MOTION2
;
Multiply_Signals
/SIGNAL_TYPES=METRIC+METRIC
/SIGNAL_NAMES=MASS+HEIGHT
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=PROCESSED
/RESULT_NAME=HEIGHTMASS
;
Multiply_Signals_By_Constant
/SIGNAL_TYPES=METRIC
/SIGNAL_NAMES=MASS
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=PROCESSED
/RESULT_NAMES=WEIGHT
! /RESULT_TYPES=
! /RESULT_FOLDER=PROCESSED
! /RESULT_SUFFIX=
! /SIGNAL_COMPONENTS=
/CONSTANT=9.81
;
Multiply_Signals_By_Constant
/SIGNAL_TYPES=METRIC
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/SIGNAL_NAMES=HEIGHTMASS
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=PROCESSED
/RESULT_NAMES=HEIGHTWEIGHT
! /RESULT_TYPES=
! /RESULT_FOLDER=PROCESSED
! /RESULT_SUFFIX=
! /SIGNAL_COMPONENTS=
/CONSTANT=9.81
;
Divide_Signals
/SIGNAL_TYPES=FORCE+METRIC
/SIGNAL_NAMES=FP1+WEIGHT
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=ORIGINAL+PROCESSED
/RESULT_NAME=R_BW_FORCE
/RESULT_FOLDER=METRIC
;
Divide_Signals
/SIGNAL_TYPES=FORCE+METRIC
/SIGNAL_NAMES=FP2+WEIGHT
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=ORIGINAL+PROCESSED
/RESULT_NAME=L_BW_FORCE
/RESULT_FOLDER=METRIC
;
Select_Active_File
/FILE_NAME=Normal_Walk
;
Event_Threshold
/SIGNAL_TYPES=FORCE
/SIGNAL_NAMES=FP2
! /SIGNAL_FOLDER=ORIGINAL
/EVENT_NAME=LHS
! /SELECT_X=FALSE
! /SELECT_Y=FALSE
/SELECT_Z=TRUE
! /SELECT_RESIDUAL=FALSE
/THRESHOLD=.01
! /FRAME_WINDOW=8
! /FRAME_OFFSET=0
/ASCENDING=TRUE
! /DESCENDING=FALSE
! /ENSURE_RANGE_FRAMES_BEFORE_THRESHOLD_CROSSING=FALSE
/ENSURE_RANGE_FRAMES_AFTER_THRESHOLD_CROSSING=TRUE
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! /START_AT_EVENT=
! /END_AT_EVENT=
/EVENT_INSTANCE=0
;
Event_Threshold
/SIGNAL_TYPES=FORCE
/SIGNAL_NAMES=FP2
! /SIGNAL_FOLDER=ORIGINAL
/EVENT_NAME=LTO
! /SELECT_X=FALSE
! /SELECT_Y=FALSE
/SELECT_Z=TRUE
! /SELECT_RESIDUAL=FALSE
/THRESHOLD=.01
! /FRAME_WINDOW=8
! /FRAME_OFFSET=0
! /ASCENDING=FALSE
/DESCENDING=TRUE
! /ENSURE_RANGE_FRAMES_BEFORE_THRESHOLD_CROSSING=FALSE
/ENSURE_RANGE_FRAMES_AFTER_THRESHOLD_CROSSING=TRUE
! /START_AT_EVENT=
! /END_AT_EVENT=
/EVENT_INSTANCE=1
;
Second_Derivative
/SIGNAL_TYPES=TARGET
/SIGNAL_NAMES=LIPC
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=PROCESSED
! /RESULT_NAMES=
! /RESULT_TYPES=
! /RESULT_FOLDER=PROCESSED
/RESULT_SUFFIX=_accel
;
Second_Derivative
/SIGNAL_TYPES=TARGET
/SIGNAL_NAMES=RDIS
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=PROCESSED
! /RESULT_NAMES=
! /RESULT_TYPES=
! /RESULT_FOLDER=PROCESSED
/RESULT_SUFFIX=_accel
;
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First_Derivative
/SIGNAL_TYPES=TARGET
/SIGNAL_NAMES=RDIS
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=PROCESSED
! /RESULT_NAMES=
! /RESULT_TYPES=
! /RESULT_FOLDER=PROCESSED
/RESULT_SUFFIX=_vel
;
First_Derivative
/SIGNAL_TYPES=TARGET
/SIGNAL_NAMES=LIPC
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=PROCESSED
! /RESULT_NAMES=
! /RESULT_TYPES=
! /RESULT_FOLDER=PROCESSED
/RESULT_SUFFIX=_vel
;
Event_Onset
/SIGNAL_TYPES=TARGET
/SIGNAL_NAMES=LIPC_accel
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=PROCESSED
/EVENT_NAME=LHS2_NW
! /SELECT_X=TRUE
! /SELECT_Y=FALSE
! /SELECT_Z=FALSE
/THRESHOLD=.01
/THRESHOLD_INSTANCE=3
! /BASELINE=0
/FRAME_WINDOW=5
! /FRAME_OFFSET=0
/ASCENDING=TRUE
! /DESCENDING=FALSE
! /START_AT_EVENT=
! /END_AT_EVENT=
;
Event_Onset
/SIGNAL_TYPES=TARGET
/SIGNAL_NAMES=RDIS_vel
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=PROCESSED
/EVENT_NAME=RTO_NW
/SELECT_X=FALSE
! /SELECT_Y=FALSE
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/SELECT_Z=TRUE
/THRESHOLD=0.0001
/THRESHOLD_INSTANCE=1
! /BASELINE=0
/FRAME_WINDOW=4
! /FRAME_OFFSET=0
/ASCENDING=TRUE
! /DESCENDING=FALSE
! /START_AT_EVENT=
! /END_AT_EVENT=
;
First_Derivative
/SIGNAL_TYPES=FORCE
/SIGNAL_NAMES=FP1
! /SIGNAL_FOLDER=ORIGINAL
! /RESULT_NAMES=
! /RESULT_TYPES=
! /RESULT_FOLDER=PROCESSED
/RESULT_SUFFIX=_LR
;
Event_Onset
/SIGNAL_TYPES=FORCE
/SIGNAL_NAMES=FP1_LR
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=PROCESSED
/EVENT_NAME=IP
/SELECT_X=FALSE
! /SELECT_Y=FALSE
/SELECT_Z=TRUE
/THRESHOLD=1
/THRESHOLD_INSTANCE=2
! /BASELINE=0
! /FRAME_WINDOW=8
! /FRAME_OFFSET=0
! /ASCENDING=FALSE
/DESCENDING=TRUE
! /START_AT_EVENT=
! /END_AT_EVENT=
;
Metric_Time_Between_Events
/RESULT_METRIC_NAME=Impact
/RESULT_METRIC_FOLDER=NW
/EVENT_SEQUENCE=RHS+IP
/EXCLUDE_EVENTS=
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/GENERATE_MEAN_AND_STDDEV=FALSE
! /APPEND_TO_EXISTING_VALUES=FALSE
;
Metric_Signal_Value_At_Event
/RESULT_METRIC_NAME=Impact_Peak
/RESULT_METRIC_FOLDER=NW
/SIGNAL_TYPES=DERIVED
/SIGNAL_NAMES=R_BW_FORCE
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=METRIC
/EVENT_NAME=IP
/GENERATE_MEAN_AND_STDDEV=FALSE
! /APPEND_TO_EXISTING_VALUES=FALSE
! /GENERATE_VECTOR_LENGTH_METRIC=FALSE
! /RETAIN_NO_DATA_VALUES=FALSE
;
Divide_Signals
/SIGNAL_TYPES=METRIC+METRIC
/SIGNAL_NAMES=Impact_Peak+Impact
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=NW+NW
/RESULT_NAME=Loading_Rate
/RESULT_FOLDER=NW_TS
;
Select_Active_File
/FILE_NAME=Race_Walk
;
Event_Threshold
/SIGNAL_TYPES=FORCE
/SIGNAL_NAMES=FP2
! /SIGNAL_FOLDER=ORIGINAL
/EVENT_NAME=LHS
! /SELECT_X=FALSE
! /SELECT_Y=FALSE
/SELECT_Z=TRUE
! /SELECT_RESIDUAL=FALSE
/THRESHOLD=0.00001
/FRAME_WINDOW=4
! /FRAME_OFFSET=0
/ASCENDING=TRUE
! /DESCENDING=FALSE
! /ENSURE_RANGE_FRAMES_BEFORE_THRESHOLD_CROSSING=FALSE
/ENSURE_RANGE_FRAMES_AFTER_THRESHOLD_CROSSING=TRUE
! /START_AT_EVENT=
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! /END_AT_EVENT=
/EVENT_INSTANCE=1
;
Event_Threshold
/SIGNAL_TYPES=FORCE
/SIGNAL_NAMES=FP2
! /SIGNAL_FOLDER=ORIGINAL
/EVENT_NAME=LTO
! /SELECT_X=FALSE
! /SELECT_Y=FALSE
/SELECT_Z=TRUE
! /SELECT_RESIDUAL=FALSE
/THRESHOLD=1
! /FRAME_WINDOW=8
! /FRAME_OFFSET=0
! /ASCENDING=FALSE
/DESCENDING=TRUE
! /ENSURE_RANGE_FRAMES_BEFORE_THRESHOLD_CROSSING=FALSE
/ENSURE_RANGE_FRAMES_AFTER_THRESHOLD_CROSSING=TRUE
! /START_AT_EVENT=
! /END_AT_EVENT=
/EVENT_INSTANCE=0
;
Second_Derivative
/SIGNAL_TYPES=TARGET
/SIGNAL_NAMES=LIPC
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=PROCESSED
! /RESULT_NAMES=
! /RESULT_TYPES=
! /RESULT_FOLDER=PROCESSED
/RESULT_SUFFIX=_accel
;
Second_Derivative
/SIGNAL_TYPES=TARGET
/SIGNAL_NAMES=RDIS
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=PROCESSED
! /RESULT_NAMES=
! /RESULT_TYPES=
! /RESULT_FOLDER=PROCESSED
/RESULT_SUFFIX=_accel
;
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Event_Onset
/SIGNAL_TYPES=TARGET
/SIGNAL_NAMES=LIPC_accel
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=PROCESSED
/EVENT_NAME=LHS2_RW
! /SELECT_X=TRUE
! /SELECT_Y=FALSE
! /SELECT_Z=FALSE
/THRESHOLD=.01
/THRESHOLD_INSTANCE=3
! /BASELINE=0
! /FRAME_WINDOW=8
! /FRAME_OFFSET=0
/ASCENDING=TRUE
! /DESCENDING=FALSE
! /START_AT_EVENT=
! /END_AT_EVENT=
;
Event_Onset
/SIGNAL_TYPES=TARGET
/SIGNAL_NAMES=RDIS_accel
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=PROCESSED
/EVENT_NAME=RTO_RW
/SELECT_X=FALSE
! /SELECT_Y=FALSE
/SELECT_Z=TRUE
/THRESHOLD=.01
/THRESHOLD_INSTANCE=1
! /BASELINE=0
/FRAME_WINDOW=3
! /FRAME_OFFSET=0
! /ASCENDING=FALSE
/DESCENDING=TRUE
! /START_AT_EVENT=
! /END_AT_EVENT=
;
First_Derivative
/SIGNAL_TYPES=FORCE
/SIGNAL_NAMES=FP1
! /SIGNAL_FOLDER=ORIGINAL
! /RESULT_NAMES=
! /RESULT_TYPES=
! /RESULT_FOLDER=PROCESSED
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/RESULT_SUFFIX=_LR
;
Event_Onset
/SIGNAL_TYPES=FORCE
/SIGNAL_NAMES=FP1_LR
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=PROCESSED
/EVENT_NAME=IP
/SELECT_X=FALSE
! /SELECT_Y=FALSE
/SELECT_Z=TRUE
/THRESHOLD=1
/THRESHOLD_INSTANCE=2
! /BASELINE=0
! /FRAME_WINDOW=8
! /FRAME_OFFSET=0
! /ASCENDING=FALSE
/DESCENDING=TRUE
! /START_AT_EVENT=
! /END_AT_EVENT=
;
Metric_Time_Between_Events
/RESULT_METRIC_NAME=Impact
/RESULT_METRIC_FOLDER=RW
/EVENT_SEQUENCE=RHS+IP
/EXCLUDE_EVENTS=
/GENERATE_MEAN_AND_STDDEV=FALSE
! /APPEND_TO_EXISTING_VALUES=FALSE
;
Metric_Signal_Value_At_Event
/RESULT_METRIC_NAME=Impact_Peak
/RESULT_METRIC_FOLDER=RW
/SIGNAL_TYPES=DERIVED
/SIGNAL_NAMES=R_BW_FORCE
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=METRIC
/EVENT_NAME=IP
/GENERATE_MEAN_AND_STDDEV=FALSE
! /APPEND_TO_EXISTING_VALUES=FALSE
! /GENERATE_VECTOR_LENGTH_METRIC=FALSE
! /RETAIN_NO_DATA_VALUES=FALSE
;
Divide_Signals
/SIGNAL_TYPES=METRIC+METRIC
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/SIGNAL_NAMES=Impact_Peak+Impact
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=RW+RW
/RESULT_NAME=Loading_Rate
/RESULT_FOLDER=RW_TS
;
Select_Active_File
/FILE_NAME=Run
;
Second_Derivative
/SIGNAL_TYPES=TARGET
/SIGNAL_NAMES=LLCA
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=PROCESSED
! /RESULT_NAMES=
! /RESULT_TYPES=
! /RESULT_FOLDER=PROCESSED
/RESULT_SUFFIX=_accel
;
Second_Derivative
/SIGNAL_TYPES=TARGET
/SIGNAL_NAMES=LDIS
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=PROCESSED
! /RESULT_NAMES=
! /RESULT_TYPES=
! /RESULT_FOLDER=PROCESSED
/RESULT_SUFFIX=_accel
;
First_Derivative
/SIGNAL_TYPES=TARGET
/SIGNAL_NAMES=LDIS
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=PROCESSED
! /RESULT_NAMES=
! /RESULT_TYPES=
! /RESULT_FOLDER=PROCESSED
/RESULT_SUFFIX=_vel
;
First_Derivative
/SIGNAL_TYPES=TARGET
/SIGNAL_NAMES=LLCA
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=PROCESSED
! /RESULT_NAMES=
! /RESULT_TYPES=
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! /RESULT_FOLDER=PROCESSED
/RESULT_SUFFIX=_vel
;
Event_Onset
/SIGNAL_TYPES=TARGET
/SIGNAL_NAMES=LLCA_vel
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=PROCESSED
/EVENT_NAME=LHS1_run
/SELECT_X=FALSE
! /SELECT_Y=FALSE
/SELECT_Z=TRUE
/THRESHOLD=.01
/THRESHOLD_INSTANCE=1
! /BASELINE=0
/FRAME_WINDOW=1
! /FRAME_OFFSET=0
/ASCENDING=TRUE
! /DESCENDING=FALSE
! /START_AT_EVENT=
! /END_AT_EVENT=
;
Event_Onset
/SIGNAL_TYPES=TARGET
/SIGNAL_NAMES=LDIS_accel
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=PROCESSED
/EVENT_NAME=LTO_run
! /SELECT_X=TRUE
! /SELECT_Y=FALSE
! /SELECT_Z=FALSE
/THRESHOLD=.01
/THRESHOLD_INSTANCE=2
! /BASELINE=0
/FRAME_WINDOW=1
! /FRAME_OFFSET=0
/ASCENDING=TRUE
! /DESCENDING=FALSE
! /START_AT_EVENT=
! /END_AT_EVENT=
;
Event_Onset
/SIGNAL_TYPES=TARGET
/SIGNAL_NAMES=LLCA_vel
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=PROCESSED
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/EVENT_NAME=LHS2_run
/SELECT_X=FALSE
! /SELECT_Y=FALSE
/SELECT_Z=TRUE
/THRESHOLD=0.001
/THRESHOLD_INSTANCE=2
! /BASELINE=0
/FRAME_WINDOW=2
! /FRAME_OFFSET=0
/ASCENDING=TRUE
! /DESCENDING=FALSE
! /START_AT_EVENT=
! /END_AT_EVENT=
;
Event_Onset
/SIGNAL_TYPES=TARGET
/SIGNAL_NAMES=RDIS_vel
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=PROCESSED
/EVENT_NAME=RTO_RU
/SELECT_X=FALSE
! /SELECT_Y=FALSE
/SELECT_Z=TRUE
/THRESHOLD=0.0001
/THRESHOLD_INSTANCE=1
! /BASELINE=0
/FRAME_WINDOW=4
! /FRAME_OFFSET=0
/ASCENDING=TRUE
! /DESCENDING=FALSE
! /START_AT_EVENT=
! /END_AT_EVENT=
;
First_Derivative
/SIGNAL_TYPES=FORCE
/SIGNAL_NAMES=FP1
! /SIGNAL_FOLDER=ORIGINAL
! /RESULT_NAMES=
! /RESULT_TYPES=
! /RESULT_FOLDER=PROCESSED
/RESULT_SUFFIX=_LR
;
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Event_Onset
/SIGNAL_TYPES=FORCE
/SIGNAL_NAMES=FP1_LR
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=PROCESSED
/EVENT_NAME=IP
/SELECT_X=FALSE
! /SELECT_Y=FALSE
/SELECT_Z=TRUE
/THRESHOLD=.01
/THRESHOLD_INSTANCE=1
! /BASELINE=0
! /FRAME_WINDOW=8
! /FRAME_OFFSET=0
! /ASCENDING=FALSE
/DESCENDING=TRUE
! /START_AT_EVENT=
! /END_AT_EVENT=
;
Metric_Time_Between_Events
/RESULT_METRIC_NAME=Impact
/RESULT_METRIC_FOLDER=Run
/EVENT_SEQUENCE=RHS+IP
/EXCLUDE_EVENTS=
/GENERATE_MEAN_AND_STDDEV=FALSE
! /APPEND_TO_EXISTING_VALUES=FALSE
;
Metric_Signal_Value_At_Event
/RESULT_METRIC_NAME=Impact_Peak
/RESULT_METRIC_FOLDER=Run
/SIGNAL_TYPES=DERIVED
/SIGNAL_NAMES=R_BW_FORCE
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=METRIC
/EVENT_NAME=IP
/GENERATE_MEAN_AND_STDDEV=FALSE
! /APPEND_TO_EXISTING_VALUES=FALSE
! /GENERATE_VECTOR_LENGTH_METRIC=FALSE
! /RETAIN_NO_DATA_VALUES=FALSE
;
Divide_Signals
/SIGNAL_TYPES=METRIC+METRIC
/SIGNAL_NAMES=Impact_Peak+Impact
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=Run+Run
/RESULT_NAME=Loading_Rate
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/RESULT_FOLDER=RU_TS
;
Select_Active_File
/FILE_NAME=MOTION2
;
Compute_Model_Based_Data
/RESULT_NAME=Right Foot-Lab
/FUNCTION=JOINT_ANGLE
/SEGMENT=RMF
! /REFERENCE_SEGMENT=LAB
/RESOLUTION_COORDINATE_SYSTEM=
! /USE_CARDAN_SEQUENCE=FALSE
! /NORMALIZATION=FALSE
! /NORMALIZATION_METHOD=
! /NORMALIZATION_METRIC=
! /NEGATEX=FALSE
! /NEGATEY=FALSE
! /NEGATEZ=FALSE
! /AXIS1=X
! /AXIS2=Y
! /AXIS3=Z
;
Compute_Model_Based_Data
/RESULT_NAME=Right Ankle Angle
/FUNCTION=JOINT_ANGLE
/SEGMENT=RFT
/REFERENCE_SEGMENT=RSK
/RESOLUTION_COORDINATE_SYSTEM=
! /USE_CARDAN_SEQUENCE=FALSE
! /NORMALIZATION=FALSE
! /NORMALIZATION_METHOD=
! /NORMALIZATION_METRIC=
! /NEGATEX=FALSE
! /NEGATEY=FALSE
! /NEGATEZ=FALSE
! /AXIS1=X
! /AXIS2=Y
! /AXIS3=Z
;
Metric_Maximum
/RESULT_METRIC_NAME=R_Ankle_Angle_Max
! /APPLY_AS_SUFFIX_TO_SIGNAL_NAME=FALSE
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! /RESULT_METRIC_FOLDER=PROCESSED
/SIGNAL_TYPES=LINK_MODEL_BASED
/SIGNAL_NAMES=Right Ankle Angle
! /SIGNAL_FOLDER=ORIGINAL
! /SIGNAL_COMPONENTS=ALL_COMPONENTS
/EVENT_SEQUENCE=
/EXCLUDE_EVENTS=
/GENERATE_MEAN_AND_STDDEV=FALSE
! /APPEND_TO_EXISTING_VALUES=FALSE
! /CREATE_GLOBAL_MAXIMUM=FALSE
;
Metric_Minimum
/RESULT_METRIC_NAME=Right_Ankle_Angle_Min
! /APPLY_AS_SUFFIX_TO_SIGNAL_NAME=FALSE
! /RESULT_METRIC_FOLDER=PROCESSED
/SIGNAL_TYPES=LINK_MODEL_BASED
/SIGNAL_NAMES=Right Ankle Angle
! /SIGNAL_FOLDER=ORIGINAL
! /SIGNAL_COMPONENTS=ALL_COMPONENTS
/EVENT_SEQUENCE=
/EXCLUDE_EVENTS=
/GENERATE_MEAN_AND_STDDEV=FALSE
! /APPEND_TO_EXISTING_VALUES=FALSE
! /CREATE_GLOBAL_MINIMUM=FALSE
;
Subtract_Signals
/SIGNAL_TYPES=METRIC+METRIC
/SIGNAL_NAMES=R_Ankle_Angle_Max+Right_Ankle_Angle_Min
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=PROCESSED+PROCESSED
/RESULT_NAME=Ankle_Angle_Excursion
/RESULT_FOLDER=PROCESSED
;
Compute_Model_Based_Data
/RESULT_NAME=Right Knee Angle
/FUNCTION=JOINT_ANGLE
/SEGMENT=RSK
/REFERENCE_SEGMENT=RTH
/RESOLUTION_COORDINATE_SYSTEM=
! /USE_CARDAN_SEQUENCE=FALSE
! /NORMALIZATION=FALSE
! /NORMALIZATION_METHOD=
! /NORMALIZATION_METRIC=
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! /NEGATEX=FALSE
! /NEGATEY=FALSE
! /NEGATEZ=FALSE
! /AXIS1=X
! /AXIS2=Y
! /AXIS3=Z
;
Metric_Maximum
/RESULT_METRIC_NAME=Knee Angle Max
! /APPLY_AS_SUFFIX_TO_SIGNAL_NAME=FALSE
! /RESULT_METRIC_FOLDER=PROCESSED
/SIGNAL_TYPES=LINK_MODEL_BASED
/SIGNAL_NAMES=Right Knee Angle
! /SIGNAL_FOLDER=ORIGINAL
! /SIGNAL_COMPONENTS=ALL_COMPONENTS
/EVENT_SEQUENCE=
/EXCLUDE_EVENTS=
/GENERATE_MEAN_AND_STDDEV=FALSE
! /APPEND_TO_EXISTING_VALUES=FALSE
! /CREATE_GLOBAL_MAXIMUM=FALSE
;
Metric_Minimum
/RESULT_METRIC_NAME=Knee Angle Min
! /APPLY_AS_SUFFIX_TO_SIGNAL_NAME=FALSE
! /RESULT_METRIC_FOLDER=PROCESSED
/SIGNAL_TYPES=LINK_MODEL_BASED
/SIGNAL_NAMES=Right Knee Angle
! /SIGNAL_FOLDER=ORIGINAL
! /SIGNAL_COMPONENTS=ALL_COMPONENTS
/EVENT_SEQUENCE=
/EXCLUDE_EVENTS=
/GENERATE_MEAN_AND_STDDEV=FALSE
! /APPEND_TO_EXISTING_VALUES=FALSE
! /CREATE_GLOBAL_MINIMUM=FALSE
;
Subtract_Signals
/SIGNAL_TYPES=METRIC+METRIC
/SIGNAL_NAMES=Knee Angle Max+Knee Angle Min
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=PROCESSED+PROCESSED
/RESULT_NAME=Knee_Angle_Excursion
/RESULT_FOLDER=PROCESSED
;
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Compute_Model_Based_Data
/RESULT_NAME=Right Hip Angle
/FUNCTION=JOINT_ANGLE
/SEGMENT=RTH
/REFERENCE_SEGMENT=RPV
/RESOLUTION_COORDINATE_SYSTEM=
! /USE_CARDAN_SEQUENCE=FALSE
! /NORMALIZATION=FALSE
! /NORMALIZATION_METHOD=
! /NORMALIZATION_METRIC=
/NEGATEX=TRUE
! /NEGATEY=FALSE
! /NEGATEZ=FALSE
! /AXIS1=X
! /AXIS2=Y
! /AXIS3=Z
;
Metric_Maximum
/RESULT_METRIC_NAME=Hip_Angle_Max
! /APPLY_AS_SUFFIX_TO_SIGNAL_NAME=FALSE
! /RESULT_METRIC_FOLDER=PROCESSED
/SIGNAL_TYPES=LINK_MODEL_BASED
/SIGNAL_NAMES=Right Hip Angle
! /SIGNAL_FOLDER=ORIGINAL
! /SIGNAL_COMPONENTS=ALL_COMPONENTS
/EVENT_SEQUENCE=
/EXCLUDE_EVENTS=
/GENERATE_MEAN_AND_STDDEV=FALSE
! /APPEND_TO_EXISTING_VALUES=FALSE
! /CREATE_GLOBAL_MAXIMUM=FALSE
;
Metric_Minimum
/RESULT_METRIC_NAME=Hip_Angle_Min
! /APPLY_AS_SUFFIX_TO_SIGNAL_NAME=FALSE
! /RESULT_METRIC_FOLDER=PROCESSED
/SIGNAL_TYPES=LINK_MODEL_BASED
/SIGNAL_NAMES=Right Hip Angle
! /SIGNAL_FOLDER=ORIGINAL
! /SIGNAL_COMPONENTS=ALL_COMPONENTS
/EVENT_SEQUENCE=
/EXCLUDE_EVENTS=
/GENERATE_MEAN_AND_STDDEV=FALSE
! /APPEND_TO_EXISTING_VALUES=FALSE
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! /CREATE_GLOBAL_MINIMUM=FALSE
;
Subtract_Signals
/SIGNAL_TYPES=METRIC+METRIC
/SIGNAL_NAMES=Hip_Angle_Max+Hip_Angle_Min
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=PROCESSED+PROCESSED
/RESULT_NAME=Hip_Angle_Excursion
/RESULT_FOLDER=PROCESSED
;
Compute_Model_Based_Data
/RESULT_NAME=Pelvis-LAB
/FUNCTION=JOINT_ANGLE
/SEGMENT=RPV
! /REFERENCE_SEGMENT=LAB
/RESOLUTION_COORDINATE_SYSTEM=
! /USE_CARDAN_SEQUENCE=FALSE
! /NORMALIZATION=FALSE
! /NORMALIZATION_METHOD=
! /NORMALIZATION_METRIC=
! /NEGATEX=FALSE
! /NEGATEY=FALSE
! /NEGATEZ=FALSE
/AXIS1=Y
/AXIS2=X
! /AXIS3=Z
;
Metric_Maximum
/RESULT_METRIC_NAME=Pelvis_Lab_Max
! /APPLY_AS_SUFFIX_TO_SIGNAL_NAME=FALSE
! /RESULT_METRIC_FOLDER=PROCESSED
/SIGNAL_TYPES=LINK_MODEL_BASED
/SIGNAL_NAMES=Pelvis-LAB
! /SIGNAL_FOLDER=ORIGINAL
! /SIGNAL_COMPONENTS=ALL_COMPONENTS
/EVENT_SEQUENCE=
/EXCLUDE_EVENTS=
/GENERATE_MEAN_AND_STDDEV=FALSE
! /APPEND_TO_EXISTING_VALUES=FALSE
! /CREATE_GLOBAL_MAXIMUM=FALSE
;
Metric_Minimum
/RESULT_METRIC_NAME=Pelvis_Lab_Min
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! /APPLY_AS_SUFFIX_TO_SIGNAL_NAME=FALSE
! /RESULT_METRIC_FOLDER=PROCESSED
/SIGNAL_TYPES=LINK_MODEL_BASED
/SIGNAL_NAMES=Pelvis-LAB
! /SIGNAL_FOLDER=ORIGINAL
! /SIGNAL_COMPONENTS=ALL_COMPONENTS
/EVENT_SEQUENCE=
/EXCLUDE_EVENTS=
/GENERATE_MEAN_AND_STDDEV=FALSE
! /APPEND_TO_EXISTING_VALUES=FALSE
! /CREATE_GLOBAL_MINIMUM=FALSE
;
Subtract_Signals
/SIGNAL_TYPES=METRIC+METRIC
/SIGNAL_NAMES=Pelvis_Lab_Max+Pelvis_Lab_Min
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=PROCESSED+PROCESSED
/RESULT_NAME=Pelvis_Lab_Excursion
/RESULT_FOLDER=PROCESSED
;
Compute_Model_Based_Data
/RESULT_NAME=Thorax-Pelvis
/FUNCTION=JOINT_ANGLE
/SEGMENT=RTA
/REFERENCE_SEGMENT=RPV
/RESOLUTION_COORDINATE_SYSTEM=
! /USE_CARDAN_SEQUENCE=FALSE
! /NORMALIZATION=FALSE
! /NORMALIZATION_METHOD=
! /NORMALIZATION_METRIC=
! /NEGATEX=FALSE
! /NEGATEY=FALSE
! /NEGATEZ=FALSE
/AXIS1=Y
/AXIS2=X
! /AXIS3=Z
;
Metric_Maximum
/RESULT_METRIC_NAME=Trunk_Pelvis_Max
! /APPLY_AS_SUFFIX_TO_SIGNAL_NAME=FALSE
! /RESULT_METRIC_FOLDER=PROCESSED
/SIGNAL_TYPES=LINK_MODEL_BASED
/SIGNAL_NAMES=Thorax-Pelvis
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! /SIGNAL_FOLDER=ORIGINAL
! /SIGNAL_COMPONENTS=ALL_COMPONENTS
/EVENT_SEQUENCE=
/EXCLUDE_EVENTS=
/GENERATE_MEAN_AND_STDDEV=FALSE
! /APPEND_TO_EXISTING_VALUES=FALSE
! /CREATE_GLOBAL_MAXIMUM=FALSE
;
Metric_Minimum
/RESULT_METRIC_NAME=Trunk_Pelvis_Min
! /APPLY_AS_SUFFIX_TO_SIGNAL_NAME=FALSE
! /RESULT_METRIC_FOLDER=PROCESSED
/SIGNAL_TYPES=LINK_MODEL_BASED
/SIGNAL_NAMES=Thorax-Pelvis
! /SIGNAL_FOLDER=ORIGINAL
! /SIGNAL_COMPONENTS=ALL_COMPONENTS
/EVENT_SEQUENCE=
/EXCLUDE_EVENTS=
/GENERATE_MEAN_AND_STDDEV=FALSE
! /APPEND_TO_EXISTING_VALUES=FALSE
! /CREATE_GLOBAL_MINIMUM=FALSE
;
Subtract_Signals
/SIGNAL_TYPES=METRIC+METRIC
/SIGNAL_NAMES=Trunk_Pelvis_Max+Trunk_Pelvis_Min
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=PROCESSED+PROCESSED
/RESULT_NAME=Trunk_Pelvis_Excursion
/RESULT_FOLDER=PROCESSED
;
Compute_Model_Based_Data
/RESULT_NAME=Thorax-LAB
/FUNCTION=JOINT_ANGLE
/SEGMENT=RTA
! /REFERENCE_SEGMENT=LAB
/RESOLUTION_COORDINATE_SYSTEM=
! /USE_CARDAN_SEQUENCE=FALSE
! /NORMALIZATION=FALSE
! /NORMALIZATION_METHOD=
! /NORMALIZATION_METRIC=
! /NEGATEX=FALSE
! /NEGATEY=FALSE
! /NEGATEZ=FALSE
/AXIS1=Y
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/AXIS2=X
! /AXIS3=Z
;
Metric_Maximum
/RESULT_METRIC_NAME=Trunk_Lab_Max
! /APPLY_AS_SUFFIX_TO_SIGNAL_NAME=FALSE
! /RESULT_METRIC_FOLDER=PROCESSED
/SIGNAL_TYPES=LINK_MODEL_BASED
/SIGNAL_NAMES=Thorax-LAB
! /SIGNAL_FOLDER=ORIGINAL
! /SIGNAL_COMPONENTS=ALL_COMPONENTS
/EVENT_SEQUENCE=
/EXCLUDE_EVENTS=
/GENERATE_MEAN_AND_STDDEV=FALSE
! /APPEND_TO_EXISTING_VALUES=FALSE
! /CREATE_GLOBAL_MAXIMUM=FALSE
;
Metric_Minimum
/RESULT_METRIC_NAME=Trunk_Lab_Min
! /APPLY_AS_SUFFIX_TO_SIGNAL_NAME=FALSE
! /RESULT_METRIC_FOLDER=PROCESSED
/SIGNAL_TYPES=LINK_MODEL_BASED
/SIGNAL_NAMES=Thorax-LAB
! /SIGNAL_FOLDER=ORIGINAL
! /SIGNAL_COMPONENTS=ALL_COMPONENTS
/EVENT_SEQUENCE=
/EXCLUDE_EVENTS=
/GENERATE_MEAN_AND_STDDEV=FALSE
! /APPEND_TO_EXISTING_VALUES=FALSE
! /CREATE_GLOBAL_MINIMUM=FALSE
;
Subtract_Signals
/SIGNAL_TYPES=METRIC+METRIC
/SIGNAL_NAMES=Trunk_Lab_Max+Trunk_Lab_Min
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=PROCESSED+PROCESSED
/RESULT_NAME=Trunk_Lab_Excursion
/RESULT_FOLDER=PROCESSED
;
Recalc
;
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Compute_Model_Based_Data
/RESULT_NAME=Right Ankle Moment
/FUNCTION=JOINT_MOMENT
/SEGMENT=RFT
/REFERENCE_SEGMENT=
/RESOLUTION_COORDINATE_SYSTEM=RFT
/USE_CARDAN_SEQUENCE=TRUE
/NORMALIZATION=TRUE
/NORMALIZATION_METHOD=NORMALIZE_TO_LOCAL_METRIC
/NORMALIZATION_METRIC=HEIGHTWEIGHT
! /NEGATEX=FALSE
! /NEGATEY=FALSE
! /NEGATEZ=FALSE
! /AXIS1=X
! /AXIS2=Y
! /AXIS3=Z
;
Metric_Maximum
/RESULT_METRIC_NAME=Peak_Ankle_Moment
! /APPLY_AS_SUFFIX_TO_SIGNAL_NAME=FALSE
! /RESULT_METRIC_FOLDER=PROCESSED
/SIGNAL_TYPES=LINK_MODEL_BASED
/SIGNAL_NAMES=Right Ankle Moment
! /SIGNAL_FOLDER=ORIGINAL
! /SIGNAL_COMPONENTS=ALL_COMPONENTS
/EVENT_SEQUENCE=
/EXCLUDE_EVENTS=
/GENERATE_MEAN_AND_STDDEV=FALSE
! /APPEND_TO_EXISTING_VALUES=FALSE
! /CREATE_GLOBAL_MAXIMUM=FALSE
;
Compute_Model_Based_Data
/RESULT_NAME=Right Knee Moment
/FUNCTION=JOINT_MOMENT
/SEGMENT=RSK
/REFERENCE_SEGMENT=
/RESOLUTION_COORDINATE_SYSTEM=RSK
/USE_CARDAN_SEQUENCE=TRUE
/NORMALIZATION=TRUE
/NORMALIZATION_METHOD=NORMALIZE_TO_LOCAL_METRIC
/NORMALIZATION_METRIC=HEIGHTWEIGHT
! /NEGATEX=FALSE
! /NEGATEY=FALSE
! /NEGATEZ=FALSE
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! /AXIS1=X
! /AXIS2=Y
! /AXIS3=Z
;
Metric_Maximum
/RESULT_METRIC_NAME=Peak_Knee_Moment
! /APPLY_AS_SUFFIX_TO_SIGNAL_NAME=FALSE
! /RESULT_METRIC_FOLDER=PROCESSED
/SIGNAL_TYPES=LINK_MODEL_BASED
/SIGNAL_NAMES=Right Knee Moment
! /SIGNAL_FOLDER=ORIGINAL
! /SIGNAL_COMPONENTS=ALL_COMPONENTS
/EVENT_SEQUENCE=
/EXCLUDE_EVENTS=
/GENERATE_MEAN_AND_STDDEV=FALSE
! /APPEND_TO_EXISTING_VALUES=FALSE
! /CREATE_GLOBAL_MAXIMUM=FALSE
;
Compute_Model_Based_Data
/RESULT_NAME=Right Hip Moment
/FUNCTION=JOINT_MOMENT
/SEGMENT=RTH
/REFERENCE_SEGMENT=
/RESOLUTION_COORDINATE_SYSTEM=RTH
/USE_CARDAN_SEQUENCE=TRUE
/NORMALIZATION=TRUE
/NORMALIZATION_METHOD=NORMALIZE_TO_LOCAL_METRIC
/NORMALIZATION_METRIC=HEIGHTWEIGHT
! /NEGATEX=FALSE
! /NEGATEY=FALSE
! /NEGATEZ=FALSE
! /AXIS1=X
! /AXIS2=Y
! /AXIS3=Z
;
Metric_Maximum
/RESULT_METRIC_NAME=Peak_Hip_Moment
! /APPLY_AS_SUFFIX_TO_SIGNAL_NAME=FALSE
! /RESULT_METRIC_FOLDER=PROCESSED
/SIGNAL_TYPES=LINK_MODEL_BASED
/SIGNAL_NAMES=Right Hip Moment
! /SIGNAL_FOLDER=ORIGINAL
! /SIGNAL_COMPONENTS=ALL_COMPONENTS
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/EVENT_SEQUENCE=
/EXCLUDE_EVENTS=
/GENERATE_MEAN_AND_STDDEV=FALSE
! /APPEND_TO_EXISTING_VALUES=FALSE
! /CREATE_GLOBAL_MAXIMUM=FALSE
;
Recalc
;
Compute_Model_Based_Data
/RESULT_NAME=COP Path
/FUNCTION=COP_PATH
/SEGMENT=RFT
/REFERENCE_SEGMENT=
! /RESOLUTION_COORDINATE_SYSTEM=LAB
! /USE_CARDAN_SEQUENCE=FALSE
! /NORMALIZATION=FALSE
! /NORMALIZATION_METHOD=
! /NORMALIZATION_METRIC=
! /NEGATEX=FALSE
! /NEGATEY=FALSE
! /NEGATEZ=FALSE
! /AXIS1=X
! /AXIS2=Y
! /AXIS3=Z
;
Export_Data_To_Ascii_File
/FILE_NAME=Z::FOLDER&Processed\Loading_Rate
/SIGNAL_TYPES=METRIC
/SIGNAL_NAMES=Loading_Rate+Loading_Rate+Loading_Rate
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=NW_TS+RU_TS+RW_TS
/SIGNAL_COMPONENTS=Z+Z+Z
! /START_LABEL=
! /END_LABEL=
/EVENT_SEQUENCE=, ,
/EXCLUDE_EVENTS=, ,
! /USE_POINT_RATE=FALSE
! /NORMALIZE_DATA=FALSE
! /NORMALIZE_POINTS=101
/EXPORT_MEAN_AND_STD_DEV=TRUE
! /USE_P2D_FORMAT=FALSE
! /USE_SHORT_FILENAME=FALSE
;
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Export_Data_To_Ascii_File
/FILE_NAME=::FOLDER&Processed\Variables
/SIGNAL_TYPES=METRIC
/SIGNAL_NAMES=Impact+Impact_Peak+Peak_Hip_Moment+Ankle_Angle_Excursion
+Hip_Angle_Excursion+Knee_Angle_Excursion+Peak_Ankle_Moment+Peak_Knee_M
oment+Pelvis_Lab_Excursion+Trunk_Lab_Excursion+Trunk_Pelvis_Excursion
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=PROCESSED
! /SIGNAL_COMPONENTS=
! /START_LABEL=
! /END_LABEL=
! /EVENT_SEQUENCE=
! /EXCLUDE_EVENTS=
! /USE_POINT_RATE=FALSE
! /NORMALIZE_DATA=FALSE
! /NORMALIZE_POINTS=101
! /EXPORT_MEAN_AND_STD_DEV=FALSE
! /USE_P2D_FORMAT=FALSE
! /USE_SHORT_FILENAME=FALSE
;
Select_Active_File
/FILE_NAME=Normal_Walk
;
Export_Data_To_Ascii_File
/FILE_NAME=::FOLDER&Processed\GRF_NW
/SIGNAL_TYPES=DERIVED
/SIGNAL_NAMES=R_BW_FORCE
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=METRIC
! /SIGNAL_COMPONENTS=
! /START_LABEL=
! /END_LABEL=
/EVENT_SEQUENCE=RHS+RTO
! /EXCLUDE_EVENTS=
! /USE_POINT_RATE=FALSE
/NORMALIZE_DATA=TRUE
! /NORMALIZE_POINTS=101
! /EXPORT_MEAN_AND_STD_DEV=FALSE
! /USE_P2D_FORMAT=FALSE
! /USE_SHORT_FILENAME=FALSE
;
Export_Data_To_Ascii_File
/FILE_NAME=::FOLDER&Processed\Kinematics_NW
/SIGNAL_TYPES=LINK_MODEL_BASED
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/SIGNAL_NAMES=Pelvis-LAB+Right Ankle Angle+Right Foot-Lab+Right Hip
Angle+Right Knee Angle+Thorax-LAB+Thorax-Pelvis
! /SIGNAL_FOLDER=ORIGINAL
! /SIGNAL_COMPONENTS=
! /START_LABEL=
! /END_LABEL=
/EVENT_SEQUENCE= RTO_RW+RTO, RTO_RW+RTO RTO_RW+RTO,
RTO_RW+RTO, RTO_RW+RTO, RTO_RW+RTO, RTO_RW+RTO
/EXCLUDE_EVENTS=, , , , , ,
! /USE_POINT_RATE=FALSE
/NORMALIZE_DATA=TRUE
! /NORMALIZE_POINTS=101
! /EXPORT_MEAN_AND_STD_DEV=FALSE
! /USE_P2D_FORMAT=FALSE
! /USE_SHORT_FILENAME=FALSE
;
Export_Data_To_Ascii_File
/FILE_NAME=::FOLDER&Processed\Kinetics_NW
/SIGNAL_TYPES=LINK_MODEL_BASED
/SIGNAL_NAMES=Right Ankle Moment+Right Hip Moment+Right Knee Moment
! /SIGNAL_FOLDER=ORIGINAL
! /SIGNAL_COMPONENTS=
! /START_LABEL=
! /END_LABEL=
/EVENT_SEQUENCE=RHS+RTO, RHS+RTO, RHS+RTO
/EXCLUDE_EVENTS=, ,
! /USE_POINT_RATE=FALSE
/NORMALIZE_DATA=TRUE
! /NORMALIZE_POINTS=101
! /EXPORT_MEAN_AND_STD_DEV=FALSE
! /USE_P2D_FORMAT=FALSE
! /USE_SHORT_FILENAME=FALSE
;
Export_Data_To_Matfile
/FILE_NAME=::FOLDER&Processed\COP_NW
/SIGNAL_TYPES=EVENT_LABEL+EVENT_LABEL+LINK_MODEL_BASED+FRA
ME_NUMBERS
/SIGNAL_NAMES=RHS+RTO+COP Path+ANALOGTIME
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=ORIGINAL+ORIGINAL+ORIGINAL+ORIGINAL
/OUTPUT_NAMES=rhs+rto+cop+time
! /PARAMETER_NAMES=
! /PARAMETER_GROUPS=
! /OUTPUT_PARAMETER_NAMES=
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/USE_NAN_FOR_DATANOTFOUND=TRUE
;
Select_Active_File
/FILE_NAME=Run
;
Export_Data_To_Ascii_File
/FILE_NAME=::FOLDER&Processed\GRF_RU
/SIGNAL_TYPES=DERIVED
/SIGNAL_NAMES=R_BW_FORCE
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=METRIC
! /SIGNAL_COMPONENTS=
! /START_LABEL=
! /END_LABEL=
/EVENT_SEQUENCE=RHS+RTO
! /EXCLUDE_EVENTS=
! /USE_POINT_RATE=FALSE
/NORMALIZE_DATA=TRUE
! /NORMALIZE_POINTS=101
! /EXPORT_MEAN_AND_STD_DEV=FALSE
! /USE_P2D_FORMAT=FALSE
! /USE_SHORT_FILENAME=FALSE
;
Export_Data_To_Ascii_File
/FILE_NAME=::FOLDER&Processed\Kinematics_RU
/SIGNAL_TYPES=LINK_MODEL_BASED
/SIGNAL_NAMES=Pelvis-LAB+Right Ankle Angle+Right Foot-Lab+Right Hip
Angle+Right Knee Angle+Thorax-LAB+Thorax-Pelvis
! /SIGNAL_FOLDER=ORIGINAL
! /SIGNAL_COMPONENTS=
! /START_LABEL=
! /END_LABEL=
/EVENT_SEQUENCE= RTO_RU+RTO, RTO_RU+RTO, RTO_RU+RTO,
RTO_RU+RTO, RTO_RU+RTO, RTO_RU+RTO, RTO_RU+RTO
/EXCLUDE_EVENTS=, , , , , ,
! /USE_POINT_RATE=FALSE
/NORMALIZE_DATA=TRUE
! /NORMALIZE_POINTS=101
! /EXPORT_MEAN_AND_STD_DEV=FALSE
! /USE_P2D_FORMAT=FALSE
! /USE_SHORT_FILENAME=FALSE
;
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Export_Data_To_Ascii_File
/FILE_NAME=::FOLDER&Processed\Kinetics_RU
/SIGNAL_TYPES=LINK_MODEL_BASED
/SIGNAL_NAMES=Right Ankle Moment+Right Hip Moment+Right Knee Moment
! /SIGNAL_FOLDER=ORIGINAL
! /SIGNAL_COMPONENTS=
! /START_LABEL=
! /END_LABEL=
/EVENT_SEQUENCE=RHS+RTO, RHS+RTO, RHS+RTO
/EXCLUDE_EVENTS=, ,
! /USE_POINT_RATE=FALSE
/NORMALIZE_DATA=TRUE
! /NORMALIZE_POINTS=101
! /EXPORT_MEAN_AND_STD_DEV=FALSE
! /USE_P2D_FORMAT=FALSE
! /USE_SHORT_FILENAME=FALSE
;
Export_Data_To_Matfile
/FILE_NAME=::FOLDER&Processed\COP_RU
/SIGNAL_TYPES=EVENT_LABEL+EVENT_LABEL+LINK_MODEL_BASED+FRA
ME_NUMBERS
/SIGNAL_NAMES=RHS+RTO+COP Path+ANALOGTIME
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=ORIGINAL+ORIGINAL+ORIGINAL+ORIGINAL
/OUTPUT_NAMES=rhs+rto+cop+time
! /PARAMETER_NAMES=
! /PARAMETER_GROUPS=
! /OUTPUT_PARAMETER_NAMES=
/USE_NAN_FOR_DATANOTFOUND=TRUE
;
Select_Active_File
/FILE_NAME=Race_Walk
;
Export_Data_To_Ascii_File
/FILE_NAME=::FOLDER&Processed\GRF_RW
/SIGNAL_TYPES=DERIVED
/SIGNAL_NAMES=R_BW_FORCE
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=METRIC
! /SIGNAL_COMPONENTS=
! /START_LABEL=
! /END_LABEL=
/EVENT_SEQUENCE=RHS+RTO
! /EXCLUDE_EVENTS=
! /USE_POINT_RATE=FALSE
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/NORMALIZE_DATA=TRUE
! /NORMALIZE_POINTS=101
! /EXPORT_MEAN_AND_STD_DEV=FALSE
! /USE_P2D_FORMAT=FALSE
! /USE_SHORT_FILENAME=FALSE
;
Export_Data_To_Ascii_File
/FILE_NAME=::FOLDER&Processed\Kinematics_RW
/SIGNAL_TYPES=LINK_MODEL_BASED
/SIGNAL_NAMES=Pelvis-LAB+Right Ankle Angle+Right Foot-Lab+Right Hip
Angle+Right Knee Angle+Thorax-LAB+Thorax-Pelvis
! /SIGNAL_FOLDER=ORIGINAL
! /SIGNAL_COMPONENTS=
! /START_LABEL=
! /END_LABEL=
/EVENT_SEQUENCE=RTO_RW+RTO, RTO_RW+RTO, RTO_RW+RTO,
RTO_RW+RTO, RTO_RW+RTO, RTO_RW+RTO RTO_RW+RTO
/EXCLUDE_EVENTS=, , , , , ,
! /USE_POINT_RATE=FALSE
/NORMALIZE_DATA=TRUE
! /NORMALIZE_POINTS=101
! /EXPORT_MEAN_AND_STD_DEV=FALSE
! /USE_P2D_FORMAT=FALSE
! /USE_SHORT_FILENAME=FALSE
;
Export_Data_To_Ascii_File
/FILE_NAME=::FOLDER&Processed\Kinetics_RW
/SIGNAL_TYPES=LINK_MODEL_BASED
/SIGNAL_NAMES=Right Ankle Moment+Right Hip Moment+Right Knee Moment
! /SIGNAL_FOLDER=ORIGINAL
! /SIGNAL_COMPONENTS=
! /START_LABEL=
! /END_LABEL=
/EVENT_SEQUENCE=RHS+RTO, RHS+RTO, RHS+RTO
/EXCLUDE_EVENTS=, ,
! /USE_POINT_RATE=FALSE
/NORMALIZE_DATA=TRUE
! /NORMALIZE_POINTS=101
! /EXPORT_MEAN_AND_STD_DEV=FALSE
! /USE_P2D_FORMAT=FALSE
! /USE_SHORT_FILENAME=FALSE
;
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Export_Data_To_Matfile
/FILE_NAME=::FOLDER&Processed\COP_RW
/SIGNAL_TYPES=EVENT_LABEL+EVENT_LABEL+LINK_MODEL_BASED+FRA
ME_NUMBERS
/SIGNAL_NAMES=RHS+RTO+COP Path+ANALOGTIME
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=ORIGINAL+ORIGINAL+ORIGINAL+ORIGINAL
/OUTPUT_NAMES=rhs+rto+cop+time
! /PARAMETER_NAMES=
! /PARAMETER_GROUPS=
! /OUTPUT_PARAMETER_NAMES=
/USE_NAN_FOR_DATANOTFOUND=TRUE
;
Temporal Spatial
Set_Pipeline_Parameter_To_Folder_Path
/PARAMETER_NAME=FOLDER
/PARAMETER_VALUE=
;
Select_Active_File
/FILE_NAME=Normal_Walk
;
Metric_Time_Between_Events
/RESULT_METRIC_NAME=NW_StrideTime
/RESULT_METRIC_FOLDER=NW
/EVENT_SEQUENCE=RTO_NW+RTO
/EXCLUDE_EVENTS=
/GENERATE_MEAN_AND_STDDEV=FALSE
! /APPEND_TO_EXISTING_VALUES=FALSE
;
Metric_Time_Between_Events
/RESULT_METRIC_NAME=NW_SwingTime
/RESULT_METRIC_FOLDER=NW
/EVENT_SEQUENCE=RTO_NW+RHS
/EXCLUDE_EVENTS=
/GENERATE_MEAN_AND_STDDEV=FALSE
! /APPEND_TO_EXISTING_VALUES=FALSE
;
Metric_Time_Between_Events
/RESULT_METRIC_NAME=NW_SL_StanceTime
/RESULT_METRIC_FOLDER=NW
/EVENT_SEQUENCE=RHS+RTO
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/EXCLUDE_EVENTS=
/GENERATE_MEAN_AND_STDDEV=FALSE
! /APPEND_TO_EXISTING_VALUES=FALSE
;
Metric_Time_Between_Events
/RESULT_METRIC_NAME=NW_DoubleSupport
/RESULT_METRIC_FOLDER=NW
/EVENT_SEQUENCE=RHS+LTO
/EXCLUDE_EVENTS=
/GENERATE_MEAN_AND_STDDEV=FALSE
! /APPEND_TO_EXISTING_VALUES=FALSE
;
Divide_Signals
/SIGNAL_TYPES=METRIC+METRIC
/SIGNAL_NAMES=NW_SL_StanceTime+NW_StrideTime
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=NW+NW
/RESULT_NAME=SL_Stance%
/RESULT_FOLDER=NW_TS
;
Divide_Signals
/SIGNAL_TYPES=METRIC+METRIC
/SIGNAL_NAMES=NW_SwingTime+NW_StrideTime
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=NW+NW
/RESULT_NAME=Swing%
/RESULT_FOLDER=NW_TS
;
Divide_Signals
/SIGNAL_TYPES=METRIC+METRIC
/SIGNAL_NAMES=NW_DoubleSupport+NW_StrideTime
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=NW+NW
/RESULT_NAME=DS%
/RESULT_FOLDER=NW_TS
;
First_Derivative
/SIGNAL_TYPES=TARGET
/SIGNAL_NAMES=STER
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=PROCESSED
! /RESULT_NAMES=
! /RESULT_TYPES=
/RESULT_FOLDER=NW
/RESULT_SUFFIX=_vel
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;
Metric_Mean
/RESULT_METRIC_NAME=NW_vel
! /APPLY_AS_SUFFIX_TO_SIGNAL_NAME=FALSE
/RESULT_METRIC_FOLDER=NW_TS
/SIGNAL_TYPES=TARGET
/SIGNAL_NAMES=STER_vel
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=NW
/SIGNAL_COMPONENTS=X
/EVENT_SEQUENCE=
/EXCLUDE_EVENTS=
/GENERATE_MEAN_AND_STDDEV=FALSE
! /APPEND_TO_EXISTING_VALUES=FALSE
;
Compute_Model_Based_Data
/RESULT_NAME=COM_Path
/FUNCTION=Target_Path
/SEGMENT=COM
/REFERENCE_SEGMENT=
/RESOLUTION_COORDINATE_SYSTEM=LAB
/USE_CARDAN_SEQUENCE=TRUE
/NORMALIZATION=TRUE
/NORMALIZATION_METHOD=NORMALIZE_TO_LOCAL_METRIC
/NORMALIZATION_METRIC=HEIGHTWEIGHT
! /NEGATEX=FALSE
! /NEGATEY=FALSE
! /NEGATEZ=FALSE
! /AXIS1=X
/AXIS2=Y
/AXIS3=Z
;
Select_Active_File
/FILE_NAME=Race_Walk
;
Metric_Time_Between_Events
/RESULT_METRIC_NAME=RW_StrideTime
/RESULT_METRIC_FOLDER=RW
/EVENT_SEQUENCE=RTO_RW+RTO
/EXCLUDE_EVENTS=
/GENERATE_MEAN_AND_STDDEV=FALSE
! /APPEND_TO_EXISTING_VALUES=FALSE
;
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Metric_Time_Between_Events
/RESULT_METRIC_NAME=RW_SwingTime
/RESULT_METRIC_FOLDER=RW
/EVENT_SEQUENCE=RTO_RW+RHS
/EXCLUDE_EVENTS=
/GENERATE_MEAN_AND_STDDEV=FALSE
! /APPEND_TO_EXISTING_VALUES=FALSE
;
Metric_Time_Between_Events
/RESULT_METRIC_NAME=RW_SL_StanceTime
/RESULT_METRIC_FOLDER=RW
/EVENT_SEQUENCE=RHS+RTO
/EXCLUDE_EVENTS=
/GENERATE_MEAN_AND_STDDEV=FALSE
! /APPEND_TO_EXISTING_VALUES=FALSE
;
Metric_Time_Between_Events
/RESULT_METRIC_NAME=RW_DoubleSupport
/RESULT_METRIC_FOLDER=RW
/EVENT_SEQUENCE=RHS+LTO
/EXCLUDE_EVENTS=
/GENERATE_MEAN_AND_STDDEV=FALSE
! /APPEND_TO_EXISTING_VALUES=FALSE
;
Divide_Signals
/SIGNAL_TYPES=METRIC+METRIC
/SIGNAL_NAMES=RW_SL_StanceTime+RW_StrideTime
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=RW+RW
/RESULT_NAME=SL_Stance%
/RESULT_FOLDER=RW_TS
;
Divide_Signals
/SIGNAL_TYPES=METRIC+METRIC
/SIGNAL_NAMES=RW_SwingTime+RW_StrideTime
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=RW+RW
/RESULT_NAME=Swing%
/RESULT_FOLDER=RW_TS
;
Divide_Signals
/SIGNAL_TYPES=METRIC+METRIC
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/SIGNAL_NAMES=RW_DoubleSupport+RW_StrideTime
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=RW+RW
/RESULT_NAME=DS%
/RESULT_FOLDER=RW_TS
;
First_Derivative
/SIGNAL_TYPES=TARGET
/SIGNAL_NAMES=STER
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=PROCESSED
! /RESULT_NAMES=
! /RESULT_TYPES=
/RESULT_FOLDER=RW
/RESULT_SUFFIX=_vel
;
Metric_Mean
/RESULT_METRIC_NAME=RW_vel
! /APPLY_AS_SUFFIX_TO_SIGNAL_NAME=FALSE
/RESULT_METRIC_FOLDER=RW_TS
/SIGNAL_TYPES=TARGET
/SIGNAL_NAMES=STER_vel
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=RW
/SIGNAL_COMPONENTS=X
/EVENT_SEQUENCE=
/EXCLUDE_EVENTS=
/GENERATE_MEAN_AND_STDDEV=FALSE
! /APPEND_TO_EXISTING_VALUES=FALSE
;
Compute_Model_Based_Data
/RESULT_NAME=COM_Path
/FUNCTION=Target_Path
/SEGMENT=COM
/REFERENCE_SEGMENT=
/RESOLUTION_COORDINATE_SYSTEM=LAB
/USE_CARDAN_SEQUENCE=TRUE
/NORMALIZATION=TRUE
/NORMALIZATION_METHOD=NORMALIZE_TO_LOCAL_METRIC
/NORMALIZATION_METRIC=HEIGHTWEIGHT
! /NEGATEX=FALSE
! /NEGATEY=FALSE
! /NEGATEZ=FALSE
! /AXIS1=X
/AXIS2=Y
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/AXIS3=Z
;
Select_Active_File
/FILE_NAME=Run
;
Metric_Time_Between_Events
/RESULT_METRIC_NAME=RU_StrideTime
/RESULT_METRIC_FOLDER=Run
/EVENT_SEQUENCE=RTO_RU+RTO
/EXCLUDE_EVENTS=
/GENERATE_MEAN_AND_STDDEV=FALSE
! /APPEND_TO_EXISTING_VALUES=FALSE
;
Metric_Time_Between_Events
/RESULT_METRIC_NAME=Flight Time
/RESULT_METRIC_FOLDER=Run
/EVENT_SEQUENCE=LTO_run+RHS
/EXCLUDE_EVENTS=
/GENERATE_MEAN_AND_STDDEV=FALSE
! /APPEND_TO_EXISTING_VALUES=FALSE
;
Metric_Time_Between_Events
/RESULT_METRIC_NAME=RU_StanceTime
/RESULT_METRIC_FOLDER=Run
/EVENT_SEQUENCE=RHS+RTO
/EXCLUDE_EVENTS=
/GENERATE_MEAN_AND_STDDEV=FALSE
! /APPEND_TO_EXISTING_VALUES=FALSE
;
Divide_Signals
/SIGNAL_TYPES=METRIC+METRIC
/SIGNAL_NAMES=RU_StanceTime+RU_StrideTime
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=Run+Run
/RESULT_NAME=SL_Stance%
/RESULT_FOLDER=RU_TS
;
Divide_Signals
/SIGNAL_TYPES=METRIC+METRIC
/SIGNAL_NAMES=Flight Time+RU_StrideTime
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/SIGNAL_FOLDER=Run+Run
/RESULT_NAME=Flight%
/RESULT_FOLDER=RU_TS
;
First_Derivative
/SIGNAL_TYPES=TARGET
/SIGNAL_NAMES=STER
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=PROCESSED
! /RESULT_NAMES=
! /RESULT_TYPES=
/RESULT_FOLDER=RU
/RESULT_SUFFIX=_vel
;
Metric_Mean
/RESULT_METRIC_NAME=Run_vel
! /APPLY_AS_SUFFIX_TO_SIGNAL_NAME=FALSE
/RESULT_METRIC_FOLDER=RU_TS
/SIGNAL_TYPES=TARGET
/SIGNAL_NAMES=STER_vel
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=RU
/SIGNAL_COMPONENTS=X
/EVENT_SEQUENCE=
/EXCLUDE_EVENTS=
/GENERATE_MEAN_AND_STDDEV=FALSE
! /APPEND_TO_EXISTING_VALUES=FALSE
;
Compute_Model_Based_Data
/RESULT_NAME=COM_Path
/FUNCTION=Target_Path
/SEGMENT=COM
/REFERENCE_SEGMENT=
/RESOLUTION_COORDINATE_SYSTEM=LAB
/USE_CARDAN_SEQUENCE=TRUE
/NORMALIZATION=TRUE
/NORMALIZATION_METHOD=NORMALIZE_TO_LOCAL_METRIC
/NORMALIZATION_METRIC=HEIGHTWEIGHT
! /NEGATEX=FALSE
! /NEGATEY=FALSE
! /NEGATEZ=FALSE
! /AXIS1=X
/AXIS2=Y
/AXIS3=Z
;
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Select_Active_File
/FILE_NAME=MOTION2
;
Export_Data_To_Ascii_File
/FILE_NAME=::FOLDER&Processed\TS
/SIGNAL_TYPES=METRIC+METRIC+METRIC
! /SIGNAL_NAMES=
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=NW_TS+RU_TS+RW_TS
! /SIGNAL_COMPONENTS=
! /START_LABEL=
! /END_LABEL=
! /EVENT_SEQUENCE=
! /EXCLUDE_EVENTS=
! /USE_POINT_RATE=FALSE
! /NORMALIZE_DATA=FALSE
! /NORMALIZE_POINTS=101
/EXPORT_MEAN_AND_STD_DEV=TRUE
! /USE_P2D_FORMAT=FALSE
! /USE_SHORT_FILENAME=FALSE
;
Export_Data_To_Ascii_File
/FILE_NAME=::FOLDER&Processed\COM
/SIGNAL_TYPES= LINK_MODEL_BASED
! /SIGNAL_NAMES=
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=COM_Path
/SIGNAL_COMPONENTS=Y+Z
! /START_LABEL=
! /END_LABEL=
!/EVENT_SEQUENCE=
! /EXCLUDE_EVENTS=
! /USE_POINT_RATE=FALSE
! /NORMALIZE_DATA=FALSE
! /NORMALIZE_POINTS=101
!/EXPORT_MEAN_AND_STD_DEV=FALSE
! /USE_P2D_FORMAT=FALSE
! /USE_SHORT_FILENAME=FALSE
;
Muscle Activity
Set_Pipeline_Parameter_To_Folder_Path
/PARAMETER_NAME=FOLDER
/PARAMETER_VALUE=
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;
Select_Active_File
/FILE_NAME=ALL_FILES
;
Rename_Signals
! /FILE_NAME=
/SIGNAL_TYPES=ANALOG
/SIGNAL_NAMES=AL
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=ORIGINAL
/NEW_SIGNAL_NAME=EMG_AL
! /APPEND_TO_OLD_SIGNAL_NAME=FALSE
! /INCLUDE_CALFILE=FALSE
;
Rename_Signals
! /FILE_NAME=
/SIGNAL_TYPES=ANALOG
/SIGNAL_NAMES=GA
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=ORIGINAL
/NEW_SIGNAL_NAME=EMG_GA
! /APPEND_TO_OLD_SIGNAL_NAME=FALSE
! /INCLUDE_CALFILE=FALSE
;
Rename_Signals
! /FILE_NAME=
/SIGNAL_TYPES=ANALOG
/SIGNAL_NAMES=GM
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=ORIGINAL
/NEW_SIGNAL_NAME=EMG_GM
! /APPEND_TO_OLD_SIGNAL_NAME=FALSE
! /INCLUDE_CALFILE=FALSE
;
Rename_Signals
! /FILE_NAME=
/SIGNAL_TYPES=ANALOG
/SIGNAL_NAMES=PL
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=ORIGINAL
/NEW_SIGNAL_NAME=EMG_PL
! /APPEND_TO_OLD_SIGNAL_NAME=FALSE
! /INCLUDE_CALFILE=FALSE
;
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Rename_Signals
! /FILE_NAME=
/SIGNAL_TYPES=ANALOG
/SIGNAL_NAMES=RF
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=ORIGINAL
/NEW_SIGNAL_NAME=EMG_RF
! /APPEND_TO_OLD_SIGNAL_NAME=FALSE
! /INCLUDE_CALFILE=FALSE
;
Rename_Signals
! /FILE_NAME=
/SIGNAL_TYPES=ANALOG
/SIGNAL_NAMES=ST
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=ORIGINAL
/NEW_SIGNAL_NAME=EMG_ST
! /APPEND_TO_OLD_SIGNAL_NAME=FALSE
! /INCLUDE_CALFILE=FALSE
;
Rename_Signals
! /FILE_NAME=
/SIGNAL_TYPES=ANALOG
/SIGNAL_NAMES=TA
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=ORIGINAL
/NEW_SIGNAL_NAME=EMG_TA
! /APPEND_TO_OLD_SIGNAL_NAME=FALSE
! /INCLUDE_CALFILE=FALSE
;
Rename_Signals
! /FILE_NAME=
/SIGNAL_TYPES=ANALOG
/SIGNAL_NAMES=VL
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=ORIGINAL
/NEW_SIGNAL_NAME=EMG_VL
! /APPEND_TO_OLD_SIGNAL_NAME=FALSE
! /INCLUDE_CALFILE=FALSE
;
Lowpass_Filter
/SIGNAL_TYPES=ANALOG+ANALOG+ANALOG+ANALOG+ANALOG+ANALO
G+ANALOG+ANALOG
/SIGNAL_NAMES=EMG_AL+EMG_GA+EMG_GM+EMG_PL+EMG_RF+EMG_ST
+EMG_TA+EMG_VL
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/SIGNAL_FOLDER=ORIGINAL+ORIGINAL+ORIGINAL+ORIGINAL+ORIGINAL+
ORIGINAL+ORIGINAL+ORIGINAL
! /RESULT_SUFFIX=
/RESULT_FOLDER=LP
! /FILTER_CLASS=BUTTERWORTH
/FREQUENCY_CUTOFF=100
/NUM_REFLECTED=50
! /TOTAL_BUFFER_SIZE=6
/NUM_BIDIRECTIONAL_PASSES=3
;
Recalc
;
Rectify
/SIGNAL_TYPES=ANALOG
! /SIGNAL_NAMES=
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=LP
! /RESULT_NAMES=
! /RESULT_TYPES=
/RESULT_FOLDER=RECTIFY
! /RESULT_SUFFIX=
;
Recalc
;
Lowpass_Filter
/SIGNAL_TYPES=ANALOG
! /SIGNAL_NAMES=
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=RECTIFY
! /RESULT_SUFFIX=
/RESULT_FOLDER=ENVELOPE
! /FILTER_CLASS=BUTTERWORTH
/FREQUENCY_CUTOFF=6
! /NUM_REFLECTED=6
! /TOTAL_BUFFER_SIZE=6
/NUM_BIDIRECTIONAL_PASSES=3
;
Recalc
;
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For_Each
/ITERATION_PARAMETER_NAME=INDEX
/ITEMS=AL+GA+GM+PL+RF+ST+TA+VL
;
Assign_Tags_To_Files
/MOTION_FILE_NAMES=::FOLDER&MVIC_&::INDEX&.c3d
/TAGS=MVIC_&::INDEX
;
Select_Active_File
/FILE_NAME=::FOLDER&MVIC_&::INDEX&.c3d
;
Metric_Maximum
/RESULT_METRIC_NAME=_MAX
/APPLY_AS_SUFFIX_TO_SIGNAL_NAME=TRUE
! /RESULT_METRIC_FOLDER=PROCESSED
/SIGNAL_TYPES=ANALOG
! /SIGNAL_NAMES=
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=ENVELOPE
/SIGNAL_COMPONENTS=X
/EVENT_SEQUENCE=
/EXCLUDE_EVENTS=
! /GENERATE_MEAN_AND_STDDEV=TRUE
! /APPEND_TO_EXISTING_VALUES=FALSE
! /CREATE_GLOBAL_MAXIMUM=FALSE
;
Select_Active_File
/FILE_NAME=MOTION2
;
Divide_Signals
/SIGNAL_TYPES=ANALOG+METRIC
/SIGNAL_NAMES=EMG_&::INDEX+GLOBAL::EMG_&::INDEX&_MAX_MEAN
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=ENVELOPE+PROCESSED
/RESULT_NAME=EMG_&::INDEX&_N
! /RESULT_FOLDER=PROCESSED
;
End_For_Each
/ITERATION_PARAMETER_NAME=INDEX
;
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Select_Active_File
/FILE_NAME=ALL_FILES
;
Assign_Tags_To_Files
/MOTION_FILE_NAMES=*qs_emg.c3d
/TAGS=QUIET
;
Select_Active_File
/FILE_NAME=QUIET
;
For_Each
/ITERATION_PARAMETER_NAME=INDEX
/ITEMS=AL+GA+GM+PL+RF+ST+TA+VL
;
Event_Explicit
/EVENT_NAME=REST1
/FRAME=1
! /TIME=
;
Event_Explicit
/EVENT_NAME=REST2
/FRAME=EOF
! /TIME=
;
Metric_Mean
/RESULT_METRIC_NAME=_MEAN
/APPLY_AS_SUFFIX_TO_SIGNAL_NAME=TRUE
! /RESULT_METRIC_FOLDER=PROCESSED
/SIGNAL_TYPES=ANALOG
/SIGNAL_NAMES=EMG_&::INDEX
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=ENVELOPE
! /SIGNAL_COMPONENTS=ALL_COMPONENTS
/EVENT_SEQUENCE=REST1+REST2
/EXCLUDE_EVENTS=
! /GENERATE_MEAN_AND_STDDEV=TRUE
! /APPEND_TO_EXISTING_VALUES=FALSE
;
Metric_StdDev
/RESULT_METRIC_NAME=_SD
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/APPLY_AS_SUFFIX_TO_SIGNAL_NAME=TRUE
! /RESULT_METRIC_FOLDER=PROCESSED
/SIGNAL_TYPES=ANALOG
/SIGNAL_NAMES=EMG_&::INDEX
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=ENVELOPE
! /SIGNAL_COMPONENTS=ALL_COMPONENTS
/EVENT_SEQUENCE=REST1+REST2
/EXCLUDE_EVENTS=
! /GENERATE_MEAN_AND_STDDEV=TRUE
! /APPEND_TO_EXISTING_VALUES=FALSE
;
Multiply_Signals_By_Constant
/SIGNAL_TYPES=METRIC
/SIGNAL_NAMES=EMG_&::INDEX&_SD
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=PROCESSED
! /RESULT_NAMES=
! /RESULT_TYPES=
/RESULT_FOLDER=PROCESSED
/RESULT_SUFFIX=_3
! /SIGNAL_COMPONENTS=
/CONSTANT=3
;
Add_Signals
/SIGNAL_TYPES=METRIC+METRIC
/SIGNAL_NAMES=EMG_&::INDEX&_MEAN+EMG_&::INDEX&_SD&_3
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=PROCESSED+PROCESSED
/RESULT_NAME=::INDEX
/RESULT_FOLDER=THRESHOLD
;
End_For_Each
/ITERATION_PARAMETER_NAME=INDEX
;
For_Each
/ITERATION_PARAMETER_NAME=INDEX4
/ITEMS=AL+GA+GM+PL+RF+ST+TA+VL
;
Select_Active_File
/FILE_NAME=QUIET
;
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Set_Pipeline_Parameter_To_Data_Value
/PARAMETER_NAME=THRESHOLD
/SIGNAL_TYPES=METRIC
/SIGNAL_NAMES=::INDEX4
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=THRESHOLD
! /SIGNAL_COMPONENTS=ALL_COMPONENTS
;
Select_Active_File
/FILE_NAME=Race_Walk
;
Event_Threshold
/SIGNAL_TYPES=ANALOG
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=ENVELOPE
/SIGNAL_NAMES=EMG_&::INDEX4
/RESULT_EVENT_NAME=ON_&::INDEX4
/SIGNAL_COMPONENTS=X
! /FRAME_OFFSET=0
! /TIME_OFFSET=
!/EVENT_SEQUENCE= RTO_RW+RTO
! /EXCLUDE_EVENTS=
! /EVENT_SEQUENCE_INSTANCE=0
! /EVENT_SUBSEQUENCE=
! /SUBSEQUENCE_EXCLUDE_EVENTS=
! /EVENT_SUBSEQUENCE_INSTANCE=0
! /EVENT_INSTANCE=0
/START_AT_EVENT=RTO_RW
/END_AT_EVENT=RTO
/THRESHOLD=::THRESHOLD
/ON_ASCENT=TRUE
/ON_DESCENT=FALSE
! /FRAME_WINDOW=8
! /ENSURE_FRAMES_BEFORE=FALSE
/ENSURE_FRAMES_AFTER=TRUE
;
Event_Threshold
/SIGNAL_TYPES=ANALOG
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=ENVELOPE
/SIGNAL_NAMES=EMG_&::INDEX4
/RESULT_EVENT_NAME=OFF_&::INDEX4
/SIGNAL_COMPONENTS=X
! /FRAME_OFFSET=0
! /TIME_OFFSET=
/EVENT_SEQUENCE= RTO_RW+RTO
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! /EXCLUDE_EVENTS=
! /EVENT_SEQUENCE_INSTANCE=0
! /EVENT_SUBSEQUENCE=
! /SUBSEQUENCE_EXCLUDE_EVENTS=
! /EVENT_SUBSEQUENCE_INSTANCE=0
! /EVENT_INSTANCE=0
/START_AT_EVENT=RTO_RW
/END_AT_EVENT=RTO
/THRESHOLD=::THRESHOLD
/ON_ASCENT=FALSE
/ON_DESCENT=TRUE
! /FRAME_WINDOW=8
/ENSURE_FRAMES_BEFORE=TRUE
! /ENSURE_FRAMES_AFTER=FALSE
;
Select_Active_File
/FILE_NAME=Normal_Walk
;
Event_Threshold
/SIGNAL_TYPES=ANALOG
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=ENVELOPE
/SIGNAL_NAMES=EMG_&::INDEX4
/RESULT_EVENT_NAME=ON_&::INDEX4
/SIGNAL_COMPONENTS=X
! /FRAME_OFFSET=0
! /TIME_OFFSET=
/EVENT_SEQUENCE= RTO_NW+RTO
! /EXCLUDE_EVENTS=
! /EVENT_SEQUENCE_INSTANCE=0
! /EVENT_SUBSEQUENCE=
! /SUBSEQUENCE_EXCLUDE_EVENTS=
! /EVENT_SUBSEQUENCE_INSTANCE=0
! /EVENT_INSTANCE=0
/START_AT_EVENT=RTO_NW
/END_AT_EVENT=RTO
/THRESHOLD=::THRESHOLD
/ON_ASCENT=TRUE
/ON_DESCENT=FALSE
! /FRAME_WINDOW=8
! /ENSURE_FRAMES_BEFORE=FALSE
/ENSURE_FRAMES_AFTER=TRUE
;
Event_Threshold
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/SIGNAL_TYPES=ANALOG
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=ENVELOPE
/SIGNAL_NAMES=EMG_&::INDEX4
/RESULT_EVENT_NAME=OFF_&::INDEX4
/SIGNAL_COMPONENTS=X
! /FRAME_OFFSET=0
! /TIME_OFFSET=
/EVENT_SEQUENCE=RTO_NW+RTO
! /EXCLUDE_EVENTS=
! /EVENT_SEQUENCE_INSTANCE=0
! /EVENT_SUBSEQUENCE=
! /SUBSEQUENCE_EXCLUDE_EVENTS=
! /EVENT_SUBSEQUENCE_INSTANCE=0
! /EVENT_INSTANCE=0
/START_AT_EVENT=RTO_NW
/END_AT_EVENT=RTO
/THRESHOLD=::THRESHOLD
/ON_ASCENT=FALSE
/ON_DESCENT=TRUE
! /FRAME_WINDOW=8
/ENSURE_FRAMES_BEFORE=TRUE
! /ENSURE_FRAMES_AFTER=FALSE
;
Select_Active_File
/FILE_NAME=Run
;
Event_Threshold
/SIGNAL_TYPES=ANALOG
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=ENVELOPE
/SIGNAL_NAMES=EMG_&::INDEX4
/RESULT_EVENT_NAME=ON_&::INDEX4
/SIGNAL_COMPONENTS=X
! /FRAME_OFFSET=0
! /TIME_OFFSET=
/EVENT_SEQUENCE=RTO_RU+RTO
! /EXCLUDE_EVENTS=
! /EVENT_SEQUENCE_INSTANCE=0
! /EVENT_SUBSEQUENCE=
! /SUBSEQUENCE_EXCLUDE_EVENTS=
! /EVENT_SUBSEQUENCE_INSTANCE=0
! /EVENT_INSTANCE=0
/START_AT_EVENT=RTO_RU
/END_AT_EVENT=RTO
/THRESHOLD=::THRESHOLD
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/ON_ASCENT=TRUE
/ON_DESCENT=FALSE
! /FRAME_WINDOW=8
! /ENSURE_FRAMES_BEFORE=FALSE
/ENSURE_FRAMES_AFTER=TRUE
;
Event_Threshold
/SIGNAL_TYPES=ANALOG
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=ENVELOPE
/SIGNAL_NAMES=EMG_&::INDEX4
/RESULT_EVENT_NAME=OFF_&::INDEX4
/SIGNAL_COMPONENTS=X
! /FRAME_OFFSET=0
! /TIME_OFFSET=
/EVENT_SEQUENCE=RTO_RU+RTO
! /EXCLUDE_EVENTS=
! /EVENT_SEQUENCE_INSTANCE=0
! /EVENT_SUBSEQUENCE=
! /SUBSEQUENCE_EXCLUDE_EVENTS=
! /EVENT_SUBSEQUENCE_INSTANCE=0
! /EVENT_INSTANCE=0
/START_AT_EVENT=RTO_RU
/END_AT_EVENT=RTO
/THRESHOLD=::THRESHOLD
/ON_ASCENT=FALSE
/ON_DESCENT=TRUE
! /FRAME_WINDOW=8
/ENSURE_FRAMES_BEFORE=TRUE
! /ENSURE_FRAMES_AFTER=FALSE
;
End_For_Each
/ITERATION_PARAMETER_NAME=INDEX4
;
Select_Active_File
/FILE_NAME=MOTION2
;
For_Each
/ITERATION_PARAMETER_NAME=INDEX5
/ITEMS=AL+GA+GM+PL+RF+ST+TA+VL
;
Metric_Signal_Value_At_Event
/RESULT_METRIC_NAME=::INDEX5&_ONSET
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/RESULT_METRIC_FOLDER=ONSET
/SIGNAL_TYPES=ANALOG
/SIGNAL_NAMES=EMG_&::INDEX5
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=ENVELOPE
/EVENT_NAME=ON_&::INDEX5
/GENERATE_MEAN_AND_STDDEV=FALSE
! /APPEND_TO_EXISTING_VALUES=FALSE
! /GENERATE_VECTOR_LENGTH_METRIC=FALSE
! /RETAIN_NO_DATA_VALUES=FALSE
;
Metric_Signal_Value_At_Event
/RESULT_METRIC_NAME=::INDEX5&_OFFSET
/RESULT_METRIC_FOLDER=OFFSET
/SIGNAL_TYPES=ANALOG
/SIGNAL_NAMES=EMG_&::INDEX5
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=ENVELOPE
/EVENT_NAME=OFF_&::INDEX5
/GENERATE_MEAN_AND_STDDEV=FALSE
! /APPEND_TO_EXISTING_VALUES=FALSE
! /GENERATE_VECTOR_LENGTH_METRIC=FALSE
! /RETAIN_NO_DATA_VALUES=FALSE
;
Metric_Time_Between_Events
/RESULT_METRIC_NAME=::INDEX5&_DURATION
/RESULT_METRIC_FOLDER=DURATION
/EVENT_SEQUENCE=ON_&::INDEX5+OFF_&::INDEX5
/EXCLUDE_EVENTS=
/GENERATE_MEAN_AND_STDDEV=FALSE
! /APPEND_TO_EXISTING_VALUES=FALSE
;
End_For_Each
/ITERATION_PARAMETER_NAME=INDEX5
;
Select_Active_File
/FILE_NAME=ALL_FILES
;
Open_Report_Template
/REPORT_TEMPLATE=Z:\Jaclyn\Dissertation\RW Study\RW_Template.rgt
;
Select_Active_File
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/FILE_NAME=Normal_Walk
;
Export_Data_To_Ascii_File
/FILE_NAME=::FOLDER&Processed\NW_EMG_Norm
/SIGNAL_TYPES=DERIVED
/SIGNAL_NAMES=EMG_AL_N+EMG_GA_N+EMG_GM_N+EMG_PL_N+EMG_R
F_N+EMG_ST_N+EMG_TA_N+EMG_VL_N
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=PROCESSED
! /SIGNAL_COMPONENTS=
! /START_LABEL=
! /END_LABEL=
/EVENT_SEQUENCE=RTO_NW+RTO
! /EXCLUDE_EVENTS=
! /USE_POINT_RATE=FALSE
/NORMALIZE_DATA=TRUE
! /NORMALIZE_POINTS=101
! /EXPORT_MEAN_AND_STD_DEV=FALSE
! /USE_P2D_FORMAT=FALSE
! /USE_SHORT_FILENAME=FALSE
;
Export_Data_To_Ascii_File
/FILE_NAME=::FOLDER&Processed\NW_Onset
/SIGNAL_TYPES=METRIC
/SIGNAL_NAMES=AL_ONSET+GA_ONSET+GM_ONSET+PL_ONSET+RF_ONSE
T+ST_ONSET+TA_ONSET+VL_ONSET
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=ONSET
/SIGNAL_COMPONENTS=X+X+X+X+X+X+X+X
! /START_LABEL=
! /END_LABEL=
/EVENT_SEQUENCE=RTO_NW+RTO
! /EXCLUDE_EVENTS=
! /USE_POINT_RATE=FALSE
/NORMALIZE_DATA=TRUE
! /NORMALIZE_POINTS=101
! /EXPORT_MEAN_AND_STD_DEV=FALSE
! /USE_P2D_FORMAT=FALSE
! /USE_SHORT_FILENAME=FALSE
;
Export_Data_To_Ascii_File
/FILE_NAME=::FOLDER&Processed\NW_Offset
/SIGNAL_TYPES=METRIC
/SIGNAL_NAMES=AL_OFFSET+GA_OFFSET+GM_OFFSET+PL_OFFSET+RF_OF
FSET+ST_OFFSET+TA_OFFSET+VL_OFFSET
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/SIGNAL_FOLDER=OFFSET
! /SIGNAL_COMPONENTS=
! /START_LABEL=
! /END_LABEL=
/EVENT_SEQUENCE=RTO_NW+RTO
! /EXCLUDE_EVENTS=
! /USE_POINT_RATE=FALSE
/NORMALIZE_DATA=TRUE
! /NORMALIZE_POINTS=101
! /EXPORT_MEAN_AND_STD_DEV=FALSE
! /USE_P2D_FORMAT=FALSE
! /USE_SHORT_FILENAME=FALSE
;
Select_Active_File
/FILE_NAME=Run
;
Export_Data_To_Ascii_File
/FILE_NAME=::FOLDER&Processed\RU_EMG_Norm
/SIGNAL_TYPES=DERIVED
/SIGNAL_NAMES=EMG_AL_N+EMG_GA_N+EMG_GM_N+EMG_PL_N+EMG_R
F_N+EMG_ST_N+EMG_TA_N+EMG_VL_N
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=PROCESSED
! /SIGNAL_COMPONENTS=
! /START_LABEL=
! /END_LABEL=
/EVENT_SEQUENCE=RTO_RU+RTO
! /EXCLUDE_EVENTS=
! /USE_POINT_RATE=FALSE
/NORMALIZE_DATA=TRUE
! /NORMALIZE_POINTS=101
! /EXPORT_MEAN_AND_STD_DEV=FALSE
! /USE_P2D_FORMAT=FALSE
! /USE_SHORT_FILENAME=FALSE
;
Export_Data_To_Ascii_File
/FILE_NAME=::FOLDER&Processed\RU_Onset
/SIGNAL_TYPES=METRIC
/SIGNAL_NAMES=AL_ONSET+GA_ONSET+GM_ONSET+PL_ONSET+RF_ONSE
T+ST_ONSET+TA_ONSET+VL_ONSET
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=ONSET
! /SIGNAL_COMPONENTS=
! /START_LABEL=
! /END_LABEL=
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/EVENT_SEQUENCE=RTO_RU+RTO
! /EXCLUDE_EVENTS=
! /USE_POINT_RATE=FALSE
/NORMALIZE_DATA=TRUE
! /NORMALIZE_POINTS=101
! /EXPORT_MEAN_AND_STD_DEV=FALSE
! /USE_P2D_FORMAT=FALSE
! /USE_SHORT_FILENAME=FALSE
;
Export_Data_To_Ascii_File
/FILE_NAME=::FOLDER&Processed\RU_Offset
/SIGNAL_TYPES=METRIC
/SIGNAL_NAMES=AL_OFFSET+GA_OFFSET+GM_OFFSET+PL_OFFSET+RF_OF
FSET+ST_OFFSET+TA_OFFSET+VL_OFFSET
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=OFFSET
! /SIGNAL_COMPONENTS=
! /START_LABEL=
! /END_LABEL=
/EVENT_SEQUENCE=RTO_RU+RTO
! /EXCLUDE_EVENTS=
! /USE_POINT_RATE=FALSE
/NORMALIZE_DATA=TRUE
! /NORMALIZE_POINTS=101
! /EXPORT_MEAN_AND_STD_DEV=FALSE
! /USE_P2D_FORMAT=FALSE
! /USE_SHORT_FILENAME=FALSE
;
Select_Active_File
/FILE_NAME=Race_Walk
;
Export_Data_To_Ascii_File
/FILE_NAME=::FOLDER&Processed\RW_EMG_Norm
/SIGNAL_TYPES=DERIVED
/SIGNAL_NAMES=EMG_AL_N+EMG_GA_N+EMG_GM_N+EMG_PL_N+EMG_R
F_N+EMG_ST_N+EMG_TA_N+EMG_VL_N
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=PROCESSED
! /SIGNAL_COMPONENTS=
! /START_LABEL=
! /END_LABEL=
/EVENT_SEQUENCE=RTO_RW+RTO
! /EXCLUDE_EVENTS=
! /USE_POINT_RATE=FALSE
/NORMALIZE_DATA=TRUE
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! /NORMALIZE_POINTS=101
! /EXPORT_MEAN_AND_STD_DEV=FALSE
! /USE_P2D_FORMAT=FALSE
! /USE_SHORT_FILENAME=FALSE
;
Export_Data_To_Ascii_File
/FILE_NAME=::FOLDER&Processed\RW_Onset
/SIGNAL_TYPES=METRIC
/SIGNAL_NAMES=AL_ONSET+GA_ONSET+GM_ONSET+PL_ONSET+RF_ONSE
T+ST_ONSET+TA_ONSET+VL_ONSET
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=ONSET
! /SIGNAL_COMPONENTS=
! /START_LABEL=
! /END_LABEL=
/EVENT_SEQUENCE=RTO_RW+RTO
! /EXCLUDE_EVENTS=
! /USE_POINT_RATE=FALSE
/NORMALIZE_DATA=TRUE
! /NORMALIZE_POINTS=101
! /EXPORT_MEAN_AND_STD_DEV=FALSE
! /USE_P2D_FORMAT=FALSE
! /USE_SHORT_FILENAME=FALSE
;
Export_Data_To_Ascii_File
/FILE_NAME=::FOLDER&Processed\RW_Offset
/SIGNAL_TYPES=METRIC
/SIGNAL_NAMES=AL_OFFSET+GA_OFFSET+GM_OFFSET+PL_OFFSET+RF_OF
FSET+ST_OFFSET+TA_OFFSET+VL_OFFSET
/SIGNAL_FOLDER=OFFSET
! /SIGNAL_COMPONENTS=
! /START_LABEL=
! /END_LABEL=
/EVENT_SEQUENCE=RTO_RW+RTO
! /EXCLUDE_EVENTS=
! /USE_POINT_RATE=FALSE
/NORMALIZE_DATA=TRUE
! /NORMALIZE_POINTS=101
! /EXPORT_MEAN_AND_STD_DEV=FALSE
! /USE_P2D_FORMAT=FALSE
! /USE_SHORT_FILENAME=FALSE
;
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